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exico stands out for many reasons,
one of them is its energy wealth,
which provides an enormous potential for development. To seize this strength, the
Government of the Republic promoted the Energy Reform, perhaps the most important economic change over the last 50 years.
With this reform, the Mexican State maintains the ownership of hydrocarbons in the subsurface and, for the first time, the private sector
participation has been included in all the areas
of the productive chain of the sector, including
exploration and extraction in conventional and
unconventional reservoirs, as well as in deep and
ultra-deep waters in the Gulf of Mexico.
By taking advantage of experience and technological capabilities of leading companies, the
production and industrialization of hydrocarbons will be improved; while we are continuing
to expand our infrastructure to transport natural gas, a 70% less polluting fuel than oil.
We are also promoting the generation of clean
energy from renewable sources, like the sun, wind

or geothermal. Thus, Mexico is making progress
in fulfilling its global commitments in environmental matters and in combating climate change.
Moreover, by creating the Wholesale Electricity Market, as from 2016, new companies
will be able to provide electricity at more competitive rates for the benefit of business, industries and households in the country.
For all these reasons, our energy sector is experiencing a very positive moment. Mexico has
dared to break down the legal barriers that were
preventing the entry of new competitors and
were limiting the incorporation of cutting-edge
technologies. Today, my country offers conditions for greater legal certainty and confidence
to new investors, which will boost the economic
growth and the generation of more quality jobs.
It is time to seize the new Mexican model. I
invite all investors, both domestic and foreign, to
learn about the benefits of the Energy Reform; I
invite all investors to be part of this new phase of
economic development for generating, together,
the energy required by Mexico in the 21st century.

Enrique Peña Nieto
President of the United Mexican States
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Mexico is a country in transformation, as its evolution over
the past fifty years proves. In
1965 Mexico exported 1.1 billion dollars. The main factor of
growth in exports that year was represented by
the increase in sales of agricultural and livestock
products abroad, especially corn, cotton, beef
cattle and tomatoes. Foreign sales of manufactured goods represented 17% of total exports.
Today the situation is diametrically different. Mexico reached a historic high of
400 billion dollars in exports in 2014; that
is, we have multiplied the amount of our
exports 400 times in fifty years. More important still is that we have transformed the
profile of our sales abroad: today 85% of
our exports are manufactured goods.
In 1965 we were constrained by a decree that forced manufacturing companies
to have a domestic majority stock. Today
Mexico is one of the most open countries in
the world, based on a network of free trade
agreements with over 46 countries, providing legal certainty for foreign investors.
On climate change, we have also made
significant progress. In 1965 Mario Molina,

who later won the Nobel Prize, graduated
from the UNAM as a chemical engineer.
That year Mexico did not deal with environmental challenges. Today our country
has the Special Climate Change Program,
which seek to expand the use of clean and
renewable energies, as well as switching to
fuels from lesser carbon-intensive sources.
By 2024 the goal in Mexico is to reach a
35% share of clean technologies in our total power generation.
Our country is living a historic moment.
Fifty years ago the participation of the private sector in the Mexican energy industry
was unthinkable. In the present—starting
from the structural reforms—we will have
increased private investment in the sector.
Thanks to new contracting schemes, renewable energies will also benefit. For example,
in the 2015-2018 period eight wind energy
projects will be built.
According to Seneca, the wind is favorable to he who knows where he is going,
and in Mexico we are sailing along the path
that leads to prosperity, driven by structural
changes and important competitive advantages in the sector.

Welcome to Negocios ProMéxico!
Francisco N. González Díaz
CEO
ProMéxico
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New Investments in Veracruz

FOREIGN INVESTMENT
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According to sources in the Under Secretariat of Energy, Investment,
and Ports of the Secretariat of Economic Development of the state of
Veracruz, up to 2015, 831 investment projects have been generated
concentrated in 85 municipalities in the south. The projects include
Etileno XXI and the expansion of the Mexichem plant, as well as
CyPLUS-IDESA, Cysa, Oxiteno, Clariant and Campi.
In addition to these investments, projects have been undertaken
in property development, mainly hotel construction, with the arrival
of the Marriott International and Holiday Inn chains. To these investments others must be included, such as Sendero, Quadrum, and
Torre Teatro shopping malls.

Oracle will Invest 86 Million
Dollars in Jalisco
Oracle announced an investment of 86 million dollars to establish the Oracle Mexico Development Center in Zapopan,
Jalisco, which will create 4,000 jobs and house several lines
of business, such as technology development, data integration,
mobility and the Internet of Things. This center will be the
first of its kind in Latin America. Formerly, Oracle had inaugurated a similar center in India and another one in the USA.
Jalisco is trying to attract investment in technology to become
one of the most important hubs of innovation and technology
at the regional and global levels. In addition, the state has
talented human capital and creativity, so it ranks as an ideal
place for this type of industry.

www.veracruz.gob.mx

FOOD

Nestlé Builds a New Plant in
Jalisco

www.oracle.com
www.jalisco.gob.mx

Nestlé is building a plant for infant formula in
Ocotlán, Jalisco, which will be a center of production and specialization. The new facilities will
occupy an area of sixty hectares, it will create
400 jobs, and it will produce 38,000 tons of baby
food each year.
Currently, the multinational company is investing one billion dollars in Mexico, of which half
goes to the state of Jalisco, where Nestlé has two
other plants in Lagos de Moreno, one of them
specializing in producing milk powder and the
other in breakfast cereals such as the Trix and
Cheerios brands.

AUTOMOTIVE

November 2015

The automotive company Daimler AG announced it had started the
construction of its new Cooperation Manufacturing Plant Aguascalientes (Compas), which will invest 1.2 billion dollars and generate
over 3,600 direct jobs.
In these facilities two new generation premium vehicles will be manufactured for the Infiniti and Mercedes Benz brands. It is expected that
from 2020 the capacity of the Compas plant will amount to 350,000
vehicles per year, which will position Aguascalientes as one of the
major automotive manufacturing centers in the country.
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Daimler Builds Plant in Aguascalientes

www.nestle.com.mx
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The initial stage of the Energía Sierra Juárez energy park—the
first wind energy project between Mexico and the USA that
will generate power for export to the state of California—was
recently inaugurated. This center will interconnect with the US
Southwestern Transmission System through a new line that will
cross both countries. For Mexico this represents the possibility
that clean energy generated in this country can also become a
product for export.
The wind energy farm already has a power purchase agreement
for twenty years with the San Diego Gas & Electric company.

Mexico is a pioneer in the regulation of biotech drugs, a fact that is reflected
in the increased investment in this sector. New applications for human
and animal health are currently being explored. Our country provides
and attractive opportunity to develop commercial biotechnology, with
competitive advantages in six main areas: qualified human capital, research
centers, competitive costs, intellectual property, trade and clinical trials.
The Comisión Federal para la Protección contra Riesgos Sanitarios
(Cofepris, Federal commission for the protection against sanitary risks)
reports that, in terms of clinical innovation in biotechnology, there are
international companies interested in investing in Mexico. Such is the case
of the Amgen drug company, which has an investment plan of over 100
million dollars from 2011 to 2016. Also, in the next two years the national
industry will allocate nearly 200 million dollars in creating biocomparables.

photo archive

ENERGY

BRIEFS

www.daimler.com.mx
www.aguascalientes.gob.mx
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An Outlook on the energy Reform
Where we are now and where we are heading
It took more than seventy years for the transformation needed by the Mexican energy sector to materialize. Mexico was
one of the few countries where almost all activities related to the hydrocarbon and electricity industries were concentrated
in state-run companies, which affected national income, economic development, and international competitiveness.

With the approval of the constitutional reform proposed by President
Enrique Peña Nieto, and with the publication of the secondary laws and
regulations to implement this reform, Mexico has taken a great step towards
overcoming its major challenges in relation to energy.

courtesy of pemex
photo

limits development of renewable energies for power generation, reflected in an
unbalanced energy matrix that is heavily
weighted towards fossil fuels.
That is why that with the approval
of the constitutional reform proposed by
President Enrique Peña Nieto, and with the
publication of the secondary laws and regulations to implement this reform, Mexico
has taken a great step towards overcoming
its major challenges in relation to energy.
The nation protects its original ownership

photo

To visualize the need the country had for
these changes, it is enough to point out that
oil and gas production have been in steady
decline over the past decade, despite the efforts by the state to increase investment in
hydrocarbon exploration and extraction.
With regard to electricity, average tariffs in
the country were 25% higher than those
in the United States—a figure that climbs
to 73% if the effects of government subsidies are taken into account. Similarly,
restrictions on private investment placed

courtesy of secretariat of energy

by pedro joaquín coldwell, secretary of energy

It is an unprecedented event that this year the first two bidding rounds for
exploration and extraction of hydrocarbons have been held. These were
characterized by their public, competitive, transparent and open nature,
and by both domestic and international participation.
of subsurface hydrocarbons, while modernizing the industry and adopting the principles of free and fair competition between
state and private companies.
From the conception of round one, we set
five objectives. First, to assign contracts with
absolute transparency and no discretionary
decisions; second, to promote a diversified
industrial system for the hydrocarbon sector with companies of different types and
nationalities, allowing regional development;
third, to achieve block allocation levels in line
with international averages; fourth, to guarantee favorable financial conditions in the
long term for the Mexican state; and fifth, to
halt the decline in oil and gas production.
It is an unprecedented event that this
year the first two bidding rounds for exploration and extraction of hydrocarbons
have been held. These were characterized
by their public, competitive, transparent
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and open nature, and by both domestic
and international participation.
The first bidding round was for shallow
water exploration blocks, and the second
for shallow water extraction fields. Meanwhile, the third round will relate to onshore
and mature fields, and the fourth will include deep water fields and the extra-heavy
oil resources that are abundant in Mexican
territory. Together with the latter, the first
association tenders of Petróleos Mexicanos
(Pemex) will also take place.
As a result of the first round of tendering, in July 2015 the first two joint production contracts were awarded, and at the end
of September the second round was held, at
which three further contracts were assigned
to the companies that presented the best
economic proposals. It is very important to
note that in the five contracts assigned, the
utility to the state exceeds 70%.

In this way, we are progressing towards
building the foundations of a diversified industrial system, in which numerous companies of different sizes and characteristics will
operate in Mexico. Up until now, we have
eight new firms, seven of which have joined
forces as consortiums, and one of which will
operate alone.
The tendering processes have been
recognized by specialists and stakeholders
in the hydrocarbon sector. At all times we
have sought to adhere to international best
practices and to public oversight; for example, the unsealing of the economic proposals were broadcast live over the Internet, and in the media. It is encouraging to
observe that despite the current low international oil prices, confidence in investing
in energy projects in Mexico remains high.
An example of this is that the first two bidding rounds led to 35% of blocks or fields
being allocated, together with 26% of contracts, which places the country within international ranges for allocation.
In order to promote a greater certainty
and to provide the interested parties with appropriate tools for strategic decision making,
we have prepared the first draft Five Year
Plan for Tenders for Hydrocarbon Explora-
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Pemex
A partner for the new international arena

In order to promote still greater certainty and to provide the interested
parties with appropriate tools for strategic decision making, we have
prepared the first draft Five Year Plan for Tenders for Hydrocarbon
Exploration and Extraction 2015-2019.

We are living a historical moment: for the first time in eight decades, Mexico has opened its energy sector to global
competition. Since December of 2013, when the Mexican Congress approved the historic energy reform, Pemex has the
constitutional mandate of maximizing the value of hydrocarbons for Mexico under the new framework of competition
within an open market. The company’s profound transformation has been achieved in record time, less than two years,
with the support of all the petroleum workers.

courtesy of pemex

by emilio ricardo lozoya austin, general director, petróleos mexicanos

In order to achieve this transformation,
we set out four main actions: first, to create a culture of high performance that targets customer service and value creation;
second, focus our business portfolio to
highly profitable substantial activities;
third, set up an operational model based
on process management, aligned to the
company’s strategic objectives for achieving more effective and transparent management; and fourth, implement a system
for the management of operational excellence that is efficient, safe, reliable and
sustainable.
Pemex transformed into a Productive
State Company in order to compete in an
open market and to maintain a leadership
position in the industry, generating economic
value in all its business lines. Following this
logic, two large productive enterprise sub-

sidiaries were created: Pemex Exploration
and Production, and Pemex Industrial Transformation, which merged Pemex Refining,
Pemex Gas and Basic Petrochemicals, and
Pemex Petrochemicals. Likewise, another
five subsidiary companies were created as
business lines that will become affiliates in
2016: Cogeneration and Services; Fertilizers;
Ethylene; Logistics, and Drilling and Services.
It is worth highlighting that Pemex
Industrial Transformation, which closed
the cycle of the company’s restructuring,
represented the largest merger in the history of Mexico. It took an enormous effort

that was achieved in little more than six
months, when originally a year and a half
was estimated for its conclusion.
The restructuring of Petróleos Mexicanos is historic and places our production
company in a situation of competition that
makes it more dynamic, innovative and
closer to the consumer.
The immediate challenge is to increase
operational efficiency and stabilize the operation, while in the medium term it will
seek to capture the maximum value that
the market offers, as well as strengthening
and improving its infrastructure.

There is a positive footnote: last June the discovery of new oil deposits
estimated at around 350 million barrels were announced, adding to our
reserves.

photo

tion and Extraction 2015-2019. This document includes detailed information about
the country’s reserves and prospective reserves for this period, and is designed to consider the nominations and requirements of
countries interested in investing in a particular zone. This is an indication of our willingness to work in partnership with the industry, and to take decisions that reflect the real
needs and opportunities of development.
Another important aspect contained in
the reform is the creation of a real national
network of oil pipelines that reaches all regions of the country and which incorporates the redundancy necessary to ensure a
reliable supply of natural gas.
This important raw material offers
major advantages to consumers. For example, natural gas is a cheaper fuel source
than traditional alternatives—such as fuel
oil and diesel—used in the generation of
electricity, it produces lower greenhouse
gas emissions, and its use will gradually be
reflected in cheaper electricity bills for customers. As a result, the energy reform creates a new institutional design and a new
model for the natural gas industry, which
seeks to develop new infrastructure that
reaches all the country’s states to guarantee
the availability of the resource in a safe and
efficient manner. We estimate that during
the current administration almost 10,000
additional kilometers of gas pipeline will
be built, an undeniable legacy of this government with infrastructure that will bring
major benefits to Mexican society.
The entry of new stakeholders in the
sector also aims to promote associated
markets and encourage the creation of
jobs throughout the value chain: from
transport and storage of fuels, to the processing and production of petrochemicals
and fertilizers, to the construction of housing in oil-producing areas.
While the impact of the energy reform
on the oil and gas sector has been the most
discussed in media and the one with most
exposure, the power sector is of equal or
greater significance. The reform to the power sector is a reform in competitiveness.
At the end of 2014 we published the
guidelines for clean energy certificates,
which aim to promote electricity generation from cleaner sources; in this regard, we
have already established a minimum percentage that users must acquire under this
modality. In addition, the underlying principles of the wholesale electricity market

photos

have already been set out, for which tenders and long-term contracts will be made
beginning in 2016. In this market, qualified
consumers will be able to acquire electricity
from the supplier that best suits them.
Meanwhile, transmission lines and distribution will continue to be the rresponsibility of Comisión Federal de Electricidad
(CFE, Federal Electricity Commission).
However, the latter will be able to form partnerships with private enterprises that can inject resources to modernize and extend these
networks. Over the next fifteen years the
transmission network will grow by almost
25,000 kilometers. This is only the start: we
have worked on developing the legislative
and institutional framework that provides

the foundations for this reform, and now we
are focusing on its implementation.
Much remains to be done, but we are
certain that we are on the right path, a
path that leads towards regional development, the generation of talent in the energy sector, and to more and better jobs for
young Mexicans.
In the years to come we will reap the
harvest of what we are sowing now, and
for this reason it is vital to continue along
the path of transparency, providing certainty to society that the work being undertaken is for the construction of a better
Mexico for all Mexicans. N
www.gob.mx/sener
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We have many great challenges ahead
and to face them we are implementing a
new internal culture. Each one of our employees must become an agent for change.
With this transformation we seek
that Pemex will consolidate as the leading energy company in Mexico and a
true model for the industry worldwide.
In this new context, so difficult in some
aspects, we as oilmen have been up to
the task and have made ours the transformation of Pemex.

photos

To achieve this, we are aware that we
must compete with the best companies in
the world, but we also have the option to
partner and together bolster our assets
such as our know-how and infrastructure.
Thus, for analyzing business opportunities
that may arise for partnerships with other
companies, a specific corporate office has
been created: Alliances and New Businesses, dedicated to making the most of the opportunities and the tools made available to
us by the energy reform.

Pemex transformed into a Productive State Company in order to compete
in an open market and to maintain a leadership position in the industry,
generating economic value in all its business lines.

We are convinced that the construction of different kinds of operational and
financial alliances, both in logistics for industrial products, as well as for primary
midstream, opens up a promising path
towards new business opportunities with
potential partners, in the same way that
Pemex may now expand and strengthen
its infrastructure through its partners and
thanks to capital from third parties.
In addition to the company’s structural
changes, Pemex’s financial health has been
a priority for this Administration. Since last
year, we began an extensive process for analysis and implementation of options to minimize losses. These measures include a budget
of around $3.5 billion dollars in savings in
2015, of which approximately $600 million come from a reduction in payroll cost;
monetization of non-strategic assets, and the
pursuit of strategic partnerships to promote
both existing projects, as well as new ones in
every part of the value chain.
Moreover, we have safeguarded the financial health of the company, easing the
heavy burden imposed by labor liabilities
amounting to approximately $90 billion
dollars, thanks to the successful negotiation of the current pension system, which
amends the requirements of age and seniority to gain full retirement. This agreement is
historically significant and will be essential
to improve the company’s capital structure.
Despite the dramatic decline in oil
prices since last year, the cost of a barrel of
oil in Mexico remains competitive, at an
average of $23 dollars, which makes it still
profitable despite current prices. There is a
positive footnote: last June the discovery
of new oil deposits estimated at around
350 million barrels were announced, adding to our reserves.
Geological opportunities are ever present
and we can partner with private companies
in order to develop more fields, create jobs,
and generate oil income for Mexico, through
which more schools, hospitals, roads, and
other social infrastructure projects that our
country needs, may be developed.
The new Pemex, thanks to the transformation we are living, will continue to
be one of the largest oil producers in the
world, a leader in technological innovation and talent recruitment, but above all,
the best partner for domestic and foreign
companies. N
www.pemex.com
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Pemex
Looking for Partners and Retaining
Experienced Staff
The liberalization brought along by the energy reform imposes challenges on Pemex, such as partnering with companies
that can provide technology and value. Another challenge is to retain its staff and keep it qualified.
interview with gustavo hernández garcía, operating director of exploration and production, petróleos mexicanos, by isabel c. vieyra,
director of special projects at coordinación general de comunicación e imagen, proméxico

Since 1938, when the oil industry was
nationalized in Mexico under the name
Petróleos Mexicanos (Pemex), the benefits that the company has produced for
the country have been innumerable. It has
generated vast resources for our public
finances, which have allowed the country
to build roads, schools, street paving and
lighting, and has provided services that
benefit the entire population, particularly
noticeable in the last decade.
Pemex has been a major contributor,
but no longer. Still, it will destine a significant amount of revenue to our public
finances. From this point of view, it is not
only a pillar that markets products, but
this marketing activity allows the State
to attract foreign currency that translates
into benefits for the entire society.
Development Opportunities and
Farmouts
Following the approval of the energy reform, some of the opportunities that Pemex
can take advantage of are associations.
“The ability of partnering with others and
sharing the risk is advantageous. Previously,
Pemex beared the full risk, which will now
be shared, and therefore the risk will be
reduced, as will be the levels of investment
required for more difficult, deep-sea exploration projects,” says Hernández.
Another opportunity that the stateowned company perceives is that it should
prepare its employees for an international
competitive environment, and Pemex has
taken notice that its people are trained and
prepared. “The market tells us that there
have been active attempts by the companies that are arriving to recruit Pemex
staff,” he says.
Farmouts are oilfields that the State
granted to Pemex for its financial and
technical capacities to exploit them.
Hernández mentions the need to increase
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technology and even the amount of investment in order to maximize the income of
these deposits. “We have identified some
areas where we propose a partnership and
thus maximize the value of the subsoil,”
suggests the executive.
The liberalization implied by the energy reform will attract investors who know
how to operate and extract but can also
join financial investors providing muscle
through technology, experience, qualified
human resources and equipment, among
others. These are the different types of investors that are coming.
For the third round of bidding—
which includes 25 land oilfields—over
ninety companies have expressed their
interest, out of which sixty have already
applied for pre-qualification. Of these
companies 60% are Mexican. “The appetite for oil activity in Mexico has been
aroused. There are many opportunities
for working and supporting Pemex with
more focused activities that require a
lower demand of investment resources,
with possibly more demand for experience, technology and a cost structure
different from the one that Pemex has,”
explains Hernández.
Pemex has a cost structure that involves more than 100,000 workers, of
which more than half belong to the exploration and production areas. The fixed
cost base is very high. “Companies will arrive with much lower operating costs. We
will allocate resources to larger and more
profitable oilfields,” says Hernández.
The Results of the Partnerships
Pemex has established a strategy with three
initiatives to seek partners. The first one
focuses on contracts that have been tendered before the approval of the reform,
that involve mature oilfields and others of
conventional gas. “We already have those

companies and we want them to continue
working with us as partners. They work
as contract service providers, but we want
them to be full partners and share the risk.
We also have a strategy to migrate those
licenses and contracts for production and
shared-earnings to the new legal framework,” says Hernández.
The second strategy is linked to farmouts. Pemex will seek partners, but by law,
Pemex cannot select those partners. This
is the responsibility of Comisión Nacional
de Hidrocarburos (CNH, National hydrocarbons commission), a regulatory agency
that governs the oil industry in Mexico,
which selects the partners that meet the
characteristics required by Pemex for every need.
The third initiative lies in the associations that the state-owned company can
have through the bidding rounds carried
out by the government. Among others, the
fourth round is about to be announced:
it will be for deep-water exploration,
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where there are no medium-sized players
or investors, only international operators
known as majors: large oil companies.
“It will be with them that we will evaluate the possibility of an association, or
the development of agreements in areas
of mutual interest which we will want to
study, acquire the necessary information
and eventually propose a joint bid,” says
Hernández.
First it must submit a proposal on areas of mutual interest to see if they agree.
Once they choose a company for signing
an agreement, the partnership cannot be
dissolved. “It is a short-term marriage, but
restricted to a specific area. We can make
several agreements by areas, depending
on the capabilities of each partner. Pemex
must partner with the best. Some of them
explore, others discover, and others sell.
Pemex is looking out for experts to partner with.”
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In other cases where there is evidence
that the possible resource to discover is
gas, there are very good companies that
are producing and operating these fields.
“Pemex—explains Hernández—will seek
agreements in these areas of mutual interest and, if they offer the best conditions,
we’ll work with the best gas producer. We
are preparing to compete and win, seeking out partners who also have a touch of
intelligence and strategy.”
Opportunities for Farmouts and
Companies Worldwide
There is no doubt that attracting several
interested players to the Mexican market
will motivate competition, and this will
occur not only in price but in quality.
“Pemex will not necessarily partner with
whoever pays more, but with who offers
the best technology. We want to partner
with the best, with the one that offers the

The liberalization implied by the energy reform will attract investors who
know how to operate and extract but can also join financial investors
providing muscle through technology, experience, qualified human
resources and equipment, among others.
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best generation of value for the country.”
Farmouts will attract a lot of competition
for domestic contractors. Pemex proposes
seventeen fields in this first stage: five land
oilfields, four in shallow waters, three in
shallow waters with extra-heavy crude,
and five in deep waters (three oilfields and
two gas fields). Each one will require different types of companies, for the different
characteristics they present.
The energy reform will generate a
great deal of offers that will bring services
to these companies and will cooperate
with Pemex in extraction activities. There
are opportunities for maintenance companies, for rolled metals and tools and pipeline manufacturers, for example. “We have
construction grounds in the Tuxpan-Tampico region that will have more activity
derived from the additional work that the
shallow water farmouts will bring (four
oilfields), plus three of extra-heavy crude
fields, and the deep water projects. The opportunity is there for Mexican and international companies,” says Hernández.
Now Pemex will have a greater ability to execute. “Before, the state enterprise
did what it could with the budget it was
given, which was not little, but still wasn’t
enough. Now Pemex has budgetary inde-
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“Pemex will not necessarily partner with whoever pays more, but with
who offers the best technology. We want to partner with the best, with
the one that offers the best generation of value for the country,” says
Hernández García.
pendence and will do what it can reach in
the fields that were assigned to the company, but the partnerships with other players
will allow additional capacity, with partners or competitors that will be in adjoining blocks.”
In the end, the level of activity will
increase and the costs of the services will
drop because there will be competition.
“Pemex was a monopoly but it didn’t set
its prices; these were fixed by the international market environment. Now the
company is not a monopoly and there are
more players. This will reduce the offer of
services, because the competition to win
over a block or two will be fierce. Pemex
is prepared for this, to capitalize with the
arrival of new players, including the best,
which are the ones we want to partner
with,” says Hernández.
Pemex knows that knowledge is the
cornerstone. Hence, it does not disdain
any company that can help strengthen its
operation. The state-owned company has
considered partnering with companies
form North America (Canada and the
USA), Latin America, Europe, Asia (Russia and China), and the Middle East: from
all the regions where there is oil activity;
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some even with hostile activity, like the
north of the planet in Alaska, for example.
“The subsoil is the same. What changes is the geography. Pemex is interested in
knowing what a company does in the subsoil, not on the surface, in fields similar to
those that exist in the southeast of Mexico.
Pemex evaluates companies from all countries: Argentina, Brazil, Canada, China,
Colombia, Denmark, Ecuador, France,
Germany, Italy, Peru, Norway, Russia,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom, the United States of America,
and Venezuela, among others. We see that
all of them have possibilities, and they all
have expressed interest. Besides good
business, Mexico offers security. We are a
stable country with a democracy without
conflict, and this gives certainty to the investor,” says Hernández.
The CNH and Training
The role of the CNH is key. By legal mandate it is the regulatory agency responsible
for carrying out the tender processes for
selecting the partners with whom Pemex
will work with. “It chooses our bride for
us—jokes Hernández—, so what is up to
us is to ensure that the bride is efficient,

hardworking, inexpensive, providing expertise, technology and financial capacity.”
The CNH plays a very important role
because it organizes the tenders in the
rounds and the farmouts. “We are confident that the capacity of the regulator will
be key in helping us succeed in finding partners. It is not possible that in searching for
a partner through a tender the position will
remain unfilled,” says Hernández.
Hence, Pemex has to make a shortlist of
who may be potential partners, and one
of those pre-selected companies will win.
“Otherwise we would not maximize the
value and the State would remain without
the benefits provided by a partnership. It is
crucial that in this stage the CNH carries out
the process in an impeccable, transparent
and effective manner,” says the executive.
In the case of the professional staff, Pemex Exploration and Production has trained
people long before the reform; it drafted a
project for assessing competencies, retaining
talent and succession plans. Thus, the company knows where each of its professionals
is, when he will retire, what his training level
is and what individual program he must take
in order to improve his skills.
They have also worked with universities, offering careers in geosciences and
petroleum energy—29 in total—so that
students in their final semesters can learn
about Pemex. “We enroll them in a oneyear induction program that we conduct
on the premises of Instituto Mexicano del
Petróleo (IMP, Mexican institute of petroleum). Today there are 800 new engineers,
of which 600 have already completed the
course and have joined the workforce to
replace those who have retired. Pemex
has a plan to retain some of this talent,
because they are good teachers and workers, and we don’t want to lose those thirty
years of experience to retirement.”
Staff to be trained is not only enrolled
in Mexican universities but also abroad,
for example in Canada, the USA, Europe,
Australia, and New Zealand. These last
two offer careers specialized in deep-water
issues. “We have the whole spectrum covered, but this is not enough because we
need to attract more engineers. It is a first
step and it is not a part of the reform, but
it has been in place already for six years,”
concludes the Operating Director of Exploration and Production. N
www.pemex.com
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Transforming Mexico’s Energy Sector
New Investment Opportunities
Mexico’s energy sector is experiencing an unprecedented transformation. The proposal and implementation of significant
structural achievements have characterized recent years, and a new institutional and business environment is starting to
emerge, presenting business opportunities throughout the energy value chain.
by dr. lourdes melgar palacios, deputy secretary of energy for hydrocarbons

The year 2013 marked the approval of
the Constitutional Energy Reform which
set the foundation for the redefinition of
the sector’s institutional and legal framework, reaffirming the Nation’s ownership
over subsurface hydrocarbons, as well as
the principles of sustainability and transparency as fundamental elements to boost
Mexico’s energy industry; 2014 was a year
of intense legislative work wich concluded
with the approval of 21 laws and 26 regulations that clearly define the roles and
responsibilities of all stakeholders, as well
as the rules under which public and private companies will develop projects in the
multiple sub sectors of the industry; and
2015, the year of the implementation of
the Energy Reform, in the hydrocarbons
sector we conducted the first oil tenders
through fully transparent and competitive
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procedures, and we published planning
tools that provide greater certainty to investors about Mexico’s development plans
and opportunities.
Mexico is moving rapidly and decisively to transform our energy model from a
State monopoly into a competitive and efficient open market, full of opportunities for
domestic and international public and private investment. This transformation aims
to facilitate access to the technologies and
capital required to optimize Mexico’s natural resources, and establishes schemes that
foster the development of new value chains
and our human resources, to stimulate the
productivity of the Mexican economy.
One of the greatest achievements is
the culmination of Round One’s firts two
tenders. On July 15, 2015, we awarded
the first two contracts for exploration in

shallow waters under a shared production
modality. The winning consortium, integrated by Sierra Oil and Gas from Mexico,
Talos Energy from the USA, and Premier
Oil from Great Britain, signed these first
contracts with the Comisión Nacional de
Hidrocarburos (CNH, National Hydrocarbons Commission), in representation of
the Mexican State, on September 4, 2015,
becoming the first private participant in
the hydrocarbons exploration and production sector since the oil expropiation.
The second call for bids ended on September 30, 2015, with the award of three
new contracts for oil and gas extraction in
shallow waters located in the Gulf of Mexico, under a shared production modality.
In a highly competitive process, marked
by the participation of important international companies such as Statoil, Lukoil,
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CNOOC and Petronas, Mexico was able
to place 66% of the tendered oilfields in
favorable terms for the State. The winning
companies were ENI International for
Block 1; the consortium formed by the Argentinian companies E&P Hidrocarburos
and Pan American, where BP has a majority stake, for Block 2; and the consortium
formed by the US company Fieldwood Energy and the Mexican Petrobal for Block
4. ENI International will be the first largescale oil company to invest in Mexico under the Energy Reform’s new regulatory
framework.
Round One’s third call for bids includes
onshore oilfields already in production to
be tendered under a license modality. The
results of this bid will be announced on
December 15, 2015. Because of its characteristics, this bid sets the basis for the development of a new Mexican oil industry.
The fields included in this process are attractive for smaller operators with proven
technical capacities. This bid has attracted
Mexican companies, which represent 67%
of the total companies, that individually
or in consortium, make up the 52 prequalified bidders; and also for companies
from Australia, Canada, Colombia, Chile,
Egypt, France, Holland, Luxembourg,
Panama, Spain and the United States.
The implementation of this bid poses
particular challenges in terms of social sus-
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Mexico’s new energy model is governed by unprecedented transparency
and accountability standards, providing greater certainty to investors and
the society, and promoting the optimal use of our national resources.
tainability, a key principle of Mexico’s new
energy model, inscribed at constitutional
level. The Law establishes new social impact assessment requirements, as well as
new negotiation mechanisms to establish
fair payments for land use and land-surface occupation that project developers
must comply with prior to the development of any energy project. These tools
aim to enhance certainty amongst the
communities and the investors, and contribute to the development of constructive
and sustainable local relationships.
Round One’s fourth bid is one of the
most anticipated moments of the sector’s
opening. In this process we will tender exploration and extraction areas located in
deep waters, as well as areas with great
potential for extra-heavy oil production.
The participation of major oil companies
in these areas will be key in ensuring access to the technology and capital needed
to succesfully develop these fields, and will
contribute to stabilize Mexico’s oil production levels and reserve replacement ratio.
We are working to ensure that the proposed
contract model and the bidding guidelines

match the best international contracts, particularly at times when companies have
limited investment capital, while preserving
Mexico’s best interest and the contracts’
sustainability in the longer term.
Medium and long term planning is
essential to create a climate of certainty
throughout the industry. With this in
mind, we have published the Exploration and Extraction Five Year Plan 201520191, an indicative planning document
that includes feedback collected from
the local governments and the industry
through surveys. This feedback was key to
ensure the usefulness of this tool, without
losing sight of Mexico’s sustainability objectives regarding the exploitation of our
oil reserves.
The Five-Year Plan envisages the development of four bidding rounds and
includes 96 exploration areas, and 237
productive oilfields, covering an area of
235,000 square kilometers. This plan will
be reviewed annually, taking into account
the country’s needs, the availability of new
technologies and international market
conditions.
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So far, the opportunities in oil and gas
upstream activities have taken the spotlight. Nonetheless, the Energy Reform
implies a profound transformation of the
hydrocarbons transportation, industrial
transformation, distribution and sales
models, and 2016 will be a key year in
these areas.
Natural Gas
In terms of natural gas, Mexico has opened
the doors to investment for the development
of new pipelines and storage infrastructure,
as well as in distribution and retail. Mexico
now has an independent natural gas system
operator, the Centro Nacional de Control
del Gas Natural (Cenagas, National Center for Control of Natural Gas), which is
responsible for the management and planning of the national natural gas system, under free access criteria.
Guaranteeing natural gas supply at
competitive prices is essential to boost
Mexico’s economic growth and a key element for the success of the electricity market. Thus, we published the Gas Pipeline
System Expansion Five Year Plan 201520192 (Five-Year Pipeline Plan), built on
the basis of the National Development
Plan, which will be updated annually. This
Plan sends clear signals to the investors
about opportunities withing the transportation and distribution fields. It considers
the construction of strategic and social
pipelines to be tendered by Cenagas or
State Productive Enterprises (Pemex or
CFE) through public international bids.
The use of these pipelines will be regulated by rates set by the Comisión Reguladora de Energía (CRE, Regulatory Energy
Commission).
The plan proposes the construction of
strategic and social pipelines what will be
tendered by Cenagas or by State-owned
productive enterprises through public
international bids. Their use will be governed by the rates set by the Energy Regulatory Commission. The new model also
considers the development of commercial
pipelines, to be developed at the companies own cost and risk, obtaining the respective permits for the selected route.
This model facilitates the expansion of
Mexico’s infrastructure, which has grown
from 11,347 kilometers at the beginning of
this Administration to 12,538 kilometers in
2015, and aims to reach 20,938 kilometers
by 2019, with an estimated investment of
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Green Growth in the Energy Sector
Fruits of the Energy Reform
The energy reform is the paradigm shift that will allow the energy sector to become the development lever of our
country.
by leonardo beltrán rodríguez, undersecretary of planning, secretariat of energy

Mexico is moving rapidly and decisively to transform our energy model
from a State monopoly into a competitive and efficient open market,
full of opportunities for domestic and international public and private
investment.
14 billion dollars. This expansion will improve the connectivity and access to natural
gas from the USA, and facilitate access to
the Central American market.
Refining and gas processing activities
can be performed by private companies
through permits granted by the Secretariat
of Energy. This area presents great business
opportunities for companies, who can invest independently or in partnership with
Pemex. In addition, Mexico is also open to
competiton in the transportation, storage,
distribution and oil products retail sectors, through permits issued by the CRE.
The opening of LP gas imports in 2016
and gasoline and diesel imports in 2017
will bring oportunities that, together with
new storage policies, will increase supply
options for consumers and enhance the
country’s energy security. Mexico moves
towards the liberalization of gasoline and
diesel prices by 2018 to promote the creation of efficient and competitive markets.
Mexico’s new energy model is governed by unprecedented transparency
and accountability standards that provide
greater certainty to investors and to society, and promote the optimal use of our
national resources. In order to improve the
quality of information available through-

out decision-making processes and to ensure full transparency in the operations of
the sector, Mexico prepares its candidacy
to join the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI), a global standard to
promote open and accountable management of natural resources.
As a member country of the OECD,
and signatory of multiple free trade and
economic cooperation agreements, Mexico is committed to economic integration,
and to the observance of international best
practices regarding environmental protection, industrial safety and human rights.
The Energy Reform set the foundation for
the development a new industrial ecosystem that will allow Mexico to provide energy in a safe and reliable way, create new
value chains and promote greater regional
energy integration.
Mexico moves forward in its consolidation as an attractive investment destination
with macroeconomic stability, competitive
production costs, and aims to position itself
as a leading energy partner. N

Mexico’s new energy model is based on the
sustainable use of energy by creating new
markets linking talent, natural resources
and investment. To take advantage of our
natural capital—whether the wind, the Sun
or heat from the center of Earth—talent
and technology are required. The model is
based on an ecosystem of innovation that
created the incentives to invest in the development and training of highly specialized
human resources to meet the requirements
of the labor market, and in the development of a technology-based business sector
to design technology that allows the use of
natural resources and international competition. This will boost the competitiveness
and productivity of our country and will
allow diversification of the generation matrix. Thus, energy security will be consolidated in a sustainable fashion.
In this context, through the General
Law on Climate Change and the Law on
the Use of Renewable Energy and Financ-

ing for Energy Transition, Mexico undertook the commitment to promote a more
sustainable economy. To encourage the
development of the electricity sector, the
regulatory framework was strengthened
to allow the generation of electricity from
clean and renewable sources. Likewise, the
creation of an independent operator of the
system, to ensure the correct operation of
the market and compliance with the objective of clean generation, was determined.
The obligation of creating a wholesale
electricity market was established in the
Law of the Electricity Industry, in order to
foster competition for energy generation
and ensure that the electric flow rates remain competitive in benefit of the consumers. Likewise, the obligation of generating

a minimum percentage of clean energy was
also established, through so-called Clean
Energy Certificates, to ensure that the country will reach the target set for 2024.
Furthermore, to boost geothermal
resources—of which Mexico is extraordinarily endowed—a specific law was designed to promote and take advantage of
this resource, as well as a financial mechanism to boost investment in exploration
projects, which is one of the elements to
trigger the participation of new actors in
harnessing geothermal resources.
In matters of public policy, the 20142018 Special Program for Renewable Energy—prepared through an exercise in participatory democracy within the Renewable
Energy Advisory Council—set forth a me-

The energy reform will allow the creation of around 500,000 new jobs
during this Administration.
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dium and long-term goal: by the end of this
Administration one out of every four generated megawatts will stem from renewable
sources of energy, and by 2024 this goal
should reach 35% of total generation, considering other sources of clean energy.
As for investments in projects of renewable energy, the 2014-2018 National
Infrastructure Program expects investments of close to 6.6 billion dollars.
Meanwhile, the wind energy industry estimates an investment of 14 billion dollars between 2015 and 2018. In order to
support the decision-making process and
identify investment opportunities in renewable energies, the National Inventory
of Renewable Energies was published: it is
an online public platform of statistical and
geographic services that shows the potential of renewable energies and projects of
renewable energy power generation.
In relation to the sustainable use of energy, efficiency measures have multiple benefits and are a source of support for energy
security, competitiveness and sustainability.
In emerging economies—particularly in
Latin America— the use of more efficient
technologies in areas such as lighting, air
conditioning, refrigeration and other services to the population contributes to a reduction between 15% and 20% of energy
consumption, with a low or null investment
that helps in reducing poverty, promoting
growth, improving industrial productivity
and reducing fuel imports.
To boost efficiency and sustainability
of energy use, a strategy was established
in the energy reform framework aimed
at integrating a set of public policy recommendations to enable our country’s
transition towards cleaner technologies
and fuels. Through this strategy we are
developing energy-saving policies in buildings, industry and transportation, and we
are strengthening the normalization and
standards system, increasing the potential
for savings and providing information to
the consumer. In particular, we are taking
advantage of the high savings potential
of substituting obsolete for more efficient
equipment.
• In rural areas we have implemented the
Ahórrate una luz energy savings program for communities of up to 100,000
inhabitants, deploying the massive use
of energy-saving lamps (forty million)
for the benefit of eight million families.
This program is accompanied by a reg-
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The Mexican Energy Sector
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
In today’s world the typical indicators—per capita GDP or volume of imports—are no longer enough for measuring
the growth of a country. Internationally, we have struggled with cooperation mechanisms and international
organizations to create a new development agenda more akin to a new vision for growth. Our country in particular
has linked its growth to the battle against poverty, and has made important contributions in understanding poverty
as a multi-dimensional phenomenon.
by senator diva hadamira gastélum bajo, lxii legislature

In rural areas we have implemented the Ahórrate una luz energy savings
program for communities of up to 100,000 inhabitants, deploying the
massive use of energy-saving lamps (forty million) for the benefit of eight
million families.

•

ulation that stipulates the gradual withdrawal of incandescent bulbs to make
way for the adoption of technology that
consumes up to 75% less energy and
lasts ten times longer.
Through Fideicomiso para el Ahorro
de Energía (FIDE, Trust fund for energy savings), we are delivering ecoloans to SMEs for the acquisition of efficient-energy equipment (commercial
refrigeration, electric motors, air conditioners, efficient lighting and electricity substations), which is leading to the
reduction in operation costs for business, increasing their profitability and
competitiveness in the market.

In coordination with the World Bank,
for the sustainable development of cities
throughout the country, we are evaluating opportunities for energy savings in
transportation, buildings, street lighting, solid waste disposal, water pumping
and wastewater management, energy and
heating, in 32 municipalities of the country (one per state).
The energy reform will allow the creation of around 500,000 new jobs during
this Administration. In this regard—with the
goal of promoting innovation and enhancing

Last September the UN General Assembly
adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development: an action plan in favor of
people, the planet and prosperity, also intended to strengthen universal peace and
access to justice, composed of 17 objectives and 169 goals. These objectives were
designed to impact the economic, social
and environmental fields, seeking to end
poverty and hunger, increasing access to
health and well-being, ensuring quality
education, achieving gender equality as

well as access to clean water and sanitation sustainability, promoting the use
of affordable and clean energy sources,
fostering access to decent jobs, encouraging economic and industrial growth
with infrastructure innovation, reducing
inequality, creating sustainable cities and
communities, fostering responsible production and consumption in favor of the
climate, marine life and land ecosystems,
as well as consolidating justice institutions for peace.

All this is possible only through strong
alliances between countries and within
them, to execute necessary strategies and
programs to achieve these objectives. Likewise, this new agenda has incorporated the
gender perspective in its design.
The 2030 Agenda has been fully accepted by our country, because in the
words of President Enrique Peña Nieto,
“the sustained development of the world
can only be achieved if women have the
same opportunities as men in caring for

the national talent that the energy sector will
require—, Secretariat of Energy, in conjunction with National Council of Science and
Technology, and Secretariat of Education,
among other actors, published the Strategic
Program for Training Human Resources in
the Energy Sector. This program will provide more than 60,000 scholarships to train
the specialists, technicians and professionals
that the sector will require.
Secretariat of Energy, through the Sustainable Energy Fund, has invested over
1.6 billion pesos in the last year—the largest amount of financial resources ever applied to renewable energy research and
development technologies in the history
of our country—for the establishment of
Mexican innovation centers (in solar, geothermal and wind energies). These centers
will promote linking and consolidating
capacities in the field of renewable energies, and will generate the technological
innovation that will add value and solutions for the national energy sector. Before
this year is over, more than 1 billion pesos
will be invested for the creation of two additional innovation centers (in bio-energy
and ocean energy). N
www.energia.gob.mx
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their health, studying, working, participating in making decisions and freely building
their own life projects.”
Mexico thus assumes that the equal access of women to their rights is an important engine of development. Additionally,
the federal government has undertaken an
energy reform that, together with the Labor, Finance, Education and Transparency
Reforms, constitutes far-reaching efforts
to transform Mexico into a more prosperous and internationally competitive country. This prosperity and competitiveness,
as previously established, must necessarily
take into account the programs that have a
beneficial impact on Mexican women.
Our government expects that the modifications arising from the energy reform
will allow us to modernize the industry,
making it more competitive and converting it into a lever of development. It is
expected that the reform will become the
framework for increasing oil revenues,
which will result in job creation, strengthening state-owned companies like Pemex
and CFE, which will ensure economic
growth and access to more competitive
lower-cost energies.
The implications of this will also have
a prominent impact on Mexican women.
Secretariat of Energy—in its 2013-2017
National energy strategy—has noted a
high ratio between Index of Human Development (IHD) and access to energy;
thus, municipalities in this country with
lower IHDs show a lag in the use of liquid
fuels and rely mostly on wood. According
to the UN, women mostly have less access
to energy, and because the burden of domestic work usually falls on them, their
health and development are curtailed by
the lack of access to electricity and alternative sources of energy for cooking. In the
same way, the time they devote to work or
study is limited by the time they invest in
seeking water and fuel. These are serious
constraints to economic growth and development of all countries. In this respect,
deficiencies in the access to energy resources proportionately harm more women in
poor communities.
Therefore, the energy reform can contribute beneficially to improve the lives
of these women by opening the doors to
foreign investment to create new energy
infrastructure that will manage to lower
the price of natural gas and other fuels.
Likewise, the reform seeks to increase the
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Arendal
Building a Promising Future
Specializing in the execution of complex industrial projects with a strong presence in
the oil and gas markets, Arendal carries its export capacity to other countries.
interview with carlos sandoval, commercial vice-president, arendal, by cecilia victoria rojas

Today 100% of Arendal’s operations take place in Mexico.
It is a company with over
twenty years of experience in
the energy sector, developing
projects and works, specializing in the reliable implementation of ducts, plants, electromechanical, heavy civil, directional drilling and marine
works.
However, in 2015 the company initiated a process of internationalization that seeks to
bring its exportable capacities
to other countries with similar
economies and cultures.

Mexico’s infrastructure plan
includes more than 300 energy
projects, half of which will be
implemented under a Public-Private Association (PPA) scheme.
With the reduction of the price
of oil, the participation of private enterprise in this sector has
increased exponentially, and Arendal is seeking a more significant participation.
The global macroeconomic
environment presents several
challenges for growth, not only
for countries economies, but
also for their private sectors, in
general.

Carlos Sandoval, Commercial Vice-President of Arendal,
expresses his belief that investors will look at Mexico as one
of the better prepared emerging nations. “Our exchange
rate vis-à-vis the dollar makes
us more competitive in the international market; when foreign companies compare us to
the global situation of China
or Brazil, this allows investors
to look at Mexico as a country
with the necessary stability
to invest in. Our challenge is to
achieve a competitive Mexico
capable of developing our do-

Carlos Sandoval, Commercial Vice-President of Arendal, expresses his belief that
investors will look at Mexico as one of the better prepared emerging nations.

national electricity transmission network,
and focus on increasing this network by
interconnecting areas of the country with
high potential for clean energies. It is estimated that these measures will promote
well-being in many communities, mostly
composed of women who are heads of
their households. UNESCO has noted a
significant correlation between the availability of modern energy services and access and retention of girls at school, noting
that a lower availability is likely to keep
these girls at home.
The energy reform has been promoted by different government agencies, especially CFE, Pemex, and Secretariat of
Energy. These three agencies have units
whose mandate is to promote and institutionalize actions to promote gender equality, with labeled budgets to incorporate
these actions. It is through them that the
incorporation of a gender perspective can

mestic market and, on the other hand, increase our levels of
exports,” says Sandoval.
The Mexican Workforce
In Sandoval’s opinion, Mexicans are hard workers and
good manufacturers. However, the educational gap has
not allowed us to generate
more competition, and our
low investment in R&D hasn’t
helped us in making the leap to
integrate products with high
added value. It is estimated
that as a result of the reform
an important number of additional jobs will be required in
Mexico only in the energy sector, and out of them more than
60% will be specialized jobs.
“The development of society moves us at Arendal. We
have a commitment to boost
growth in Mexico, but also to
boost our collaborators. That
is why we promote a culture
of innovative mentality, and
we provide continuous training through programs of excellence and open innovation
mechanisms. For example, we
have Arendal University, where

be linked and ensured among the agencies
involved in the reform.
Moreover, in the new model proposed
by the reform, the principle of sustainability is expressed in Article 25, and it is
one of the criteria for the development of
energy infrastructure projects. This is vital
for ensuring a new model of development,
and is one of the elements demonstrating
the synergy of the energy reform with the
2030 Agenda.
The energy reform has the explicit aim
of attracting investment and modernizing
the energy sector through a dynamic energy
model, based on the principles of competition, openness, transparency, sustainability
and fiscal responsibility. In this sense, the
goals are perfectly aligned with those raised
in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, and are therefore an important element in achieving the goals of our country
in the international order. N
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we provide education and the
necessary tools so that our
leaders can make the best possible decisions; it is the vehicle
through which our collaborators perfect their managerial,
technical and special abilities,”
explains Sandoval.
Furthermore, the Commercial Vice-President says that
they have a program for professional development, through
which “we integrate new college graduates into a development plan that forges a visionary profile in them to be our
future entrepreneurs. Also, and
because our philosophy is to be
a socially responsible company,
we are implementing training
programs like the School of
Welders, which is open to the
entire community of Salina
Cruz, Oaxaca.”

With the energy reform, the doors are open for national and international companies
focused on this sector.

Benefits of the Energy
Reform
Carlos Sandoval speaks of the
development and investment
opportunities he sees in Mexico for this sector. “With the energy reform, many doors open
for domestic and international
companies specialized in this
area. The current national infrastructure program considers
very large investments in the
sector, of which more than half
are focused on energy projects.

Also, of the total investment
estimated, more than 45% will
be made through the private
sector,” he says.
Sandoval indicates that the
reform will promote the creation of a virtuous cycle that
will strengthen the domestic
market, where the economies
of contractors, subcontractors,
primary, secondary and tertiary suppliers will benefit, both
nationally and internationally.

Gas Natural Fenosa
Energy Reform, a Transcendental Action
Gas Natural Fenosa will close 2015 with great achievements, as customers increased mainly due to the expansion of
its service.
interview with itzel meyenberg valero, director of communications and public affairs, gnf méxico, by guadalupe parral garcía

“The Mexican economy will
grow and this will promote the
country as an attractive destination for private industry investments, such as oil and electric
companies that will generate
quality jobs for Mexicans and
will boost the domestic market,”
says the Arendal executive.
The energy reform promotes trade, and a more competitive Mexico that will have
exportable capacities for the

global market and will facilitate trade in the industry, attracting investment and technology from the world to be
applied in Mexico. On the
other hand, it also enables the
actors of the national energy
market to seek participation in
global energy markets.
According to Sandoval, the
falling oil prices represent a
true change of paradigm for
the industry, and it is estimated
that production will continue
to grow in the coming years,
and that companies will continue to expand, generating
benefits for the companies that
produce efficiently. “The fall of
the oil prices has opened the
door to the private sector, forcing it to become more efficient
and to seek how to contribute
to further growth. This is an
additional driver for modernization, making the national
energy industry more efficient
in order to maintain its participation in the market,” concludes Sandoval. N

Gas Natural Fenosa (GNF) is a
leading multinational company
in the natural gas and electricity business, with a growing and
diversified international presence. Its name comes from the
global merger of Gas Natural
and Unión Fenosa. In Mexico
the company is the largest distributor of natural gas, “with
more than 1.5 million customers in the residential, commercial, industrial and service sectors,” says Itzel Meyenberg.
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It is the largest private
company in the energy sector
and the only one that integrates the business of natural
gas distribution and power
generation in the country. It is
present in 55 municipalities of
twelve states; the largest cities
where they operate are Mexico City, Monterrey, León,
Celaya, Aguascalientes, San
Luis Potosí, Nuevo Laredo,
Saltillo, and Toluca, among
others. “Our mission is to con-

tribute with the energy sector
in benefit of Mexican households, commercial outlets and
industrial facilities, distributing safe, modern, competitive and environment-friendly
fuel,” says Meyenberg.
GNF was founded in
1843 in Barcelona, Spain. It
arrived in Mexico in 1997
after obtaining a license to
distribute natural gas in Toluca, Estado de México. In
2000 it acquired 100% of the

Natural gas represents savings of up to 20% at the residential level, more than 40%
in the commercial level and 60% in industrial facilities.

www.arendal.com.mx
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capital stock of Comercializadora Metrogas, which helped
it manage the distribution of
this resource in the nation’s
capital. It is important to mention that natural gas represents
savings of up to 20% at the residential level, more than 40% in
the commercial level and 60%
in industrial facilities.
For Itzel Meyenberg, the reduction in the price of electricity and fuel is a consequence
of the current changes: power
generation based on natural
gas—cheaper and friendlier
with the environment—, open
borders for importing gasoline
and LP gas, and the opportunity for more Mexicans to have
access to natural gas: a safer,
cheaper and more competitive
fuel. “It is important to underscore that in regions where
natural gas is distributed, the
per capita GDP is 50% higher
than in regions that don’t have
natural gas.”
Currently, the company
operates four combined cycle
plants with a total capacity of
2,000 MW, which represents
17% of the installed capacity
by the private sector under the
independent energy production model. Add to this the recent push towards gasification
by the Mexican State. This has
increased the market potential
to more than four million customers in operable areas.
GNF expects to invest 350
million pesos over the next five
years to increase the pipeline
network by more than 1,000
kilometers in two new distribution areas across eleven
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growth of the national GDP by
2%, and the participation of
SMEs will be crucial. From our
perspective, the type of services
required by large electric utilities, as well as exploration and
production companies, are so
diverse and broad that many
companies can benefit from
these new supply chains: human resources, training, consulting, technical specialization
and information technology,”
says Meyenberg.

GNF is present in 55 municipalities of twelve states; the largest cities where they
operate are Mexico City, Monterrey, León, Celaya, Aguascalientes, San Luis Potosí,
Nuevo Laredo, Saltillo, and Toluca.
municipalities in the states of
Sinaloa and Sonora, with a
market potential of two million people.
Energy Reform and other
Opportunities
Thanks its geographical location, Mexico has the unique
opportunity of aligning itself
with the lowest natural gas
costs in the world. “They are
mainly cost-driven technological changes in the extraction of
unconventional hydrocarbons,
such as shale gas an shale oil,”
says Meyenberg. For example,
for the fourteen companies
located in the Castro del Río
Industrial Park, in Irapuato,
it has represented savings of
over 50% on its natural gas
bill. Regarding the recent energy reform in the country, Itzel Meyenberg says, “from our
point of view, it is one of the
most significant actions of the
federal government. The transparency in its application and
adherence to the rule of law are
key in generating international
credibility and strengthening
Mexico’s position. That is why
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were are interested in investing
in this sector, and GNF’s conditions are suitable to grow.”
In the case of natural gas
distribution, the market potential in enormous, because there
are several states that have not
been gasified. In this sense, the
Five-Year Plan for Gas Pipeline
Construction provided by the
Secretariat of Energy considers
adding 5,159 kilometers to the
network, for a total of 20,936
kilometers by 2019, which represents expanding the network
of natural gas distribution by

84% in respect to the infrastructure that existed in 2012.
“This ambitious plan opens
new opportunities to gasify
new areas still without service.
On the other hand, tenders by
Comisión Federal de Electricidad (CFE, Federal electricity commission) for combined
cycles also provide opportunities that we will evaluate in
a timely manner in order to
invest,” says the Communications Director at GNF México.
“It is estimated that the
energy reform can boost the

Growth and Expectations
Despite recent economic setbacks, GNF has moved forward. “Our growth in 2015 was
7% higher than in 2014. We
surpassed the mark of 1.5 million customers served through
19,000 kilometers of pipeline
installed in twelve states of the
country. Only in Mexico City
we have surpassed 400,000
customers, with a good chance
of reaching half a million in
2016, and we have recorded an
increase of 46% in requests for
connection to the network.”
Currently, in face of energy
liberalization,
opportunities
are expanding both in the business of distribution of natural
gas, as in power generation.
Thus, the growth perspectives
at the national level for 2016
are 8% higher than in 2015,
with a total of 1.7 million
customers connected through
21,000 kilometers of pipeline
in the twelve states they are
currently serving.
Furthermore, the macroeconomic environment poses
attractive challenges for the
future. “We will take advantage of the possibility of opening the energy business to new
markets and provide industry,
commerce and households in
more areas of the country with
safer, cheaper and environment-friendly fuel,” concludes
Meyenberg. N
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PetroBal
A Mexican Oil Company Sets Sail
The main beneficiaries of the energy reform are Mexicans, who will get more jobs,
pay less for energy and have more energy availability. The State will receive more
income and will have a greater availability of resources to build health, educational,
communications and transportation infrastructure.
interview with carlos morales, general director, petrobal, by laura medrano

Following the energy reform,
PetroBal was established to explore and extract oil and gas. It
belongs to Grupo Bal, a group
of companies headed by Alberto Baillères that includes El
Palacio de Hierro department
stores, the insurance company

Profuturo GNP, the stock brokerage house Valores Mexicanos, the agricultural company
Agropecuaria BAL and Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo
de México (ITAM, Autonomous technological institute of
Mexico).

“Grupo Bal has taken
steps to legally establish the
company, set forth a strategic
plan, hire the people that has
the appropriate technical and
economic capacities to be in a
position to compete in the bidding rounds that the Mexican

With the energy reform, private enterprises—domestic or foreign—have the
opportunity to invest in the oil sector, fostering competition in Mexico and allowing
these companies to participate in the bidding rounds.

government is convening,” says
Carlos Morales, General Director of PetroBal. “The greatest challenge that Mexico faces—he adds—is to believe in
ourselves as Mexicans: appreciate what we have and learn
to work in a complex environment that demands more efficiency and competitiveness.”
The Opportunity of the Energy Reform
With the energy reform, private
enterprises—domestic or foreign—have the opportunity to
invest in the oil sector, fostering
competition in Mexico and allowing these companies to participate in the bidding rounds.
“This, in addition to participating in the development of
exploration projects to discover
new reserves, and in projects to
extract oil,” says Morales.
As a result of the energy
reform, additional jobs will be

www.gasnaturalfenosa.com.mx
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required, and a high percentage of these will be specialized.
Companies are prepared to cover this demand, says Morales.
“PetroBal, as part of Grupo
Bal, has devised development
programs for professionals in
various fields, through collaboration mechanisms with institutions of higher learning. Next
year we’ll launch the programs
for the technical and operational staff. The main beneficiaries
of the energy reform will be
Mexicans, who will get more
jobs, pay less for energy and
have more energy availability.
The State will receive more income and will have a greater
availability of resources to
build health, educational, communications and transportation
infrastructure.”
Mexico, as a Producer
Mexico has great opportunities.
It is a country that has important oil reserves and prospective hydrocarbon resources.
Exploration and extraction demand huge investments, human
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resources with a high level of
technical preparation and access to technology so that each
oilfield is efficiently exploited.
This brand new company
participated in the second contest for extracting oil in shallow
waters, where it won the fourth
area, called Ichalkil-Pokoch,
which it will develop and produce in the coming years, in association with Fieldwood Energy LLC, an American company.
Morales explains that “the
Mexican government has listened to proposals to make
these processes more competitive, and has supported the
achievement of its objective of
capturing value from the oil
reserves for the Mexican State,
while at the same time guaranteeing legal certainty to the
participating companies.”
Over time, the demand
for oil has steadily increased,
and Mexico has become an
important producer due to its
privileged geographical position. Morales sustains that our
country’s location is strategic

for supplying North America,
the Pacific Rim and Europe,
and has a skilled workforce and
proven capacity for learning
and innovating. Add to these
advantages the multiple free
trade agreements in force, our
stable political and social situation, and our sound macroeconomic condition. “As a country,
Mexico has the confidence of
the international financial community. Proof of this are the
opinions expressed by the former Chairman of the Fed, Ben
Bernanke, and the Director of
the Western Hemisphere Department of the IMF, Alejandro
Werner,” says Morales.
Financing and Education
are Needed
This industry requires domestic
financial capacity and access to
funding in order to venture into
any of the modalities of participation. It is also necessary
for contenders to have a high
capacity to manage associated
risks. Hence, the main sources
of debt and capital for this type
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“PetroBal, as part of Grupo Bal, has development programs for professionals in
various fields, through collaboration mechanisms with institutions of higher learning.”

of projects are private investors, private investment funds,
banking institutions, stock
markets and other financing
mechanisms. Documentation of
projects that are technically and
financially robust are a challenge to establish and generate
a financial market deep enough
for such projects, which involve
risks and have long maturity
periods.
But not only is the financial
area a challenge: also the educational sector and the workforce. From Morales’ point of
view, Mexico allocates considerable resources to education
at all levels, from elementary
to university; it strengthens the
existing institutions and creates new specialized schools
at technical and superior levels. Furthermore, it supports
students in graduate programs
both at home and abroad.
There are now more than
60,000 Mexicans pursuing a
graduate degree.
PetroBal has development
programs for professionals in
various specialties, through
collaboration
mechanisms
with higher level educational
institutions. “Next year we’ll
start the programs devised for
our technical and operational
staff,” he says.
PetroBal has established
its first joint venture with an
American company, Fieldwood
Energy, and is contemplating
partnerships with other Mexican companies in the near
future. “The current environment of low oil prices demands
highly efficient processes, from
the conception and design of
projects, as in procuring goods
and services and, of course, in
operating the projects, and this
situation is demanding greater
technical and negotiating capabilities from Mexican companies that wish to participate in
a competitive manner.” N
www.bal.com.mx
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Shell México
Adapting Energy Models and Investment
Shell has always shown an interest in the Mexican energy sector. It is a company that has been present in the market
since 1954. However, it has closely followed the implementation of the energy reform in order to identify business
opportunities for increasing its investments and portfolio in this country.
interview with alberto de la fuente, president and general director, shell méxico, by guadalupe parral garcía

Shell is a global leader in energy
devoted to exploring and producing oil, gas and oil products
for over half a century. It currently employs 102,000 people
in more than 100 countries
and territories. In Mexico, the
company’s activities include
“the sale of petrochemicals, lubricants, liquefied natural gas,
catalysts and consultancy services,” explains Alberto de la
Fuente, President and General
Director of Shell México.
According to him, the company has distributed and sold
petrochemicals and lubricants
in our country for over 61
years. “We have agreements
with Petróleos Mexicanos
(Pemex) since 1993, the year
we established the Shell Deer
Park1.” The commercial relationship is conducted through
certain subsidiaries and joint
ventures, some of which do not
hold the Shell brand.
The Mexican staff is
around fifty employees. “However, we believe that figure will
increase with the liberalization
of the energy sector,” says the
executive. “Our goal is to identify business opportunities and
increase our investments and
portfolio in this country.”
Indeed, Shell considers
Mexico as a strategic niche.
“Mexico is and will continue
to be considered as an important and strategic market for
us. Over time our activities
here have increased, and this
trend will continue thanks to
the liberalization. Following
the energy reform and due to
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its financial competitiveness,
this country represents an opportunity for development and
investment for a global leader
along the entire value chain.”

In De la Fuente’s opinion, the
energy reform establishes a liberalization without precedent in
Mexico that will allow the country to receive private investments

for gas and oil exploration and
extraction, refining, transportation, storage and distribution,
all in order to create a new retail
market with various actors.

Shell is a global leader in energy devoted to exploring and producing oil, gas and oil
products for over half a century. It currently employs 102,000 people in more than
100 countries and territories.
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Almost eighty years of good practices support the largest provider of services to the oil industry in Mexico.
interview with salvador ayala, vice-president of marketing, sales

Next year, the French company
Schlumberger will celebrate
eighty years of presence in
Mexico as the largest provider
of services to the oil industry. This company, which has
grown hand in hand with the

development of the oil and gas
industries worldwide, has seen
how Mexico adopted the technology early on, and that was
precisely what allowed them
to prosper as a company in the
country.

& technology, schlumberger, by raquel rivas
“More than oilfield service
provider, we consider ourselves
as a Technology provider for
the oilfield industry,” says Salvador Ayala, Vice-President of
Marketing, Sales & Technology at Schlumberger, noting that

Mexico has had a major role in the oil industry, to the point of being among the
countries with the highest production worldwide.

For De la Fuente, “Mexico is a very competitive country, thanks to its
macroeconomic stability, low inflation and the size of its domestic market; it is an
open economy with a wide network of free trade agreements, which guarantees its
access to different markets.”
We rely on the healthy finances
of Mexican institutions to overcome the global financial volatility. Due to the current oil prices,
international companies will
seek qualified suppliers at competitive costs; this represents a
big opportunity for Mexico,”
says De la Fuente.
The most recent fall in oil
prices “is only a new reminder
of the volatility that exists in
the industry right now. And the
country continues to play an
important role in financing our
plans,” says the Shell executive.
In this regard, he enlists the
requirements and challenges
that companies must foresee if
they wish to invest or become
suppliers or operators in this
sector: “Those interested will
be obliged to count on a deep

comprehension of the best international practices in terms
of competition, anti-corruption and ethics; equally, they
must have knowledge regarding the application of global
standards of quality, industrial
security and employee protection at work; as well as adopting environmental protection
measures and evaluate their social impact. On the other hand,
they will require a new way to
do business and understand
the hiring, logistics and supply practices. The generation
of technological development
capacities and supply chains in
Mexico is clearly an opportunity, both for the development
and strengthening of the industry, as for the growth of the
communities.”

To conclude, the President
of Shell México stated that the
cooperation agreement they
signed with ProMéxico is easy
and excellent, and reiterated
his plan to work with the institution. “We believe that it is
vital for ProMéxico to collaborate with the industry; we must
understand our mutual needs
and gaps, and we both have to
discover routes to find win-win
situations.” N
www.shell.com.mx
Shell Deer Park is the 6th largest
refinery in the USA, with a production capacity of 340,000 barrels
per day. It is the result of a joint
venture between Shell and Pemex
in equal proportions (50-50). The
refinery is managed and operated
by Shell
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The Challenges
The global macroeconomic environment, the current oil prices,
and the short and medium term
trends in the markets pose challenges for financing projects in
the private sector. “However,
Mexico is prepared to face these
risks because it has shown openness and transparency by simplifying processes attached to
the best international practices.

Schlumberger
High Technology for the Oil Market
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De la Fuente argues that
the reform is relevant because
it will help Mexico attain energy self-sufficiency, it will
increase the competitiveness
of the country by achieving a
supply of energy at competitive prices that will benefit the
domestic industry and will
maximize the income derived
from such activities. This will
guarantee that Mexico will accelerate its transition towards
economic and social sustained
development in the medium
and long terms.
For De la Fuente, “Mexico
is a very competitive country,
thanks to its macroeconomic
stability, low inflation and the
size of its domestic market; it is
an open economy with a wide
network of free trade agreements, which guarantees its
access to different markets. It
also has competitive costs and a
strategic geographical position
and, finally, it has young and
qualified human capital. We feel
ensured regarding the energy
processes currently underway
because they will provide stability for our investors.”
In addition, with the reform
Shell confides in the development of a competitive and efficient industry that will boost
the advancement of local and
national productive chains.
Major profits will thus be generated in other industries, more
jobs will be created, and a sustained economic development
will occur at the regional and
national levels.
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its technology is very applicable due to the characteristics of
the wells drilled in Mexico.
Mexican Opportunity
Historically, Mexico has had a
major role in the oil industry,
to the point of being among
the countries with the highest
production worldwide. As the
oil industry began developing
in various countries around
the world, they all sought out
this company’s technology, and
Mexico was no exception. “I
believe that Mexico gained access to cutting-edge technology
thanks to us. As our company
grew and the industry developed in the country, it was successful thanks to the technologies we provide, that helped
Mexico develop a more efficient oil industry faster,” says
the executive.
Ayala also refers to Mexico’s various advantages, such
as its geographical proximity
to the US market. Many other
countries with a large oil industry don’t have these same
advantages, and this is due to
the quantity and quality of its
infrastructure. “Although it is
true that it can develop further,
Mexico has a level of infrastructure that few countries in
the world with the same potential can offer. This facilitates
the arrival of customers of other companies because they do
not have to invest, everything
is much easier and the associated costs are more affordable.”
He also mentions that
Schlumberger is the oldest oil
service company in the coun-
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Surviving in Times of Crisis
At present, the global macroeconomic environment is not
at its best. The widespread appreciation of the dollar, the
economic slowdown in some
emerging countries—like China
and Brazil—, and falling commodity prices, among other
factors, pose a challenge to the
growth of both countries and
the private sector in general.
Schlumberger
addresses
this situation as a way to
achieve more efficiency. “In a
context of an expensive dollar
and low oil prices, the challenge for operating companies
and service companies is to become more efficient. We must
seek technological alternatives
and be more creative, adjust-

projects in 1998, which made
the company a pioneer in its
field. “Before that, the industry
was used to operating companies that acquired different
services in a discrete fashion,
separately and with the difficulty that this approach entails. From the moment when
all the services, from A to Z are
offered comprehensively and
in a transparent and continuous manner, the commercial
and transactional process becomes much easier,” explains
the Schlumberger Vice-President of Marketing, Sales &
Technology.
This year the company
has carried out more than
twenty projects and has built,
drilled and completed more
than 3,000 wells; additionally, it has reduced the time
spent on drilling a well from
fifty days to thirteen, thanks
to the strict processes they
have implemented with their
high technology.
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try. “The fact that we have
continuously remained here
speaks of the confidence we
have on the strength of this
market. In this context, we
have no doubt that the market will develop; we trust that
this is a great country and we
must invest in it.”
Ayala also notes that they
are already seeing the benefits
of the energy reform, such as
the 30% reduction on electricity rates compared to last
year. Similarly, the introduction of world-class practices in
Mexico stands out, which will
mean a breakthrough in both
the development of the sector
through the creation of new
companies, as well as training
the people who carry out their
work within the sector.
The executive trusts that
this is only the beginning and
he is very positive in this regard: “As a consequence of
the energy reform, we will see
more and better paying jobs.
The reform will enable many
young professionals to find
employment and work in areas
in which they were prepared
and educated. This is a chain
that will also explode.”
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“The fact that we have continuously remained here
speaks of the confidence we have on the strength of
this market.”
ing to the new economic reality. And part of this reality is
the cyclical nature of oil. These
challenges are precisely what
have made us more efficient,
allowing us to adapt technologies and eventually make projects profitable,” says Ayala,
who emphasizes that, while
the current cycle they are experiencing has been long and

difficult, the company will find
ways to make these projects
economically feasible.
The Experience of Success
Schlumberger can boast of
many success stories that have
managed to lead it to the top.
He highlights the conceptualization and implementation
of comprehensive large-scale
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Sierra Oil & Gas
A New Industrial Ecosystem that Favors the
Energy Sector
For Sierra Oil & Gas, one of Mexico’s main advantages is that there are still many underexplored areas and—through
the application of new seismic and visualization technologies—new discoveries can be made to increase the
country’s proven oil reserves.
interview with juan carlos domínguez, commercial and associations director, sierra oil

The 2013 energy reform
opened up many possibilities
in the sector, including almost
the entire production chain
of hydrocarbons and electricity. In the case of Sierra Oil &
Gas—a company established
in Mexico in 2014—the reform has allowed it to triple its

team of engineers, technicians
and professionals.
“Our founding management team had been monitoring the changes in the Mexican
energy sector since 2010, but
the trigger to take definitive
action that led to the establishment of this company was un-

& gas, by raquel rivas

doubtedly the Constitutional
Reform promoted by the federal government and approved
in December of 2013. With
this reform, a clear legal framework was established that led
to the right conditions for investment,” says Juan Carlos
Domínguez, Commercial and

In the case of Sierra Oil & Gas —a company operating in Mexico since 2014— the
reform has allowed it to triple its team of engineers, technicians and professionals.

Associations Director of Sierra
Oil & Gas.
Large Market Advantages
For Sierra Oil & Gas, one of
the main advantages offered
by Mexico is that there are still
many underexplored areas and,
with the application of new
seismic and visualization technologies, new discoveries can be
made for increasing the country’s
oil reserves. At the same time,
Mexico’s macroeconomic situation represents another great

Elite Training
In the oil industry there is a saying that is constantly repeated:
the training center of the oil industry is at Schlumberger. “We
are characterized by training
our people very well. They have
a series of teaching and training programs that are comprehensive and highly structured,”
says Ayala.
The company is also characterized by the recruitment
and training of local staff. In
the case of Mexico they only
hire the most talented personnel available from the best universities. “We have this culture:
we hire these young people, we
train them, we relocate them in
environments away from Mexico and, eventually, we bring
them back to contribute their
experience. This is something
that has not changed and will
not change in the future.” N
www.slb.com
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advantage, with stable and controlled inflation, allowing the
company to plan with certainty
its costs for the medium and long
terms, which is very important
since all exploration and extraction projects are long-term.
Furthermore, “Mexico is
characterized by a workforce
with experience in oil operations, which will most likely
be insufficient for the level of
activity required, but is a very
important basis for the coming
years,” explains the executive.
As he points out, the implementation of all changes made
in the reform, together with the
supervision of the new industrial ecosystem, poses a great
challenge. “The first two tenders were a breakthrough in
terms of implementation. The
next step now is to establish
an effective monitoring process, by which the review and
approval of plans and permits
will advance smoothly.”
The current investment plans
by Sierra Oil & Gas contemplate
the hydrocarbon subsector, more
specifically the upstream links
(exploration and extraction of
oil and gas), where the company
is planning to invest between
80% and 85% of its resources;
the rest will go to midstream
links (transport and storage).
“We have no doubt that
we will be witnessing a very
profound transformation of
the Mexican energy sector
over the next twenty years,”
says Domínguez, adding that
oil projects demand a host of
goods and services. The balance
leans towards local suppliers,
who are usually able to offer
prices and competitive delivery times thanks to their geographical position. Therefore a
positive impact on domestic demand can be expected, including regions and states where
these projects will be developed.
The executive also notes
the wide variety of instruments
that the financial markets are
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TenarisTamsa
A local supplier with international experience
Together with Pemex, TenarisTamsa developed a comprehensive service in the industry for supplying and managing
Oil Country Tubular Goods (OCTG) products and line pipe, that goes from the selection of materials for the design of
oil wells according to their geological characteristics, to just-in-time delivery directly at the well.
by sergio de la maza, executive vice-president and general director of tenaristamsa

“We have no doubt that we will be witnessing a very profound transformation of
the Mexican energy sector over the next twenty years.”
now offering, such as financing for the development of
reserve-based lending projects,
which in the past did not apply in Mexico. “At Sierra we
are working with Mexican and
foreign banks, and we have
seen that there is a complete
understanding of the role they
can now play. The country has
much institutional capital, like
the Afores or retirement funds,
for example, that are certainly
considering how to participate
in the sector.”
This new situation favors
the development of hydrocarbon exploration projects that
carry a very high risk, because
the probability of success usually varies between 30% and
10%. For this reason, exploration activities are done with
equity; there is no funding
because the risk is extremely
high. “Usually, development is
also achieved through equity,
or a combination of equity
and reserve-based lending, in
accordance with the certified
reserves. Infrastructure projects, such as processing plants
or pipelines, do have more access to conventional financing;
however, they also need to com-

mit to minimum processed or
transported volumes so that the
lender trusts the level of income
generated by the project will be
sufficient to repay the debt,” explains Domínguez.
Rounds of Successful Bids
As for the 2015-2019 Five-Year
Tender Plan, published by the
Secretariat of Energy, Domínguez notes, “we estimate that
a total of 235,000 square kilometers will be tendered, distributed in four rounds. They
contain nearly 105 billion barrels of oil equivalent, including
65.9 billion barrels of crude oil
equivalent of remaining original volume, and 38.8 billion
barrels of crude oil equivalent
of prospective resources.”
Domínguez
adds
that
“maybe these figures do not
say much, but I can assure you
that the level of activity and
investment required for exploring and developing these
areas is truly enormous, and
will require the participation
and investment of a great deal
of both operating and service
companies.”
The result of the first convocation for Round 1 is an ex-

ample of Sierra’s great achievement. The consortium in which
our company participated was
the winner of blocks 2 and 7,
which were the only ones that
had competition. To realize
this achievement, Sierra began working before the tender
was announced, making contact with international firms to
form said consortium. Once the
convocation was launched, the
company had already identified
its partners and wasted no time
in acquiring the information
packet because it was already
committed to participating.
Together with its partners,
it conducted a thorough and
rigorous analysis to identify
areas with the best prospectivity from the geological point of
view. At the same time it conducted an economic analysis
to determine that the identified
areas met the risk and profitability criteria that the investors and partners demanded.
The final step was to define offers that were sufficiently competitive to aspire to be the best,
and thus they were awarded
blocks 2 and 7. N

TenarisTamsa, the Tenaris Industrial Center in Mexico, was
established in Veracruz, on the
coast of the Gulf of Mexico,
63 years ago. It manufactures
a wide range of seamless steel
pipes and accessories, and provides services for the oil and gas
industry. With an annual production capacity of 1.2 million
tons, it exports 70% of its output to more than fifty countries.
TenarisTamsa has participated in the more demanding
deep-water projects, such as:
Olympus TLP, Cascade & Chinook, Thunder Horse, Julia, Tahiti and Tamar; and has developed new products for custom-

The Dopeless® technology
developed at the R&D Center
eliminates the use of dope in
connections. Since it was introduced in the North Sea and
Scandinavia, TenarisBlue Dopeless® is a flag product for the
industry, thanks to its environmental benefits, its safety and
efficiency during product runs.
The diversification of products is a factor that has helped
mitigate the impact of the oil
price crisis. At our Components Center and Cold Drawing Facility, we manufacture
several products such as pressure vessels for airbags, axles,
and axle shafts, among others.

For TenarisTamsa the opportunities brought along by the energy reform are not only
in exploring and extracting hydrocarbons in the vast Mexican subsoil, but also in
developing the supply chain of the sector.

Work in these installations is
at maximum capacity and the
investment plan is to continue
supporting the strong growth
of this sector in Mexico.

Just in time: a unique service to the industry
Together with Pemex, TenarisTamsa developed a comprehensive service in the industry
for supplying and managing
Oil Country Tubular Goods
(OCTG) products and line pipe,
that goes from the selection of
materials for the design of oil
wells according to their geological characteristics, to just-intime delivery directly at the well.
The benefits? Pemex operates more efficiently as it reduces costs and delivery schedules, since it operates without
inventories, thanks to the joint
planning with TenarisTamsa regarding the needs of each well,
and with the assistance of it regional network of warehouses
and yards throughout the country. Pemex only pays for the
products it uses and delegates
the associated risk of using new
products, either before, during
or after using them.
Also, TenarisTamsa recovers and repairs pipes so that
they can be used in future operations with a mill certification. The development of these
services for Pemex is the result
of long-term joint experience.
Facing the energy reform
TenarisTamsa is ready to respond and meet the requirements of the new players in the

www.sierraoilandgas.com.mx
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ers like Shell, BP, ExxonMobil
and Chevron, among others.
Our Research and Development (R&D) Center, which is
part of a network of five centers that Tenaris has distributed
around the world, specializes in
deep-water and Premium connections, and has a full-scale
lab with the latest technology,
where we have developed and
patented steel to meet the needs
of Petróleos Mexicanos (Pemex)
in highly corrosive environments or subject to high stress to
avert collapse, high pressure and
high temperature. As a result, today the company has registered
nearly 200 patents.
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sector resulting from the energy reform. Leveraged by its extensive local and international
experience, it will comply with
the demands that Pemex and
other companies require: the
best practices of operation and
sustainability available on a
global level.
For TenarisTamsa the opportunities brought along by
the energy reform are not
only in exploring and extracting hydrocarbons in the vast
Mexican subsoil, but also in
developing the supply chain
of the sector. As a contractor,
it works with various institutions like ProMéxico for mapping the needs and defining the
investment, development and
training plans for the industry in Mexico, replicating the
model of the automotive and
aerospace sectors.
Growing with Mexico
TenarisTamsa’s commitment with
sustainability is confirmed by
the construction and operation
of its third pipe mill, recognized
as the first green process steel
industry plant in the world. The
LEED® certification was awarded by Green Building Council of
the United States.
Besides, TenarisTamsa has
ISO14001 international certification, that review the pro-

photo

Supply of Natural Gas in Mexico
Guaranteed Since the Implementation of the
Energy Reform
It is essential to ensure that the supply of natural gas is reliable, safe and efficient in Mexico. This allows the country
to be competitive in various sectors—such as export-oriented manufactures—, reducing the emission of greenhouse
gases and ensuring that households have access to cheaper energy.
by david madero, general director, centro nacional de control de gas natural

TenarisTamsa’s commitment with sustainability is confirmed by the construction and
operation of its third pipe mill, recognized as the first green process steel industry
plant in the world.
cedures implemented in the
company to evaluate the environmental aspects linked to
their operations, products and
services, in order to optimize
them and therefore reduce
their impact; and the OHSAS
18001 certification, that establishes strict guidelines regarding security measures in an
industrial context.
Regarding TenarisTamsa’s
commitment to Social Respon-

Tenaris Industrial Center
Production capacity: 1.2 million tons
Location: Veracruz, Mexico
Exports: 70% of its production
Employs: 5,000 people directly and y 23,000 indirectly
Installations:
3 Seamless steel pipe mills
1 Steel shop mill
1 Research and development center
1 Corporate university
1 Pipe cold drawn facility
1 Automotive components center
1 Sucker rods facility
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sibility, technical education is a
key factor for social and economic growth in the communities where it operates, and from
its Corporate University—the
TenarisUniversity—contributes in developing its workers,
suppliers and customers.
It invests more than one
million dollars in several programs that benefit outstanding
students at the best universities in Mexico, and it sponsors
the Roberto Rocca Scholarships, as well as Merit Scholarships and other education
grants for our worker’s children, After School program,
Schools of Excellence and
Technical Gen, together with
the Conalep, to reduce the gap
between the education technical school graduates receive
and the requirements of the
industry to increase their employment potential.
As proof of TenarisTamsa’s
commitment to Mexico, it has
invested over 1.3 billion dollars
in the past five years focused
on increasing our production
capacity through state-of-the-

art technology in industrial
processes, the improvement of
environmental conditions, and
the expansion of our portfolio
of products to comply with the
most challenging applications.
In 2015, the company is
investing 700 million dollars
more in: a new line of heat
treatment, duplicating the capacity of our R&D Center,
and building our first Tenaris
test & training center for simulating perforation operations
and for testing and grading
products.

The 2013-2014 Energy Reform promoted
by President Enrique Peña Nieto considered the creation of the Centro Nacional de
Control de Gas Natural (Cenagas, National
center for the control of natural gas) as a
decentralized public agency by Presidential Decree published in the Diario Oficial
de la Federación (Official Gazette of the
Federation) on August 28, 2014. This new
agency has been entrusted with managing,
administrating and operating the Sistema
de Transporte y Almacenamiento Nacional Integrado de Gas Natural (Sistrangas,
Natural gas integrated national storage and
transportation system) that operates almost
12,000 kilometers of pipelines, connecting
a great extension of the country.

This new agency has been entrusted with managing, administrating
and operating the Sistema de Transporte y Almacenamiento Nacional
Integrado de Gas Natural (Sistrangas, Natural gas integrated national
storage and transportation system) that operates almost 12,000 kilometers
of pipelines, connecting a great extension of the country.

More than ready
In sum, TenarisTamsa has the
infrastructure and experience
to supply a complete range of
products and accessories required for the new and complex areas of exploration created by the energy reform. We
are prepared to contribute our
skills and know-how to new
challenges for the industry in
Mexico. And this is something
that fills us with pride. N
www.tenaristamsa.com
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Through the Cenagas, the State implements the necessary measures to ensure
continuity and security in the provision of
services in the Sistrangas, contributing to
the supply of natural gas that the growth
and modernization of the country demands, and guaranteeing that natural gas
is provided in highly reliable conditions at
the lowest possible prices.
With its establishment and start of operations in Mexico, the opportunity for
ensuring efficiency, transparency and objectivity in the operation of pipeline transportation arises. Thus, conditions are set to
achieve greater competition in the transportation and commercialization markets of
natural gas. As a consequence of the Energy
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Reform and the creation of the Cenagas,
a new duality in the sector is created that
provides a technical manager of the system,
independent from other licensees such as
natural gas marketers and transporters, including its own internal division that will
provide transportation services.
The infrastructure transferred by
Petróleos Mexicanos (Pemex, Mexican Petroleum’s) to the Cenagas will be operated
and maintained by two systems: the Sistema
Nacional de Gasoductos (SNG, National
pipeline system) and the Sistema Naco-Hermosillo (SNH, Naco-Hermosillo System).
The main goal of this reform is to break
up the vertical integration that existed in
Mexico when Pemex produced, transported
and marketed all the natural gas. These two
systems transferred to the Cenagas represent
more than 9,000 kilometers of pipelines,
nine compression stations, hundreds of stations for measuring and regulating, sending
and receiving “pigs” (pipeline cleaning devices), valves and other superficial installations
required for inspecting, maintaining and
providing service to the majority of transportation pipelines in the country.
As mentioned above, the technical
manager of the Sistrangas will contribute
in the development of a reliable, efficient
and secure system by reporting the desirable evolution of the pipeline and storage
network of natural gas to achieve an adequate operational balance in the future.
In order to exercise all its attributions, the
Cenagas must propose the Plan Quinquenal de Expansión del Sistema de Transporte
y Almacenamiento Nacional Integrado de
Gas Natural (Expansion of the transportation system and integrated natural gas
national storage five-year plan), with the
support of the Comisión Reguladora de
Energía (CRE, Energy regulatory commission), and the approval of the Secretariat
of Energy.
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The first five-year plan for the 20152019 period was published in October of
2015, eight months before the foreseen
deadline. The purpose of reaching this date
in advance was to provide an indicative
planning tool as soon as possible to generate certainty for the industrial sector investors and electricity generators. The first fiveyear plan considers the projects contained
in the Programa Nacional de Infraestructura 2014-2018 (National Infrastructure Program) for creating simultaneous projects
that will allow an adequate balance in a
long-term period either in technical or economic terms as well as in the strategic and
social coverage pipelines. In this five-year
plan, the expansion of more than 5,000 kilometers of pipelines is expected, as well as
a compression station with an approximate
value of ten billion dollars.
The published medium-term indicative
plan defines which pipelines should be built
and in what time frame, depending on the
expected growth of the supply and demand
of natural gas that, in the great majority of
cases, is expected to be cheaper, cleaner and
safer than other available alternatives.

In order to carry out the projects whose
social profitability is significantly higher
than the ones obtained from a strictly private perspective, such as the social coverage pipelines, the Cenagas is working with
the financial authorities to find better ways
and mechanisms to support these projects
and stimulate the private sector to build
them. The expectancy is that such pipelines will help promote the industrialization and economic development of the regions they traverse.
Technical management also implies
that the Cenagas will conduct the bidding
procedures of the pipelines labeled by the
Secretariat of Energy as strategic projects.
The Cenagas could also commission the
social coverage pipelines in the bidding
procedures.
As a consequence, the energy reform
aims to reduce to a minimum the problems
arising from the lack of coordination between the possible potential consumers of
natural gas—either public of private companies—, as well as the possible conflicts
of interest that could arise in the bidding
procedures. Therefore, with the techni-

cal management of the Cenagas and the
growth of the capacity and extension of
the national pipeline network, there will
be a higher demand of natural gas transportation services in the country that will
allow more users to benefit from the advantages of consuming natural gas consisting of lower electricity prices and greater
competitiveness in the industry.
As a result of more appropriate conditions for competition between carriers and
marketers, the transportation and storage
operation, independently from the producers and consumers of natural gas in
the country, will allow the improvement of
the regulation of the purchases and sales
capacity of the pipelines; implement and
ameliorate operation discipline on a dayto-day basis, inducing economic signals
that lead to the development of new infrastructure; ensure open access to transportation systems; gradually liberalize fuel
prices in the country; and promote further
development of the natural gas transportation infrastructure in the country. N
www.cenagas.gob.mx

2015-2019 Five-Year Plan approved by SENER

Longitude
(kilometers)

Estimated
investment
(mm dollars)

Estimated
tender date

Estimated
date of entry
into operation

Veracruz, Puebla and Hidalgo

263

400

2015

2017

La Laguna-Centro

Aguascalientes, Durango and
Zacatecas

600

1,000

2016

2017

3

Lázaro Cárdenas-Acapulco

Michoacán and Guerrero

331

456

2016

2018

4

Tula–Villa de Reyes

Hidalgo and San Luis Potosí

295

420

2015

2017

5

Villa de Reyes-AguascalientesGuadalajara

San Luis Potosí,
Aguascalientes and Jalisco

355

555

2015

2017

6

San Isidro-Samalayuca

Chihuahua

23

109*

2015

2017

7

Samalayuca-Sásabe

Chihuahua and Sonora

650

571*

2015

2017

8

Jáltipan-Salina Cruz

Oaxaca and Veracruz

247

643

2015

2017

9

Salina Cruz-Tapachula

Chiapas and Oaxaca

440

442

2016

2018

10

Sur de Texas-Tuxpan

Tamaulipas and Veracruz

800

3,100

2015

2018

11

Colombia-Escobedo

Nuevo León

300

NA

2016

2018

12

Los Ramones-Cempoala

Nuevo León, Tamaulipas and
Veracruz

855

1,980

2017

2019

13

Estación de compresión “El Cabrito”

Chihuahua and Nuevo León

NA

60

2015

2016

Project

Beneficiary states

1

Tuxpan-Tula

2
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A Willingness to Look, Learn and Listen
Paves the Way for a Successful Energy Reform
Success depends ultimately on the ability of all players—the regulatory agencies, public system operators, stateowned enterprises and private parties—to provide timely feedback to correct any regulatory or market deficiencies
that become apparent over time.
by pedro niembro, senior director, energy and infrastructure, manattjones global strategies

The scope of Mexico’s 2013–2014 energy
reform is unprecedented. It touches legal,
financial and operational aspects of upstream, midstream and downstream activities for the oil and gas sector. Likewise,
it significantly overhauls the institutional
scaffolding surrounding the operation and
regulation of electricity generation, distribution, transmission and retail.
As a result, the Mexican energy industry will move from being vertically
integrated, commanded through state-run
monopolies and rather closed to foreign
investment to being an industry that will
be governed by principles of competition,
and where foreign capital is not only welcomed but encouraged—even if the state,
and the state-owned enterprises, will continue to play a leading role.

The reform is the culmination of a long
and complex legislative process to dramatically modify the policy framework in which
the country’s state-owned energy sector has
operated for decades. As with all ambitious
policy changes, setbacks should be expected throughout the implementation process,
so adjustments will be necessary. Moreover,
Mexico is notorious for having superb,
world-class laws whose effective application might take time to materialize.
Success depends ultimately on the ability of all players—the regulatory agencies,
public system operators, state-owned enterprises and private parties—to provide
timely feedback to correct any regulatory
or market deficiencies that become apparent over time. An immediate example of
the successful interaction between public

The reform is the culmination of a long and complex legislative
process to dramatically modify the policy framework in which the
country’s state-owned energy sector has operated for decades.

and private stakeholders has been the willingness of the authorities to modify bidding
procedures, as the result of “messages”
sent by investors resulting from Round 1.1
(deemed as a failure by some, as just 2 of 14
i.e. 14%- tracts were awarded, well below
the 30% goal authorities expected) while
Round 1.2, which awarded 3 of 5 tracts
available was, in no small measure, thanks
to changes in fiscal and other important
adjustments set forth by the government.
Oil & Gas
Much has been written in regards to the
potential opportunities set forth by the reform to any activity related to the exploration and production of hydrocarbons,
from mature productive fields to new deep
water operations, thus I will concentrate in
the much less talked about opportunities
in Midstream and Downstream.
Midstream
The energy reform now enables private
entities to take part in the commercializa-

Source: SENER with information Cenegas, CFE and Pemex
*Amount of investment estimated by the winner in the tender process
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tion, transport, storage, distribution and
retail of gasolines, diesels and gas. The
price control mechanisms that traditionally were enacted by the Ministry of Finance
are now liberalized, subject to market
valuation. As you read this, retail groups
are taking advantage of the opportunities
set in motion by the new legal frame and
are fusing single station owners and small
group operators into big chains.
Cenegas, the newly created agency to
control and operate the natural gas pipeline
network, will be responsible of overseeing
the growth of a system that will double its
length in the next five years to guarantee
enough supply at competitive prices to support Mexico’s manufacturing and industrial growth. Infrastructure firms will find
great opportunities in the tendering of the
additional lines, as well as in the privately
owned pipelines operating through it.
Downstream
Mexico’s refining capacities are severely
outdated and misaligned to the heavy oil
that is becoming increasingly substantive
in the country’s output. The reform opens
up the possibility of partnering with Pemex Industrial Transformation (Transformación industrial) a new entity born
through the consolidation of Pemex Refining, Pemex Gas and Basic Petrochemicals,
and Pemex Petrochemicals. At the same
time, it allows private companies to refine and treat oil, and process gas. A vital
player in the effort to increase Mexico’s industrial competitiveness, I believe this part
of the reform presents great opportunities
for technology companies to achieve longterm profitable operations in the country.
Electricity
The fact that the government is willing
and able to adapt the implementation of
the hydrocarbon laws to meet investor and
market demands suggests that it is likely to
be at least equally willing to engage similarly with investors in other less heavily protected sectors of the economy. The addition
of external consultants with vast experience
in the New England Independent System
Operator and ERCOT (Energy reliability
council of Texas) testifies to the Mexican
authorities’ commitment to put in place a
functional wholesale electricity market and
to learn from successful experiences.
The generation and supply of electricity is typically depicted as consisting of
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Contract bidding rounds for exploration
and extraction of hydrocarbons
Results achieved, next rounds and
expectations
Round one has destroyed the myths that our country had exhausted its resources or that Mexico was no longer an
attractive place to invest in the oil and gas sector. The lack of planning and limited execution capabilities in light of
the new technological challenges—such as deep-water exploration and shale gas extraction, for example—caused
a disturbing reduction in production as well as in hydrocarbon reserves. The energy reform overcomes those
challenges and maximizes the potential of our resources through a wide range of contracting models and a modern
ad hoc legal framework in line with the current globalized oil context.
by edgar rangel germán, phd, commissioner, comisión nacional de hidrocarburos

The energy reform now enables private entities to take part in the
commercialization, transport, storage, distribution and retail of gasolines,
diesels and gas.
three stages: 1) power generation, 2) dispatch through the Transmission & Distribution network, and 3) the retail service
to supply the consumer. While this visualization is useful, it does not fully help
capture the complexity of the Mexican
reform, where planning and control of the
grid, as well as public basic service retailing, remain in the hands of the state—both
coexisting alongside a wholesale electricity
market. Nevertheless, there are Public-Private Partnership opportunities to further
develop the reach of the grid and support
its modernization.
In addition, only generation plants over
a 0.5 MW capacity will require a permit
by CRE (Energy regulatory commission).
This opens up interesting opportunities for
the residential and small commercial segments, which might benefit from the use of
distributed generation technologies, especially those that utilize renewable sources
such as solar.
Natural gas
Important investment opportunities lie in
modernizing or replacing some of CFE’s
generation plants, especially those located
in key points of the grid. A favorite substitute is obviously the removal of power
plants running on fuel oil and diesel and
the incorporation of natural gas-powered
plants, especially those using combined
cycle technologies. Following the government’s strategy, illustrated in the National

Infrastructure Program 2014-2018, CFE
has been issuing -and will continue to issue- public tenders, seeking to improve its
generation capacity as the sector opens up.
Renewable energies
In 2012, Mexico announced its commitment to increase the participation of clean
energy sources into its matrix to 34%
by 2024. According to SENER’s figures,
the country’s vast renewable resources in
geothermal (10,644 MW potential), wind
(40,268 MW potential), and solar (24,300
MW potentially by 2030) generation are
experiencing increasing attention by national companies as well as global competitors. Huge manufacturing facilities of
photovoltaic cells have already established
in the country. The creation of the Clean
Energy Certificates market is designed to
further boost investments in the field and
help the government achieve the aforementioned target.
In conclusion, enormous business opportunities are opening up in Mexico’s
energy sector, in all value chains. In contrast to previous reform efforts, which allowed private participation only in a very
limited way, the revamped regulatory
framework, anchored in strong constitutional changes, provides the necessary
legal certainty for investors to take a leap
and enter the country. N
www.manattjones.com
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Mexico has large reserves and vast resources, both conventional and unconventional, and unlike in many countries, they
are stored in a very wide and complex distribution of deposits and geological plays.
They can all be grouped into categories,
which represent different areas of expertise
for various specialized players. Thus, both
Round Zero and Round One were designed
for each of the categories: shallow waters,
onshore fields, deep waters, heavy and extra-heavy oil, Chicontepec and unconventional resources known as shales.
In the world there are investors and
skilled operators in onshore fields, shallow
waters, deep waters and shales, and each
one specializes in different investment horizons and magnitudes, as well as expectations
regarding the return on their investments.
The aim of Round One (and the subsequent
rounds) is precisely to attract these specialized investors in each category, capture investments of billions of dollars and ensure
the best possible conditions for Mexico.
Each category requires that the contractual model be carefully chosen, based
on technical (geological and engineering),
financial, industrial safety, environmental
protection and strategic conditions. The
most used contract types are the license and
the production-sharing contract (PSC).
Round Zero
The Mexican State—owner of the resources—allowed Petróleos Mexicanos
to nominate extraction fields and exploration areas it wanted to keep, as long as
the NOC could prove it had the technical,
financial and execution capabilities, under
efficiency and competitiveness criteria. The
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State granted its productive company 83%
of the proved plus probable reserves (2P),
and 21% of the prospective resources (RP)
of the country. The rest—17% of the 2P
reserves and 79% of the RPs—is precisely
what was included in the bidding rounds.
2015-2019 Five-Year Plan
From what the Mexican State decided to
retain during Round Zero, it selected the
fields and areas with prospective resources
that would make up four rounds in the next
five years. The five-year plan was drafted by

the Comisión Nacional de Hidrocarburos
(CNH, National hydrocarbons commission), which presented the Secretariat of
Energy (Sener) with a proposal to consider
those fields and areas. Sener, through consultation exercises and nominations from
the industry, and following the mandate to
maximize the resources of the State, defined
the plan that was published. The version
that was published in November of this
year includes four bidding rounds for extraction fields, with an estimated remaining
volume of 65,944.5 million barrels of oil

Figure 1. Areas granted to Pemex during Round Zero

Source: CNH, 2014
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Figure 2. 2015-2019 Five-Year Plan

Tender three
In the third auction, 25 onshore extraction fields were tendered under the license type contract. There was great interest with more than 50 companies or

Source: SENER-CNH, 2015

equivalent (MMboe), and exploration areas with a volume of prospective resources
of 38,844.1 MMboe, to be executed in the
2015-2019 period.
Round one
The first tender includes five auctions. Each
of which is composed of fields or areas of a
specific category and an activity in particular (exploration or extraction).
Tender one
In the first auction, 14 blocks in shallow
waters under the PSC modality were tendered, of which the Mexican-AmericanBritish consortium formed by Sierra Oil
& Gas S. de RL de CV, Talos Energy
LLC and Premier Oil PLC won blocks 2
and 7. This tender, although it was modest in view of the expectations, proved
that the energy reform worked, that the
bidding process could be carried out in
a transparent and efficient manner, and
that there was interest for investing in
Mexico. The investment expected for
block 2 is over 1.7 billion dollars, and
for block 7 is estimated at 985 million,
for a total of over 2.7 billion dollars.
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Tender two
In the second auction, 9 fields were
tendered for shallow water extraction,
grouped into 5 PSCs. Of these, 3 contracts (including 6 fields) were awarded.
This tender was considerably more successful than the first. Greater interest
was shown in investing in Mexico, as
both the number of assigned fields and
the winning bids exceeded expectations:
the Italian company ENI International
won Contract One (the Amoca-MiztonTecoalli fields), while the Pan American
Energy LLC / E&P Hidrocarburos Servicios consortium won Contract Two (the
Hokchi field), and the US-Mexican consortium Fieldwood Energy LLC / Petrobal won Contract Four (the PokochIchalkil fields). In the three contracts that
were awarded, the expected investments
are 1,144, 985 and 1,009 million dollars, respectively, for an expected total
amount of 3.1 billion dollars.

Figure 3. Contractual areas of the second AUCTION

Awarded Tendered Areas
Non-Awarded Tendered Areas

Results of third auction
Contractual
area

Field

Operator

1

Barcodón

Diavaz Offshore

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Benavides-Primavera
Calibrador
Calicanto
Carretas
Catedral
Cuichapa Pte.
Duna
Fortuna Nacional
La Laja
Malva
Mareógrafo
Mayacaste
Moloacán
Mundo Nuevo
Paraíso
Paso de Oro
Peña Blanca
Pontón
Ricos
San Bernardo
Secadero
Tajón
Tecolutla
Topén

Sistemas Integrales de Compresión
Consorcio Manufacturero Mexicano
Grupo Diarqco
Strata Campos Maduros
Diavaz Offshore
Servicios de Extracción Petrolera Lifting
Construcciones y Servicios Industriales
Compañía Petrolera Perseus
Geo Estratos
Renaissance Oil Corp
Consorcio Manufacturero Mexicano
Grupo Diarqco
Canamex Dutch
Renaissance Oil Corp
Roma Energy Holdings
Geo Estratos
Strata Campos Maduros
Geo Estratos
Strata Campos Maduros
Sarreal
Grupo R Exploración y Producción
Compañía Petrolera Perseus
Geo Estratos
Renaissance Oil Corp

consortia registered to participate, and
41 actually placing bids. This tender
sought to trigger domestic industry, and
it was a complete success. All 25 contracts were awarded, adding 14 additional operators to growing group. This
tender proved the huge appetite for
investment in onshore fields, suggesting that more tenders of this category
should be launched soon.
Tender four
The fourth auction was launched on
December 17 and is expected to be the
most interesting, as it will include areas for deep and ultra-deep water, also
under the license contract modality.
This category aims to attract the largest oil companies in the world, known
as majors.
These areas require multi-million dollar
investments that only these very large
companies can afford. The participation
of Pemex is expected, most likely in partnership with one or more majors. The
expected investment amounts will be far
greater than the first three tenders, reaching tens of billions of dollars.

Source: CNH, 2015
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40.07
41.77
81.36
50.86
63.9
60.82
20.08
36.88
66.3
57.39
34.25
60.36
85.69
80.69
35.99
67.61
50.86
61.5
41.5
10.56
60.74
60.88
68.4
78.79

Results of this auction will be known
in the second half of 2016. Details
of the companies enrolling and buying data packages from CNH’s data
rooms, as well as the tender’s progress
can be found at www.ronda1.gob.mx.
Tender five
The fifth auction will include the Chicontepec areas as well as un-conventional resources known as shales. This tender
is aimed at companies skilled in managing this type of resources, particularly in
directional drilling and hydraulic fracturing, the process known as fracking.
Subsequent Rounds and ARES
The recently announced Five-Year Plan is
the first approximation to the following
bidding rounds. However, it should be noted that within the new attributions of the
CNH, there is one of high impact: the socalled Autorizaciones de Reconocimiento y
Exploración Superficial (ARES, Surface recognition and exploration authorizations).
These permits include the acquisition and/
or processing of geophysical information
(seismic, gravity or magnetometry), that
will increase and improve our knowledge

Figure 4. Fourth AUCTION fields in deep waters

Source: CNH, 2015
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of the Mexican subsurface, and identify
potential areas storing hydrocarbons. This
in turn will improve future bidding rounds,
making them much more attractive to investors for the prospectivity and materiality
they will reach.
So far the CNH has granted 28 ARES,
which represent a total investment of more
than 2.5 billion dollars for the next two or
three years; the largest of these represents
the highest investment in a geophysics project in the history of the planet. This is highly unusual in the world, and demonstrates
the huge interest in investing in our country
in the hydrocarbons sector.

Expectations
Clearly, the Mexican energy reform is yielding its first results. The interest in investing
in Mexico is large and can be measured in
tangible ways, not only by the number of
companies that are participating in the bidding processes, but also in the numbers that
have effectively introduced aggressive bids to
win contractual areas in the tenders, as well as
those that are investing in the acquisition of
geophysical information to learn more about
the Mexican subsoil and oil potential.
Thanks to the macroeconomic stability that has prevailed in Mexico in the last
two decades, it is not surprising that the

bidding rounds for exploration and extraction of hydrocarbons, complemented by
partnerships between Pemex and private
companies (farm-outs), represent great
investment opportunities for both operating and service companies and financial
groups. This will reverse the decline in production and in our hydrocarbon reserves,
as well as significantly increase the number of new jobs in the energy sector. The
best chapter in the history of the Oil and
Gas industry in Mexico has begun and in
a clearly successful way. N

OIL INDUSTRY
Mexico has major oil resources located in
different areas throughout the national
territory, from land fields, shallow waters and
mature fields, to deep and ultra-deep waters.

According to the assessment of January
1st, 2015, total resources are estimated
at 150.24 millions of barrels of oil
equivalent (MMBOE), of which 37,405
MMBOE correspond to discovered
resources, while 112,833 MMBOE are
undiscovered resources. Of these,
52,629 MMBOE (47%) are conventional
resources, and 60,204 MMBOE (53%) are
unconventional resources.

Mexico resources identified by January 1st, 2015
Millions of barrels of oil equivalent (MMBOE)

www.cnh.gob.mx

Figure 5. Authorized ARES projects. October 2015

Oil production

ACCUMULATED
PRODUCTION

Basins *

Volumen

reserves

%

1P

2P

PROSPECTIVE RESOURCES
3P

Conventional

Non-conventional

Sabinas-Burro-Picachos

125

11

29

62

395

13,950

Burgos

2,630

5

208

513

797

3,204

10,770

Tampico-Misantla

7,403

13

1,036

6,145

12,796

2,347

34,922
563

Veracruz

849

1

166

206

249

1,432

Cuenca del Sureste

46,653

81

11,405

15,625

21,341

14,466

94

464

2,158

27,835

1

2

2

1,172

Golfo de México Profundo
Plataforma de Yucatán

1,778

Cinturón Plegado de Chiapas

22

Cinturón Plegado de la Sierra
Madre Oriental
Total

30
57,676

100%

13,017

22,984

37,405

52,629

60,204

Note: The basins of Chihuahua, the Gulf of California and Vizcaíno-La Purísima-Iray do not have oil resource assessments.
Source. Diagnóstico sectorial, Unidad de Inteligencia de Negocios, ProMéxico, 2015

In 2013 the production of crude
oil was 2.5 billion barrels per
day (BBD), 1% less than the
previous year. Hydrocarbon
production has recorded a -1.4%
negative average annual growth
rate (AAGR) in the last decade,
going from 3.4 BBD in 2004 to
2.5 in 2013.
One of the goals of the Energy
Reform is to increase oil
production, from the current
2.5 million barrels per day, to 3
million in 2018 and 2.5 million
in 2025. This will reverse the
last decade’s negative trend
of reduced hydrocarbon
production.

Oil Installations

Exploration and production

Producing oilfields
Average oil wells in operation
Offshore platforms

11
20

Cryogenic plants

21

Sulfur recovery units
Refineries
Petrochemical complexes

Offshore production areas
Onshore production areas
Export terminals
Source: CNH, 2015
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Storage and/or process ships

November 2015

November 2015

258

Gas sweetening plants

Condensate sweeteners

Terminology

448
9,077

Gas processing complexes

Fractionation facilities

ARES Projects – October 2015

2014

9
6
14
6
7

Petrochemical plants

30

Liquefied gas distribution terminals

19

Petroleum products storage and delivery terminals

77

Oil tankers*

18

Trailer-tanks *
Car-tanks*

1,360
525

* It is not included third parties.
Source: Anuario estadístico de Pemex (Pemex Statistical Yearbook), 2014
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NATURAL GAS
Total reserves 2014:
59.6 BBOE, the largest amount of
proven reserves are in the south.
AAGR 2003-2013:
-1.3%, a reduction of 5.8 in
respect to 2004

Natural gas reserves, by
type, 2014 (BCF)

Distribution of natural gas
reserves by region, 2014
(BCF)
4.2
8.7		
7.1%
14.6%

41.7
70%

17.8
30%

14.5
24.4%
32.0
53.7%

Source: Prospectiva de Petróleo Crudo y
Petrolíferos 2014-2018 (Crude Oil and Oil
Products Prospective)
Associated reserves
Non-associated reserves

Production
Crude (BBD)

2.5

Natural gas (BBD)

6.3

Northern region
Southwest marine región
South region
Northeast marine región

Map of the 2015-2019 five-year expansion plan of the integrated
national natural gas transportation and storage system
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AES México
Pioneers in Independent Energy Generation
The company, that has been producing energy in Mérida, Yucatán, for over fifteen years, sees an opportunity for
increasing its participation in Mexico with the energy reform.
interview with juan ignacio rubiolo, general director of aes méxico, by luis fernando teca

AES México was the first private
company to produce electricity
in Mexico, over fifteen years ago,
when Comisión Federal de Electricidad (CFE, Federal electricity
commission) tendered thermoelectric plants to private companies for generating electricity
that would then be sold to the
public utility. AES México was
awarded the Mérida III project,
located in the capital of Yucatán.
The plant began commercial operations in 1999 with a

25-year contract. It employs
close to forty people and has an
installed capacity of 505 MW.
AES Corporation is a global
company with presence in eighteen countries. In México it now
operates three plants, including Mérida III. The other two
are Termoeléctrica del Golfo
(275 MW) and Termoeléctrica
Peñoles (275 MW). “As a subsidiary of the corporation, AES
México is the brand with the
largest installed capacity: 1,055

MW in the business unit that
includes Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean,” says
Juan Ignacio Rubiolo, General
Director of AES México.
Alliance with Grupo BAL
Just this year, AES México announced its partnership with
Grupo BAL: an investment
of 2.5 billion dollars over the
next five years. The amount
will be allocated to energy
projects, whether conventional

The alliance with Grupo BAL—with 50% of participation—consists of developing
new energy projects for Mexico: conventional, combined cycle, co-generation plants,
and renewable—solar and wind—energies.
LNG regasification terminals
Pipelines in operation
Concluded pipelines (2013/2014/2015)
Pipelines in construction (2015/2016)
Pipelines completed in the Five-Year Plan
El Cabrito compression station

Source: SENER, 2015-2019 Five-Year Expansion Plan of the Integrated
National Natural Gas Transportation and Storage System
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or renewable power generation methods, as well as energy
storage, among others.
AES México has over fifteen years of experience in the
Mexican market, “which gives
us confidence, especially for the
basic conditions of any foreign
investment; that is, institutionality: the way of doing business
and transparency, among others,” says Rubiolo.
The alliance with Grupo
BAL—with 50% of participation—consists of developing
new energy projects for Mexico: conventional, combined
cycle, co-generation plants, and
renewable—solar and wind—
energies, plus the energy storage
projects. “We are introducing
this product in Mexico, which
we have pioneered worldwide.
And with Grupo BAL we will
embark on seawater desalination, or small-scale natural gas
projects,” explains Rubiolo.
For AES Corporation, Mexico is one of the target markets
in Latin America. “As far as
I’m concerned, it is the most
important. The projects we’re
developing in this country are
highly regarded by our corporation and our local partner, and
this gives us the confidence and
backing that we need to work,”
says the executive.
The company’s expectation
with regard to the energy reform
is that in the next ten years there
will be around 25,000 MW installed in this country. “This is,
of course, what drives the interest of foreign investors and, compared with other countries in the
region, I would say that Mexico
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“Having more players with experience in the different
links of the value chain will make the local economy
more competitive.”
has the larger expected growth in
Latin America,” says Rubiolo.
He explains that Mexico is
the only country in the world—
including Canada—that can
access competitive natural resources of the magnitude of the
USA, especially with regard to
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natural gas. The liberalization
that derives from the energy
reform is also viewed favorably. “Having more players
with experience in the different links of the value chain
will make the local economy
more competitive.”

Financial Appetite and
Human Resources
Financing energy projects
in Mexico in this moment is
highly attractive in the world.
“Luckily, we continue with
this positive expectation from
the financial market’s point of
view. As the new market begins to operate and reveal the
challenges, this trend will possibly improve further still. We
are not foreseeing problems
in finding financial capacity in
the medium term for interesting projects in Mexico,” says
Rubiolo.
Beyond the financing capacity, the issue is how much
are the banks willing to risk
in the coming market. “Why?
Because their will be less debt
issuance in the former market.
Banks won’t have as many
long-term (20 to 25 year) contracts. Now the market is becoming more medium-term
and, therefore, we will see how
the banks react to this new risk
profile,” anticipates Rubiolo.
Usually, energy projects
are highly leveraged, “which
means a debt of between 60%
and 70%. Also, in the capital
market there are ways to refinance projects in a more flexible and long-term manner,”
suggests the AES México chief
executive.
Other challenges mentioned by Rubiolo include
regulation and will the signals be sufficient to maintain
the attractiveness of the market in Mexico. The executive
highlights a few technical
concerns: for example, regarding conventional energy,
how will the firm power capacity be regulated, and will
the renewable energy mechanisms be sufficient to guarantee financing in the longterm. Also, Clean Energy Certificates will depend on the
price, more than on volume,
in order to guarantee such
financing. “There are still

many questions, and we will
start solving them next year.”
Currently, the company has
extensive operational experience in other countries and has
trained personnel with proven
expertise. In Mexico, through
the three plants it operates, it
has accumulated an interesting
mass of available gray matter.
A strategy that has worked is
the combination of external
talent with promising local
young people who are trained
and placed at the forefront. The
workforce is well prepared, engineers are highly skilled, but
there is a deficit for the future
market, acknowledges Rubiolo. “There’s lack of human
resources, and unfortunately
the available personnel is not
properly trained for the future
market and it could be more expensive through time. This situation could generate a mediumterm problem,” he says.
Actually, this phenomenon has already occurred in
Argentina, Brazil and several
countries in Asia. Rubiolo emphasizes the importance that
the learning curve should be
as short as possible, and that
private enterprises are not the
only ones that should train
Mexican talent. “At the political level universities should be
encouraged to prepare talent
for the coming market, and not
only in electricity, but also in
oil and gas. You cannot expect
the private sector to do everything: there has to be a tripartite initiative: government,
private industry and academia.
This takes time, but it must be
done,” he insists.
The results of the energy
reform will not be seen in the
very short term. “Experience
tells us that we have to wait
between five and ten years to
really see the concrete effects
of a structural reform like this
one,” concludes Rubiolo. N
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Enel Green Power
Mexico, a World Power in Renewable Energies
In 2015 Enel Green Power became the leading renewable energy company in the country. It currently operates more
than 500 MW in Mexico, for a total accumulated investment of around one billion dollars, and it continues to grow.
interview with nicola melchiotti, regional vice-president for mexico and central america, enel green power, by raquel rivas

Enel Green Power (EGP) considers Mexico as a strategic
market in Latin America because of its potential for generating energy from renewable
sources, and its strong need for
investments to modernize its
infrastructure and sustain its
economic growth.
“Clean energies in Mexico
play a key role in promoting
the country’s competitiveness
and ensuring its stability in
periods of high volatility. I re-

fer in particular to the price of
fuel, that can suddenly rise or
fall causing important stress
in public finances and on the
inputs of the private sector,”
says Nicola Melchiotti. He
also highlights that our county
possesses abundant natural resources, making it an attractive
market on a global scale.
“Another attraction of
Mexico is its strong industrial
base, that allows us to sell energy directly to the main ac-

tors of the economy. We supply from large manufacturing
plants to retail chains.”
In May of 2015, Enel Group
was selected by Petróleos Mexicanos (Pemex) to develop—in
association with the company
Abengoa—an energy co-generation plant in Salina Cruz,
Oaxaca, which will supply part
of the generated energy to the
Pemex refinery, while the rest
will be pumped into the national electricity system.

The firm was established in Mexico in December of 2007 through the acquisition of
three hydroelectric plants—with an investment of 156 million dollars and an installed
capacity of 53 MW—, located in the states of Michoacán, Jalisco, and Guerrero.

Constant Growth
Our country’s potential for
the generation of renewable
energies has been proven, and
the sector is expanding. “This
trend will not only not change
with the energy reform, but
will strengthen by providing a
more conducive environment
for growth from an institutional and legal framework,” says
Melchiotti.
In 2015, EGP became the
leading renewable energy company in our country. Currently,
the company has more than 500
MW in operation in Mexico, for
an accumulated investment of
around one billion dollars, and
it keeps growing, because it is

www.aesmex.com
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building two new plants of 230
MW in the states of Zacatecas
and Jalisco, with an additional
investment of 470 million dollars. “Enel Green Power has
been continuously growing in
the Mexican market. From the
first day we started operating in
this country, doors have opened
for us with big opportunities for
business. Proof of this is that
we now have three hydroelectric plants, five wind energy
plants and one solar plant in
operation, plus two projects for
additional wind energy parks
that are under construction,”
reports the executive.
The firm was established in
Mexico in December of 2007
through the acquisition of three
hydroelectric plants—with an
investment of 156 million dollars and an installed capacity
of 53 MW—, located in the
states of Michoacán, Jalisco,
and Guerrero. “At that time,
private investment in the renewable sector was practically
non-existent, but we perceived
the need for a greater liberalization of the electricity sector
and the benefits that this could
generate for the country,” says
Melchiotti, who underlines
that Mexico represents about
7% of the total global operations of EGP.
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Energía Veleta
Five Projects Driven by Wind
The winds carried Mannti Cummins to Mexico. He arrived first in Oaxaca, but then he realized he could be closer to his
homeland, in Texas, and established a first company, and then another, to do business producing high-flying wind energy.
interview with mannti cummins, general director and founder, energía veleta, by luis fernando teca

“We took these grandmothers to India for six months to train them as solar
engineers, so they could learn to install, repair and maintain solar panels to electrify
their communities.”
Community Development
A key part of EGP’s plan focuses on developing social infrastructure projects through an
initiative they call Creation of
shared value. “For us, the communities are an integral part of
our projects, because we work
in them, we select and train our
suppliers and employees there,
and we support them in transit, security and environmental

protection issues, among other
activities,” explains Melchiotti.
To reach these goals, the
company has created a series of
programs destined for training
the most vulnerable communities. The executive mentions the
Barefoot College program—
one of the most important programs that EGP promotes—, in
the specific case of Mexico in
2014. In association with the
government of Mexico, EGP
selected four illiterate rural
grandmothers from the state
of Oaxaca and trained them
as the first rural female solar
engineers in the country. “We
took these grandmothers to
India for six months to train
them as solar engineers, so they
could learn to install, repair and
maintain solar panels to electrify their communities. I should
note that neither the language,
nor the technical complexity, nor the educational level of
these Mexican women—who
had never been on an airplane
and who had never traveled
outside their communities—
was an obstacle for them. And

as a result, we have installed
120 solar kits in community
spaces and households, bringing electricity to rural areas,”
says Melchiotti proudly.
Another important project is their school roofing
program, thanks to which
more than 1,000 students of
the Justo Sierra and Benito
Juárez elementary schools in
the Charcas municipality were
beneficiaries. EGP’s Dominica
II wind energy plant supported
the construction of two rooftops in cultural and sports
centers that will provide better
comprehensive development
conditions for the youngsters.
Finally, another project
(among many others) that
should be highlighted is the
El Gallo (The Rooster) Social Fund, destined to support
local fishing activities, and
Una mano para la vida (Giving a hand for life), aimed at
strengthening and boosting
productive activities in the
state of San Luis Potosí. N

Mannti Cummins is a connoisseur of rotor blades, the
wind currents and financing to mount wind energy
projects. His first foray into
Mexican territory was with
the company Frontera Renovable, which began operations
in 2005. With this company
Cummins managed several
projects in Tamaulipas and
partnered with important
companies like Oak Creek
Energy Systems—a subsidiary
of Marubeni—that leveraged
him and relied on the portfolio that his company offered.

started a company called Frontera Renovable and began its
development. Cummins was
involved in the whole process,
he spoke with the owners, he
verified the measurements, he
supervised the interconnection
and he negotiated with the future buyers of the energy that
was being generated there:
Grupo Alfa and Walmart.
Enter Veleta
Now Cummins is General Director of Energía Veleta, the
new company he founded and
with which he has embarked

“We specialize in wind energy projects. We started with the idea that Mexico has
many potential wind areas, and our goal was to launch five projects of 200 MW
each,” explains Cummins.

www.enelgreenpower.com
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Among others, he launched a
development of 150 MW that
will conclude construction in
2016. For this project Cummins made a strategic alliance
with Tecnológico de Monterrey (Monterrey institute of
technology), and solved issues
regarding wind analysis, regulations, interconnection and
permission to operate.
Eólica Tres Mesas—the
project he bequeathed to Oak
Creek Energy Systems—put up
the capital for the last and most
costly kilometer of financing
and construction. In 2005 he

November 2015

on developing five wind energy
projects that will represent a
total investment of two billion
dollars. “We specialize in wind
energy projects. We started with
the idea that Mexico has many
potential windy areas, and our
goal was to launch five projects
of 200 MW each,” he explains.
Energía Veleta will see the
first returns on its investment
once they begin generating
electricity, but in the meantime they’re spending money
on lawyers, topographers and
constructors—people from the
area—, that are taking advantage of this investment to build
a wind energy park in the municipality of Llera de Canales,
in Tamaulipas, 45 kilometers
south of Ciudad Victoria. The
benefits that Eólica Tres Mesas
has had for the region until now
are the 600 workers that have
been already hired for the plant.
“I’ve been in Mexico for
ten years working on wind energy projects, and with Energía
Veleta I’m developing plants in
four different states with a total surface of almost 200,000
hectares. Besides Tamaulipas,
we’re also in Sonora, Zacatecas, Jalisco, and Baja California Sur. The latter state is an
interesting case because, speaking in terms of electricity, it is
an island because it is not interconnected with Ensenada or
with Mazatlán. It has almost
no renewable resources. All the
fuel they use is diesel and fuel
oil, which is costly and polluting,” says Cummins.
In Baja California Sur, the
businessman already has the land
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he will build upon, and the potential of energy production will
be 50 MW in the first stage. Also,
Energía Veleta has secured the
land in Sonora, Zacatecas and
Jalisco. “We’ve signed the contracts with the owners, and
the measurements have been
taken,” he adds. The company
is always looking for lands
near the national transmission
network.
One cumbersome aspect to
solve was the procedure for the
rights of way. The energy reform wisely took an important
step in addressing this important matter. “I negotiated with
‘ejidatarios’ (holders of a share
of common lands), who wanted 25 thousand dollars each,
and there were fifty of them.
The conversation ended right
then and there, and I looked
for another alternative. We
eventually came to an agreement, once I explained the
long-term plan, and we’ve had
a gratifying and satisfactory
experience, both for the owners as for us, the developers,”
says Cummins.
For example, in the Tres
Mesas project—also in Tamaulipas—there are private properties and ‘ejidos’, and they all
have the same arrangement.
They solved the economic part
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Engie
In Favor of Future “Clean Energies”
ENGIE, a global energy player and an expert operator in the three key sectors of electricity, natural gas and energy services
has been distributing and transporting natural gas in Mexico for almost twenty years. The energy reform represents a
unique opportunity for this French company, an opportunity ENGIE intends to take advantage of.
interview with philippe delmotte, general director, engie méxico, by luis fernando teca

The states where Energía Veleta will also operate, in addition to Tamaulipas, are
Sonora, Zacatecas, Jalisco, and Baja California Sur.
in a similar way: “Each owner,
for each turbine, earns 14,000
dollars a year in royalties,” describes Cummins.
The Major Challenge
To develop the projects in its
portfolio, Energía Veleta requires two billion dollars.
From the banks the company
will get 70% that it will finance for up to twenty years,
in order to pay off the loan. “It
would have been ideal to get a

longer term, but that’s the way
it worked out,” he says.
“Another issue that remains to be defined is the
value of the Clean Energy
Certificates, because by design
this will give us the financial
advantage in renewable energy
projects,” explains Cummins.
According to him, Mexican
labor is excellent: “I have no
doubt about it. The most important automotive companies
in the world hire Mexicans be-

cause they work hard, they are
well trained and educated, and
regarding technical know-how
the engineers are young people
with a desire to work,” he says.
This is the reason for Mexico’s competitiveness, in addition to its proximity to the
USA. Cummins sums it up like
this: “Mexico has the intellectual capital. What it lacks is the
financial capital.”
The businessman trusts
that all the rented lands in
Mexico will have the sufficient
potential to produce up to
1,000 MW. The challenge that
remains is the energy sale contract, “because the interconnection problem with the main
network is less complicated
now that we have the energy
reform.”
Energía Veleta expects to
generate its first kilowatt in the
spring of 2018. Cummins says
that everything is practically on
the table: land, wind, interconnection and even customers.
“We just need to conclude our
flirting with the investors, but
this takes time and probably by
then other projects will be starting in 2018,” he concludes. N
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For ENGIE, a French energy
company present in seventy
countries, Mexico is of key importance, the country promises
an attractive economic dynamism besides it has sufficient
political, economic and legal
stability to attract long-term
investments.
Formerly known as GDF
Suez, ENGIE arrived in Mexico in 1997, starting in the distribution of natural gas. Over
the years, its growth has been
steady and its portfolio reaches
more than 430,000 customers
only in its natural gas distribution business line.
Today, ENGIE Mexico has
six natural gas distribution
companies located in Estado
de México, Jalisco, PueblaTlaxcala, Querétaro, Reynosa-Matamoros, and Tampico,
connected to over 10,000 kilometer long network.
ENGIE in México operates
two transportation companies
and two cogeneration power
plants using cheap natural gas,
one in Nuevo León and the
other in Tamaulipas.
It also collaborates with
Pemex in the construction of
the south phase of the “Los
Ramones II” project, which is
scheduled to start operations
early next year.
Under the program “Campeche: sustainable city,” ENGIE México already signed an
agreement to bring natural gas
for vehicles in that state.
“After the approval of the
energy reform proposed by
President Peña Nieto, there are
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new sectors and opportunities
where ENGIE can participate
and contribute to the growth
of this Mexican industry,” says
Philippe Delmotte, General Director of ENGIE Mexico.

He comments that, thanks
to the close relationship the
company has established with
ProMéxico, they have been
able to reinforce their relationship with Mexican authori-

The country’s proximity to the US market is also
another major attraction, besides the natural gas boom
in the US and the fact that in Mexico this fuel has a
very competitive price.

ties, which has fostered their
growth and facilitated the promotion of their investments in
Mexico.
Another of the main advantages of the local market
is its size, but also the fact that
by 2030 we are all convinced
that Mexico will join the G8.
The country’s proximity to
the US market is also another
major attraction, besides the
natural gas boom in the US
and the fact that in Mexico
this fuel has a very affordable
price. For ENGIE, each “gigajoule of cheap natural gas” will
foster a steady economic development and a highly competitive industry, thanks to f cheap
energy, whether natural gas or
electricity.
Similarly, Mexico industrial market clients that are part
of the energy sector is another
key factor for the French company. Worth mentioning is the
support of the Mexican workforce and the need to reinforce
it: the company will continuously be in the process of hiring new people to participate
in future projects.
“While we are an international organization, our
Mexican workforce represents
more than 95% of our employees. We are promoting a
technology transfer with people from other countries that
bring their knowledge, to permeate our Mexican staff. For
us, our labor experience has
been excellent.
I want to insist on the fact
that, to reinforce our long-term
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commitment to Mexico, we
are seeking, to develop innovation, dynamism and transfer
of know-how, to promote new
collaborations for example
with universities, because we
believe that combining the
know-how of a company like
ENGIE and the development
of people is a must for a private company in the energy
sector,” says Mr. Delmotte.
The strength of the Mexican economy has also been
crucial for ENGIE, especially
following the recent economic
crises in other markets, which
has proven that Mexico is a
strong country that reacts well
to such scenarios.
In the short term, the company hopes to increase its participation in the entire energy
value chain by developing its
activities in electricity market
as well as in the gas market
and obviously continue growing its transportation and distribution business.
According to Delmotte,
“Mexico has great potential
from companies like ours.
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Iberdrola
The Commitment to Grow
Confidence in the country, certainty provided by the energy reform and more than fifteen years of experience
entrench the commitment of Iberdrola with Mexico.
interview with herminio blanco, president of the board of directors, iberdrola, by óscar hernández

“After the approval of the energy reform proposed by President Peña Nieto, there
are new sectors and opportunities where ENGIE can participate and contribute to
the growth of this Mexican industry.”
To this end, it is critical that
processes like obtaining permits are clear, fluid and welldefined, in order to accelerate
the development of new projects under a scheme as positive

as the one posed by the energy
reform. Mexico is a huge country with many opportunities.
The energy reform is attracting
many more, so we are very interested in participating in new

projects that allow us to grow
and provide new services to
the country and our customers,
whether current or potential.”
For ENGIE, the fact of having a wholesale electricity market represents several benefits,
like having a transparent market that should allow energy
exchanges and get a competitive electricity industry, which
will undoubtedly result in favor of the country.
Another notable achievement is that the government’s
plan is that by 2025 at least
35% of the energy sector
should come from renewable and clean sources. This
is a stunning goal that places
Mexico on the right track. “We
view with great interest the
development of the renewable
energy sector, because we believe that this is the future for
the good development of the
country, whether by wind and
solar energies, or with industrial plants supplied with natural
gas,” concludes Delmotte. N

Since arriving in Mexico,
Iberdrola has considered this
country—for its size, stability
and for being a member of the
North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA)— one of
the essential strategic markets
for its internationalization. The
regulatory change achieved
during the Administration of
President Ernesto Zedillo was
instrumental for Iberdrola to
promote the entry of companies that generate electricity

for Comisión Federal de Electricidad (CFE, Federal electricity commission) and for helping private companies achieve
their self-sufficiency.
Iberdrola has steadily increased its investments, and today is the number one private
generator of electricity. “This
has been achieved with the support of Mexican engineers and
workers, who today make up
99% of our workforce,” says
Herminio Blanco, President of

the Board of Directors of Iberdrola. This company—one of
the five largest of its kind in the
world—delivers power to over
120 million people. In 2014 it
was generating 45,000 megawatts (MW) worldwide.
Mexico currently has an installed capacity of 5,300 MW
to serve a population of more
than fifteen million people.
“The projects we are developing will increase our installed
capacity in the country by

The opportunities that the energy reform has created are truly significant and
will help Mexico to remain competitive in an admittedly complex international
environment.

40%, to exceed 7,000 MW,”
says Blanco. In the coming
years the company plans to
invest five billion dollars in the
country, which will practically
double its installed capacity.
“We are a company with the
highest technical, business and
ethical standards, and we have
a unique financial strength,”
ensures the executive of this
Spanish company.
Realities in the Wind
At the moment, Iberdrola has
new generation projects in
Mexico totaling nearly two billion dollars of investment and
about 1,700 MW of additional capacity. This is one of the

www.engie.com
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most important international
ventures made by the company
in its history.
It is building three new
combined cycle plants—Baja
California III, Dulces Nombres V and Escobedo—, three
co-generation plants—Ramos
Arizpe, San Juan del Río and
Altamira—, and the wind energy park Pier II in Puebla, plus
the recent acquisition of the
Dos Arbolitos Park in Oaxaca.
Iberdrola—a global wind
energy leader, with an installed
capacity of 14,600 MW—
trusts that the Mexican energy
reform will open doors to new
areas of the business. In this
sense, the company is interested in participating in projects
of power transmission. The
new Mercado Eléctrico Mayorista (MEM, Wholesale electricity market) that will begin
operations in 2016 will allow
it to enhance the sale of electric power to private industrial
customers.
“Our main challenge for
the future is to be prepared
to take full advantage of the
opportunities of the energy

photos

reform promoted by President Enrique Peña Nieto and
approved by the Mexican
Congress,” says Blanco. These
opportunities are truly significant and will help Mexico to
remain competitive in an admittedly complex international
environment.
The Ability of the
Workforce
Herminio Blanco considers
that Mexico has a predictable
and stable legal framework
that makes it very attractive to
foreign investors. Iberdrola has
a strong presence in international financial markets, which
will allow it to finance all of its
new projects in Mexico. Our
country has a large supply of
well-trained labor, which has
allowed the company to have
99% Mexican personnel. Additionally, one of the priorities
is the technical preparation of
the people. “In this sense we
have academic programs here
in Mexico, along with training
programs and academic preparation in several countries,” explains Blanco.

The energy reform—especially in regard to the
electricity sector—already has had an important impact
in Mexico’s competitiveness, by reducing the applicable
tariffs and improving service quality.
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Envirofit
Combating Smoke Emission
Intoxication in Rural Homes
It is estimated that about three billion people worldwide are exposed to smoke from
domestic open burners inside households. In developing countries smoke intoxication
takes the lives of four million people, six times more than malaria and three times
more than tuberculosis and AIDS.
by emilio rivero, general director, envirofit méxico

A Sustainable Energy Model
The energy reform—especially
concerning the electricity sector—has already had an important impact on Mexico’s competitiveness, by reducing the applicable tariffs and improving
service quality, which has begun
to solve one of the great challenges facing the Mexican manufacturing sector. This will undoubtedly have a very positive
impact on economic growth in
the coming years.
Increased competition in
the Mexican electricity market, with domestic and foreign companies, as well as a
strengthened CFE, will contribute to providing better electricity services at lower prices.
Iberdrola has always expressed
its willingness to partner with
Mexican companies. “We have
local partners that supply
electricity through self-supply
companies or co-generation
plants. And we have also undertaken joint projects with
local partners. One of the latest examples is the Pier II wind
energy park, which was built

in association with PI Mabe
in Puebla, a Mexican partner,”
describes Blanco.
Iberdrola is firmly committed to the development of
a sustainable energy model in
economic, social and environmental terms. “We believe that
the Secretariat of Energy, with
an exemplary openness for
consultation with private companies, has designed a market
for Clean Energy Certificates
comparable to the best in the
world, ensuring that Mexico
will reach very advanced standards in the generation of clean
energy,” says Blanco.
From Iberdrola’s perspective, conservation of the environment is not only essential
for life and biodiversity on
the planet, but its future as a
profitable company depends
on the sustainability of its activities. “Mexico offers truly
unique conditions for the development of competitive solar and wind energy projects,”
concludes Blanco. N

As part of its efforts to help
curb these risks in Latin America, the US company Envirofit
International—a leader in the
creation and manufacture of
technological breakthroughs in
favor of health—chose Mexico
as a strategic point for establishing a subsidiary for producing and distributing Ecofogón
ecological stoves.
This new unit found multiple favorable conditions for
investment and development,
and completed the installation
of its plant in little over two
months: in mid-April of 2015

only the walls of the plant were
standing, as were parts of the
roof and a strong cement floor.
By June 1st the construction
was complete and the works
related to setting up the machinery, acquiring the materials and, most importantly,
selecting the human resources
that understood the mission to
be accomplished began. The in-

auguration was on September
22nd with 200 employees, half
of which are women. Thus,
the start of operations was
achieved in a record time of
three months.
In Mexico, Envirofit took
up the challenge of bringing
this solution to endangered
rural groups, by raising their
awareness regarding their vul-

nerability if they continued to
use traditional burners. The
establishment of a new factory represents an amazing
opportunity for the company
to invest in the community,
while helping mitigate a serious threat to Mexican families.
When families begin to use
the Envirofit Ecofogón, they
immediately notice the difference: less smoke in the kitchen,
more money in their pockets
and more time on their hands,
because they require less fuel
while they cook faster.
Mechanics and Strategy
The Ecofogón stoves consist of
a series of cavities in the cooking
chamber for more efficient use
of fuel, with less waste, so that
the furnace chimney—that leads
to the exterior of the dwelling—
emits a minimum amount of

When families begin to use the Envirofit Ecofogón, they immediately notice the
difference: less smoke in the kitchen, more money in their pockets and more time on
their hands, because they require less fuel while they cook faster.

www.iberdrola.es
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smoke because other waste materials were reused.
This system was developed
after years of research at several
US universities, particularly the
one in Denver, Colorado. Thus,
with its use lethal emissions
have decreased up to 90%, and
it uses heat more efficiently, reducing the yearly consumption
of firewood by 80%.
Although these stoves are
low-cost, many families don’t
have the resources to acquire
them. In this sense the company seeks to implement a distribution system in our country through agencies that can
implement social programs at
any of the three levels of government. Also, nonprofit organizations may also make donations, or grant micro-loans to
families in a situation of extreme poverty.
Fighting a Global Threat
The mentioned health hazards only represent a negative
aspect of traditional in-house
burners. They also seriously affect the environment with massive deforestation, leaving a
carbon dioxide (CO2) emission
footprint, wasting hours in collecting firewood and spending
up to 38% of their income
on fuel when there is no more
wood to cut.
In Mexico the threat is imminent for four millions families; that is, about sixteen million people who live in this situation every day, according to
data by INEGI. The states with
the highest domestic consumption of firewood are Veracruz
(27% of its population), Yucatán (33%), Guerrero (42%),
Oaxaca (49%), and Chiapas
(50%). It is even estimated
that annually some 15 thousand people—mainly women
and children under the age of
five—lose their lives to acute
respiratory tract infections,
lung cancer, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD) and
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Iusasol
High Quality in All Phases
With the energy reform, the country will move towards a dynamic energy model based on the principles of
competition, liberalization, transparency, sustainability and long-term fiscal responsibility, to attain a more
competitive and prosperous Mexico that will lay the foundations for a new stage of development for the benefit of
Mexican families.
interview with césar torres martín del campo, commercial manager, iusasol, by guadalupe parral garcía

The Ecofogón stoves consist of a series of cavities in the cooking chamber for more
efficient use of fuel, with less waste, so that the furnace chimney—that leads to the
exterior of the dwelling—emits a minimum amount of smoke because other waste
materials were reused.
the so-called carbon monoxide “silent intoxication” while
cooking at home.
Against this background,
the company is working efficiently at the new plant, which
has the capacity to manufacture 30,000 stoves every
month, and export 15,000
units monthly to Latin America. The introduction of Ecofogón in Mexico began with
its distribution in communities
of the Tláhuac and Milpa Alta
delegations in Mexico City.
Envirofit International was
established in 2003 with the
goal of providing different solutions for clean cooking with

a low impact on health and
aimed at protecting the environment. In 2007 it centered
its attention on manufacturing ecological stoves, with the
highest international design
and materials. To meet the goal
of speed, quality and efficiency
in solving these problems, on
November 18th the company
announced the sale of one million units worldwide in seven
years, amount to which Mexico contributed with several
tens of thousands.
According to United Nations figures, Envirofit has
eliminated more than eleven
million tons of carbon dioxide

form the atmosphere, besides
generating savings of 138 million dollars worldwide in fuel
costs. In addition, it has also
reduced eighteen million weeks
of work collecting firewood.
For the future, the company
has established partnerships
that will contribute to bringing
ecological stoves to a greater
number of countries (it currently
covers forty), aimed at achieving the sale of five million units
in the next five years, which will
increase the reported benefits of
positively influence in the lives
of five million people. N
www.envirofit.org
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The Iusasol consortium offers
quality, certainty and technological innovation in the manufacture of products and inputs primarily for the electricity sector. Its a 100% Mexican
company, affiliated with Grupo
IUSA, with over 75 years of experience and presence in the
market. Its strength lies in the
high quality of its tailored and
uncomplicated lines of sustainable power generation.
“We simplify energy solutions providing options depending on the particular needs
of our customers,” says César
Torres, Commercial Manager
of Iusasol. The energy supplied
by Iusasol is clean and does not
generate CO2 emissions. “In
this sense, our brand is guaranteed and meets the highest international standards,” he says.
Iusasol was founded in
2014 by initiative of Carlos
Peralta Quintero, President
of Grupo IUSA. The goal was
to produce 500 megawatts in
Mexico through four lines of
photovoltaic panels, each of
125 MW. This makes it the
largest and most modern solar
panel factory in Latin America,
equivalent to the production of
two million annual solar panels.
With the plant located in
Pastejé, Estado de México, this
October the company started
its first line of production.
Then, they started the construction on the first stage of
the Don Alejo photovoltaic solar park (named after Peralta’s
father and founder of IUSA).
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This project will have capacity of 400 MW, spread over
800 hectares of the industrial
complex.
Currently, says Torres, “we
have a 21 MW photovoltaic solar farm in process of interconnection with the electricity grid,
and a co-generation plant.”
Development
The company holds quality
certifications from Underwriters Laboratories (UL) for the
North American market; In-

ternational Electronic Commission (IEC) for Europe; Asociación de Normalización y
Certificación (ANCE, Normalization and certification association) for the national market;
and TUV Rheinland for certifying the security, efficiency
and quality of its products.
Iusasol provides residential
and commercial users the opportunity to reduce their consumption and generate savings,
while offering industries and
municipal governments the fa-

cility of acquiring clean energy
and low cost supply contracts,
all within a framework of auctions for buying and selling
energy. “In this sense, Iusasol
is a relevant player within the
context of the energy reform—
says the Commercial Manager—because with this reform
the country will move towards
a dynamic energy model, based
on principles of competition,
liberalization,
transparency,
sustainability and long-term
fiscal responsibility.”

Iusasol provides residential and commercial users the opportunity to reduce
their consumption and generate savings, while offering industries and municipal
governments the facility of acquiring clean energy and low cost supply contracts.
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For César Torres, Mexico
has a significant geographical position and its current
use is well below what it can
produce: there is abundant solar radiation and, at the same
time, rainy seasons for hydroelectric plants and windy currents in several regions of the
country that favor the wind
energy sector.
According to Torres, the
reform projects our country as
an emerging nation. “That is
why the large participants in
the international market will
invest in technology and seek
the ideal Mexican workforce
for this industry.” Although
beneficial, this energy metamorphosis creates uncertainty
in financial sectors because
government agencies are in the
process of creating models and
new rules for the electricity
sector. It is estimated that, as a
result of the reform, approximately 500,000 new jobs will
be required, of which 350,000
must be specialized.
“But the country will be
prepared to cover this requirement. Today we see an increase
in the curricula of universities
that consider that energy has
a long way to go. We know
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Siemens México
Strategic partner for business
Mexico has the potential of becoming a major energy hub connecting the north and south of the continent, which
makes it essential for the full competitiveness of the entire region.
interview with francisco rodríguez, deputy director of sales, power and gas division, siemens mesoamérica, by raquel rivas

In referring to one of the benefits of the energy reform, the executive recognizes that
there will be more, better paying jobs, lower and more competitive prices, more
transparency and an intelligent and controllable demand.
that with the energy reform
many large international companies turned and looked at
Mexico as a great opportunity.
It is time for Mexicans to push
ahead in terms of research, and
promote national development
in the energy sector by creating fair competition with the
big players in the international
market,” says Torres.
Advantages and Challenges
In connection with the production of clean energy, Tor-

res foresees more transparency
and better pay, as well as “a
system of obligations and an
intelligent and controllable demand.” This area will require
government subsidies and support, “because it is feasible to
generate 35% of the country’s
electricity with renewable or
clean sources by 2024, as it is
established in the National Development Plan.”
In referring to one of the
benefits of the energy reform,
the executive recognizes that

there will be more, better paying jobs, lower and more competitive prices, more transparency and an intelligent and controllable demand. Furthermore,
Mexico can place itself in the
global market adopting the example of the USA in regards to
gas exploitation and fracking,
which rose from 5% to 39% of
their total production and were
therefore able to reverse the decline in oil production.
“By playing our cards well
under the current legal and
trade framework for exploration and exploitation of resources, Mexico will become an
important international actor,”
suggests César Torres, who also
mentions the convenience of
taking advantage of the models
that have already been implemented by first world nations.
However, he urges the government to encourage investment
in renewable energy, and “create a culture around the environment and energy savings
through clean sources. Mexico
must promote an energy culture and not only look at this
technology as a commodity
that, in the end, will translate
into savings.” N

Siemens headquarters considers Mexico as one of the thirty
leading countries. The German industrial giant, which
established its first representation office in Mexico in 1894
with the Paseo de la Reforma
lighting project, and shortly
after the Necaxa hydro-electric
plant in Puebla, has seen how
the country has grown over the
years, which today is one of
the thirty countries that jointly
contribute 85% of the company’s total earnings.

“Growth in this country
has been constant and the
company has diversified its
businesses from the first Paseo
de la Reforma project to many
other larger ones in the electricity, transportation, industrial
and health care sectors,” says
Francisco Rodríguez, Deputy
Director of Sales of the Power
and Gas Division at Siemens
Mesoamérica.
At present the company
has a team of 5,300 people
distributed throughout Mex-

ico and Central America, as
well as seven manufacturing
plants, two distribution centers and twenty representation
offices. In addition, Mexico
is part of the Siemens Second
Wave Emerging Countries
(Sewec) program, for its high
growth potential and economic stability.
“This speaks to the global
relevance of the country for
Siemens in terms of overall
turnover. Thanks to our activities and projects in Mexico we

Siemens established its first representation office in Mexico in 1894 through the
Paseo de la Reforma lighting project, and shortly after the Necaxa hydroelectric
plant in Puebla.

won the Werner von Siemens
Best Country Prize in 2015,
awarded by our headquarters,”
says the executive, who also
explains that the Mexico subsidiary was recognized for its
performance and business administration, and by the evaluation of the people towards the
company. “It makes us proud
and also speaks of the perspective that the corporation has
towards this country.”
The Future in Mexico
Francisco Rodríguez is optimistic when he thinks about
what lies ahead for the company. “Last year we celebrated
the 120th anniversary of Siemens in Mexico and we took

www.iusasol.mx
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the opportunity to announce
our growth expectations and
business plans,” says the Deputy Director of Sales. The company expects to reach two billion euros in new orders for
2020, as was stated last year
by Joe Kaeser, Global CEO of
the firm.
“Precisely, Mexico has
many qualities that make it
attractive to investment, and
high potential for the development of its businesses: its
geographical location, between
North America and Latin
America, its economic stability,
the large number of international free trade agreements it
has signed, and its human talent.” The Deputy Director also
mentions the energy reform:
“Mexico has the potential of
becoming an important energy
hub connecting the north and
the south, which makes it essential for the full competitiveness of the entire region.”
Beyond these elements,
the German company considers that Mexico is also making progress in the digitalization process of its industries,
which has a huge potential
for growth and the advancement of its economy. “Digitalization is an area where we
have expertise and we can
contribute a lot to Mexico in
this regard. In addition, Mexico’s economy is one of the most
stable and although the surrounding environment seems
difficult, we do not believe
this will prevent Mexico from
continuing on the path it has
chosen from the various reforms it has undertaken.”
The Reform
Siemens’ businesses are focused
on three value chains: electrification, automation and digitalization. Therefore, the energy
reform has an impact on all
three chains because it is not
only about producing energy,
but transporting it to where it
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“Thanks to our activities and projects in Mexico we
won the Werner von Siemens Best Country Prize in
2015, awarded by our headquarters.”
is needed and also using it efficiently. For this reason, Siemens
can participate in the entire
chain: generation, transmission,
distribution, as well as through
networks and smart buildings,
automation solutions for the
industry and infrastructure (including hospitals).
“We have an excellent
working and collaboration relationship with companies like
the CFE and Pemex. Throughout the years we have built
this relationship, but always
with a view to create a real
sustainable benefit in terms of
business, the environment and
social benefit as well,” explains
the executive, who believes
that thanks to technological
solutions it is possible to reduce the levels of CO2 emissions and do more with fewer
resources. “We must not lose
sight of sustainability.”
Today, the firm is working
on a new generation of projects
for the CFE, like the recently
announced Valle de México II,

Empalme I and Empalme II, as
well as in projects of co-generation. “In these and other cases
we consider the best technological option but also the best
scheme that gives these companies a sustainable and real
benefit in the short, medium
and long terms. Their success
is the key to our success,” says
Rodríguez, who believes that
Mexico can become an energy
hub for the entire Americas region, by connecting the north
with the central and southern
regions of the continent. “This
factor may be key to increasing the competitiveness of the
entire region.”
Mexico, a Cradle of Human Capital
Around 5,300 Mexicans are
currently working at Siemens
Mesoamérica, among them engineers and professionals that
have shown their great efforts
to the company and have positioned it in a sustainable manner in the country. “We can

truly claim to be a very committed team to the company,
according to the results of our
most recent annual survey, and
especially eager to help the
country grow,” says Rodríguez.
In October of this year Siemens signed an agreement of
dual training with Coparmex
and Camexa. With this program, 31 young people will be
integrated into a two-year program where they will receive
instruction, both at their study
center and at Siemens. They
will be trained in several technological and administrative
fields such as industrial electricity, electrical maintenance
and mechatronics, among
others. “All students are distributed in different Siemens
offices throughout the country,
including Mexico City. What
we seek to provide is specialized educational training in the
country,” says the executive.
The company also has a
signed agreement with the
Virtual University of the State
of Guanajuato in order to set
up virtual classrooms at their
production facilities so that
Siemens’ own collaborators
(if applicable) can finish their
high school or pursue a degree
while earning a salary.

Sowitec México
A Fresh Potential
Mexico has the potential to become one of the destinations with greater investments
in renewable energy worldwide in the coming years, due to factors such as its
geographic location, its weather conditions, the abundance of natural resources and
the recent energy reform.
interview with alejandro robles hüe, managing director, sowitec méxico, by rodrigo cansino

The Sowitec Group is a worldwide developer of wind power.
The company was founded in
1993 in Germany and supports
more than 100 wind turbines
installed in thirty different wind
energy farms throughout Germany. The company arrived in
Mexico in May of 2008 to operate in the renewable energy
sector. Since 2003 the desire
to expand operations to new
frontiers led Sowitec to become
internationally active and to
gradually open subsidiaries in
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colom-

bia, Kazakhstan, Mexico, Peru,
Russia, Saudi Arabia, Thailand,
and Uruguay.
“Its excellent geographic
location, abundant natural resources, the ability to grow in
the renewable energy sector
and the existence of a favorable regulatory framework for
the electricity sector attracted
Sowitec to Mexico,” says Alejandro Robles Hüe, Managing
Director of Sowitec México.
Soon the company became the
largest developer of wind energy projects in our country, as

published by Bloomberg Energy Finance.
Mexico represents a share
of about 30% of the global
operations of Sowitec Group.
Energy reform gives certainty
to all involved in the project
(investors, owners and authorities, among others), generating
conditions for investment with
a legal framework that provides greater transparency and
certainty for all involved.
The Law on the Use of Renewable Energies and Financing of Energy Transition states

Since 2003 the desire to expand operations to new frontiers led Sowitec to become
internationally active and to gradually open subsidiaries in Argentina, Brazil, Chile,
Colombia, Kazakhstan, Mexico, Peru, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Thailand, and Uruguay.

Mexican Success
Although the company has
achieved several successes in
different scopes and industries
in Mexico, Rodríguez always
likes to highlight two of the
most recent ones related to the
energy sector: the projects La
Caridad, with Grupo México,
and another one with Kaltex
in Altamira, Tamaulipas. “Both
cases are energy generation
projects that have become a
reference for other industries,
due to the quality of the execution of the projects as for the
benefits of the installed technology,” he concludes. N
www.siemens.com.mx
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that by 2024 the share of nonfossil fuels in electricity generation will be 35%. To achieve
this goal, the law provides for
the following instruments: the
National Strategy for Energy
Transition and Sustainable Use
of Energy, comprising the instrument aimed at ensuring energy efficiency and sustainability to promote the use of renewable energy sources and clean
technologies; and the Special
Program for the Development
of Renewable Energies, which
sets public policies in this area
by determining objectives and
actions to use them. This opens
and promotes opportunities in
Mexico for development and
investment in this sector.
Mexico’s Vast Resources
Today a huge market is opening. For 76 years a state monopoly of oil, gas and electricity was maintained. The energy
reform allows Mexicans and
foreign companies to participate in the extraction and sale
of hydrocarbons as well as in
the generation and supply of
electricity to large consumers.
The electricity sector has
new rules for open competition
in supplying large consumers
such as industries, commercial ventures and other businesses that, according to Energy Regulatory Commission,
represent 59.5% of total sales
of Comisión Federal de Electricidad (CFE, Federal Electricity
Commission), which represented revenues of thirteen billion
dollars in 2013. Mexico has a
large market for the development of clean energy, and it has
sufficient resources to exceed
the target of 35% non-fossil
generation by 2024, 40% in
2035 and 50% in 2050.
“Right now Sowitec de
México is developing projects
from the initial phase to obtain
all the permits and authorizations it requires for construction. Together with various
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investors, it has installed
more than 150 wind turbines
throughout the country,” says
Robles. It is estimated that
annual growth in electricity demand will exceed 3.5%
in the next ten years, which
means that it will be necessary
to incorporate 38,000 MW of
new capacity. Under this new
framework, the new capacity required by Sistema Eléctrico Nacional (SEN, National
electric system) in the next ten
years will be installed under
free competition, through the
new Mercado Eléctrico Mayorista (MEM, Wholesale electricity market).
The energy sector reforms
are a long-term project. This invariably will require a learning
period. “From my point of view
the outlook in uncertain but encouraging, due to the growing
demand and the national goals
of energy production from
clean energy,” says Robles.
Regarding the projects developed for its customers, the
director of Sowitec México
mentions Dominica Energía
Limpia, in San Luis Potosí, with
100 wind turbines in operation
since August of 2014; the Palo
Alto Clean Energy project in
Aguascalientes and Jalisco are
already under construction and
will generate 200 MW; and the
Vientos del Altiplano project
in Zacatecas will generate 100
MW and will commence operations by mid-2016.
He also mentions that the
company is preparing a portfolio of more than 4,000 MW
to assist in the national energy
strategy. Sowitec will provide
this capacity to different investors in the long-term.
Financing and its Impact
on the Population
“To take advantage of the opportunities created by the energy reform, banks in Mexico
have established funds to finance projects intended for
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SunPower MÉXICO
Solar Energy in Mexico
Mexico is in the midst of major changes in its energy policies in order to move towards the use of clean energy
sources that will lead to a healthier planet for future generations.
by andrés salas, business development director, sunpower méxico

According to Secretariat of Energy, renewable energy generation will increase to 22 gigawatts (GW) by 2025. For this
to occur it is necessary to improve transmission, distribution and measurement systems.

Mexico has a large market for the development of clean energy, and it has sufficient
resources to exceed the target of 35% non-fossil generation by 2024, 40% in 2035
and 50% in 2050.
this sector. Different institutions have announced the
creation of individual or joint
funds with public financial institutions to meet the demand
for loans,” says Robles.
For example, Grupo Financiero Santander announced
at least 65 billion pesos, and
HSBC with Nafinsa will contribute 26 billion more. Also,
Banco Nacional de Comercio
Exterior (Bancomext, National
foreign trade bank) is prepared
to finance traditional energy
sector operations, such as oil
and gas, once the energy reform is entered into force. And
Grupo Financiero Banorte
plans to invest close to 6.5 billion pesos in energy infrastructure projects. “It is a fact that
if a project is adequately structured, the investment options
are many,” he adds.
The main sources of capital
for such projects are the socalled utilities, which relate to
large firms that own or operate
the facilities used for genera-

tion, transmission and distribution of energy, gas or water
to the general public, as well
as national and foreign investment funds. Private banking
is among the main sources of
debt, as well as a select group
capable of taking the risk for
this type of projects.
In this regard, the federal
government recently presented
the rules for people interested
in investing in the Fideicomiso
de Bienes Raíces para el Sector Energético (FIBRA E, Real
estate trust for the energy sector) and in infrastructure certificates, according to the Secretariat of Finance and Public
Credit. This instrument, FIBRA E, will finance companies
with projects of energy and infrastructure that generate stable cash flows, or are about to,
contributing to the goals set in
the structural reforms recently
approved.
For Alejandro Robles, the
impact of the energy reform
in other productive sectors of

Increasing the production
of energy and reducing carbon
emissions without implementing cleaner sources poses a
challenge. To achieve this Mexico is holding its first auction
in the energy industry, which

The government is searching for ways to transform
the country’s energy mix by 2024, in order to generate
35% from clean sources.

will establish the demand in
the sector. Renewable energy
plants may also sell twentyyear clean energy certificates.
Similarly, the reform envisages
that from 2018 large consumers of electricity will purchase
these certificates to meet the
obligation of obtaining 5%
of their energy from sustainable sources. The government
is searching for ways to transform the country’s energy mix

by 2024, in order to generate
35% from clean sources.
Currently, solar energy and
wind power are competing
with fossil fuels. The first represents a mature industry, able
to compete and achieve that
sustainability, while increasing
the supply of electricity from
non-fossil sources.
The cost of electricity based
on photovoltaic plants is competitive in relation to existing

the country will be seen in the
reduction of electricity rates.
Mexico has a new comparative advantage, allowing it to
attract investment in all productive sectors. It is also expected that the gross domestic
product (GDP) will reach a 4%
increase thanks to this reform,
which will have a positive impact on all sectors.
The benefits of the energy
reform for Mexicans in general will be felt in the general
reduction of prices thanks
to increased efficiency of the
electricity sector and stability
in the pricing mechanisms of
long-term bids, by which energy will be acquired for all
Mexicans. Sowitec has several
partners (both local and international) for the various activities it carries out, from corporate partners, such as Santander and Enel, to consulting firms
in several—engineering, environmental and legal—fields. N
www.sowitec.com
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In 2011 SunPower established its first photovoltaic panel manufacturing plant in
Mexicali, Baja California. With around 20% of its workforce in that border city,
SunPower has one of the largest manufacturing facilities of photovoltaic panels in
Mexico, and expects to double its production capacity by one GW per year.
tariffs. This is something to be
emphasized, because in Mexico
there is a perception that solar
energy is not competitive. For
the short and medium terms,
SunPower is developing a portfolio of hundreds of megawatts
(MW), and we expect to start
construction soon. For the long
term, the potential of implementing more solar energy is
feasible and attractive thanks
to the recent reforms, which,
incidentally, are well under
way with satisfactory results,
which should be recognized as
a triumph of the government.
In addition to being sustainable, solar energy is the only
source of energy generation
that can be located practically

wherever it is needed. This is
due to two reasons: the good
solar radiation that we enjoy
in practically the entire country,
and the fact that solar energy
can be adapted to a great deal
of requirements and conditions.
Another advantage that
this energy provides is price
stability. The fuel—the sun—
is free, so that long-term contracts eliminate the risk of
volatility, unpredictability and
increased fuel costs.
The SunPower Mexicali
Plant: A New Path Towards
Sustainability
In 2011 SunPower established
its first photovoltaic panel
manufacturing plant in Mexi-

cali, Baja California. With
around 20% of its workforce
in that border city, SunPower
has one of the largest manufacturing facilities of photovoltaic
panels in Mexico, and expects
to double its production capacity by one GW per year. In
2013 it opened offices in Mexico City to develop a portfolio
of several hundred MW.
Recently, the company announced that National Sanitation Foundation (NSF) Sustainability granted the Mexicali
plant a Landfill Free certification, due to the fact that 99%
of the waste generated by operations in these facilities does
not end up in landfills. The
company also received the Cra-

dle-to-Cradle Certified™ Silver
award for its SunPower™®
E-Series and X-Series panels,
manufactured in this plant. This
certification is based on the
quality standards that evaluate
product design, manufacturing
and corporate citizenship. SunPower is the first and only solar
panel manufacturer to receive
this recognition.
Experience and Innovative
Technology
From 2013, after opening our
new offices in the capital, we
are focused on the development
of solar photovoltaic projects
across the country, as well as
the commercialization of energy. Hence, SunPower México is
in a position to offer sustainable
solutions to all of its customers.
In 2011, Total SA—the fourth
largest private oil company in
the world1—acquired 60% of
SunPower’s stock. This alliance
has been of great importance
for developing a single, efficient
and durable technology that
contributes to generating additional energy.
With over thirty years of
experience, SunPower not only
produces the most efficient panels in the market2. It also offers
complete solar energy solutions
for residential customers and
commercial installations all
over the world. One of these
solutions is PV Salvador, in
Chile’s Atacama desert. This 70
MW commercial solar energy
plant is one of the largest in the
world and—according to estimates by Total SA—will produce approximately 200 GW
of solar energy per hour every
year, enough to supply 70,000
households in that country. N
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The Wholesale Electricity Market
In the context of the energy reform
Electricity is essential to the performance of the country’s productive activities, so it is extremely important that the
energy sector provides the necessary conditions for companies to maximize their productivity in order to generate
economic growth and improve welfare for the population.
by césar emiliano hernández ochoa, undersecretariat of electricity, secretariat of energy

For over seventy years, the Mexican
electricity system operated under an integrated scheme in which only one company—Comisión Federal de Electricidad
(CFE, Federal electricity commission)—
performed all the functions to meet the
demand for power, from electricity generation to energy supply. To fulfill its mandate, starting in 1992 the private sector
was allowed to participate, to a limited extent, as independent energy producers (by
means of long-term contracts between private electricity companies and the CFE for
the sale of energy to the commission) and
self-supply (by means of a private association between a generator and the final user
for local or remote consumption of energy,
using the CFE network), among others.
Despite its limitations, this model allowed
the CFE to carry electricity to practically the
entire country, with a coverage of 98.4% (to

December of 2014). In recent years, the need
to transform the national electric system —
in order to reduce tariffs, providing energy
security to the country and reducing the impact of this sector on health and the environment— was increasingly evident.
For example, during the first quarter of
2013 the average rate in Mexico—without
considering the subsidies to the consumption of electricity—was 25% higher than
the average rate in the USA. Without the
subsidies, the rate difference was 73%.

Additionally, the CFE had experimented financial deterioration, despite the relatively
high rates, because the sale of electricity
was not generating sufficient income to
cover operating costs. Finally, the generation matrix is composed of a large number
of power plants that produce electricity
from diesel and fuel oil, both expensive
and highly polluting, that contribute to the
degradation of the environment.
The Constitutional Reform on Energy—enacted on December 20th, 2013—

The main element of the new electricity system model is the
implementation of a Mercado Eléctrico Mayorista (MEM, a Wholesale
electricity market), whose overall design is described in the Electricity
industry act and its regulations, and it is detailed in the Electricity Market
Terms, published on September 8 of this year.
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www.us.sunpower.com
Based on market capitalization,
in US dollars, December 31, 2014
2
More than 3,200 silicon solar
panels, “Photon Module” survey,
February 2014
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ENERGY IN MEXICO

From the consumer’s point of view, the implementation of the MEM
represents an opportunity for development and more dynamic growth in
the industrial sector.
seeks to counter these negative aspects and
in doing so implies a profound transformation of the Mexican electricity system,
as it allows the participation of private
companies in sectors where this is technically feasible (such as generating and marketing electricity), and reserves the activities of transmission and distribution to the
State, allowing it to partner with private
companies to boost the development of
networks. This fosters competition in the
sector and contributes to the achievement
of an efficient and sustainable development of the system to satisfy the needs of
the population at all times at the lowest
possible cost.
The main element of the new electricity system model is the implementation of
a Mercado Eléctrico Mayorista (MEM, a
Wholesale electricity market), whose overall design is described in the Ley de la Industria Eléctrica (LIE, Electricity industry
act) and its regulations, and it is detailed
in the Electricity Market Terms, published
on September 8th of this year. This market
consists of five elements: 1) the day ahead
market; 2) the market in real-time; 3) the
balance of power market; 4) the market of
clean energy certificates; and 5) the market
for auctioning transmission financial rights.
In the day ahead and real-time markets,
the participants can buy and sell electric-
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ity and ancillary services1 needed to ensure
reliable continuous and efficient operation
of the electricity system at the lowest cost;
power transactions that are not covered
by electricity coverage contracts will be
made in the balance of power market; on
the other hand, the market of clean energy
certificates aims to promote the diversification of the energy matrix at the lowest
possible cost, allowing generators to obtain additional revenue from energy sales
in order to ensure the development of their
projects; and finally, the transmission financial rights market provides coverage to the
participants in face of possible variations in
the local prices of energy caused by the congestion in the power networks.
To achieve the objectives established
by the implementation of the MEM. The
participation of the Secretariat of Energy
(Sener), the Energy Regulatory Commission, the CFE, and Centro Nacional de
Control de Energía (Cenace, National
center for energy control) has been instrumental, as from their respective fields of
action these institutions and companies
have contributed to shape the aspects that
will govern its operation.
In particular, the Sener has played a
central role in designing the market, since
it is the body responsible for publishing
the regulations that will govern its opera-

tion. Additionally, the Cenace will have
a central role in operating the MEM and
ensuring the continuous operation and
reliability of the system at all times. Also,
the interaction with the CFE and the companies that decide to enter the market will
be essential for achieving the goals of the
reform of the electricity sector because the
CFE, having been the company that historically has operated the system, will contribute through its experience to ensure
the supply to final customers by generating
energy and operating the transmission and
distribution networks.
However, the participation of private
investors will be the key element that will
boost competition in the sector, achieving
the expected objectives with the implementation of the MEM: reducing electricity
rates, diversifying the electricity generation
matrix by using more clean energies, and
ensuring the continuous, efficient and reliable operation of the system at all times.
From the consumer’s point of view,
the implementation of the MEM represents an opportunity for development
and more dynamic growth in the industrial sector. This sector consumes the
most energy: in 2014, these users consumed 58% of the total energy produced.
The new figure of the qualified user—for
customers that demand the supply of at
least 2 megawatts—can participate directly in the MEM. Large companies will
be able to acquire the energy they require
for their activities directly from the generators. This will allow them to operate
more dynamically, which in turn will improve the general conditions of the economy and, ultimately, increase the welfare
of the Mexican population.
In conclusion, implementing the MEM
implies a radical change in the way the
Mexican electricity system functions. This
transformation represents an opportunity
for improving the conditions, not only in
the sector, but also in the economy as a
whole. By reducing the production costs
of electricity, the economy becomes more
competitive and improves the welfare of
Mexicans. N

There is a proven potential to
generate up to 13,167 GWh/year of
electricity.
However, these estimates
increase if we consider proven
and probable reserves.

Resources

Geothermal

Mini hydraulic

Wind

Solar

Biomass

Posible

16,165

-

87,600

6,500,000

11,485

Probable

95,569

1,805

9,597

-

391

892

1,365

9,789

542

579

Proven

Source: Prospectiva de Energías Renovables
(Prospective for renewable energy)
2013-2027, Inventario Nacional de Energías Renovables
(National inventory of renewable energy), SENER

Renewable energy plants for
electricity generation

Baja California

Chihuahua

Sonora

Wind
Coahuila

Solar
Geothermal

Nuevo León

Durango

Hydraulic
Tamaulipas

Zacatecas

Bio-energy

San Luis Potosí

Veracruz
Puebla

Oaxaca

Authorized capacity in renewable energy projects, by state
State

www.energia.gob.mx
1 Ancillary services include operating reserves,
rolling reserves, frequency regulation, voltage
regulation and emergency start-up, among
others
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Potential for power generation from renewable
energy sources (GWh/year)

Hydraulic

Bio-energy Geothermal

Solar

Total

1

Oaxaca

2

Coahuila

3

Sonora

4

Tamaulipas

5

Chihuahua

10

6

Baja California

28

45

559

632

7

Veracruz

534

1

40

575

8

Puebla

135

30

366

531

9

Durango

30

292

121

443

10

Zacatecas

240

180

420

11

Nuevo León

3

12

San Luis Potosí

1

Others
Total

47

Wind

5
37

1

1,292

1,339

333

501

838

755

27

818

90

603

693

676

687

302

305

90

200

291

304

78

65

1,281

220

1,125

88

65

3,833

4,410

9,520

Source: CRE, 2015 projects under construction and starting works
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FOREIGN DIRECT
INVESTMENT PROJECTS
2010-2014

Wind industry
UK

Portugal

USA

Projects approved by the CRE for wind
power generation

Germany

France
Italy

Spain

States

Israel

Bermuda

Taiwan

Baja California

Wind
Solar
Foreign Direct Investment Projects 2010-2014
Country

Marine

Wind

Spain

3,831

USA

Solar

Biomass

1,710

Marine

15

5,556

3,240

435

3,675

Germany

995

500

1,495

Portugal

280

280

560

UK

500

Bermuda

500

Italy

10

500

326

Israel

280

Taiwan

280

France
8,672

Total

30

559

529

1

20

Coahuila

1,001

2

300

Durango

241

1

121

604

3

302

2,584

9

896

20
201

501
121
302

396

1,292

366

366

Puebla

732

3

San Luis Potosí

400

1

200

Sonora

90

2

2

25

27

442

603

1,206

9

161

Veracruz

80

1

40

Yucatán

400

5

41

Zacatecas

360

1

180

8,857

42

2,792

200

40
159

200
180

1,619

4,410

Source: CRE
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280

190

Total

Starting
operations

4

Total

326

MW
Under
construction

40

Tamaulipas

510

Number of
projects

1,118

Oaxaca

Total

Investment in
millions USD

Chiapas

Nuevo León

Biomass

Considering factors of production between
20% and 25%, Mexico has about
40,000 MW of wind power potential.

190

4,395

25

280

Baja California

Number of projects

13,372
Sonora

Source: FDI Markets
Coahuila

= 1 Project

RENEWABLE ENERGY PLANTS FOR ELECTRICITY GENERATION
Wind

Aguascalientes

Chihuahua
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Estado de México

Geothermal
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Hydraulic

Nuevo León

Nuevo León
Durango

Bio-energy

Quintana Roo

Zacatecas

Tabasco

Tamaulipas

San Luis Potosí

Baja California

Coahuila

Guanajuato

Michoacán

Oaxaca

San Luis Potosí

Tamaulipas

Baja California Sur

Colima

Guerrero

Morelos

Puebla

Sinaloa

Veracruz

Hidalgo

Nayarit

Querétaro

Chiapas
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Yucatán
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Puebla

Sonora

Oaxaca
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SOLAR INDUSTRY
Mexico’s geographical location
makes it the third most attractive
country in the world to invest in
projects of photovoltaic (PV) solar
energy, only behind China and
Singapore.

The average solar radiation during
the year is 5.5 kWh/m2, and it can
have values higher than 8.5 kWh/m2.

In 2014 the installed capacity of PV
solar energy in operation reached 66
MW, but in January 2015 Comisión
Reguladora de Energía (CRE, Energy
Regulatory Commission) recorded
3,833 MW in projects that are either
under construction or just starting.

Figures | Negocios ProMéxico

Manufacturers of photovoltaic modules 2014
Projects approved by the CRE for solar
power generation
Number of
projects

Under
construction

Just
starting

Total

Company

% Part.

MW
Sonora

25

237

518

755

19%

Chihuahua

20

181

495

676

17%

Coahuila

12

184

149

333

9%

Durango

14

156

136

292

8%

BCS

10

117

97

214

6%

Zacatecas

8

60

180

240

6%

Jalisco

11

149

70

219

6%

Guanajuato

9

64

149

214

6%

Sinaloa

6

150

30

180

5%

120

180

5%

90

2%

Aguascalientes

6

60

Tamaulipas

3

90

SLP

3

30

60

90

2%

Otros

17

271

80

351

9%

Total

144

1,749

2,084

3,833

Country of origin

Production capacity
MW

Location

Baja Sun Energy SRL de CV

Mexico

100.0

Baja California

ERDM Solar SA de CV

Mexico

60.0

Veracruz

Iusasol SA de CV

Mexico

125.0

Estado de México

Jabil Circuit Inc

USA

45.0

Chihuahua

Kyocera Corp

Japan

150.0

Baja California

Sanyo

Japan

65.0

Nuevo León

Solartec SA de CV
SunPower Corp

Mexico

172.5

Guanajuato

USA

500.0

Baja California

Total

1,217.5

Source: BNEF and electronic media, 2014

Source: CRE

The projects under construction in the Mexican photovoltaic
solar industry total more than 1,700 MW. This places the
country in third place among the most attractive economies for
investors, developers and manufacturers in the industry.

Mexico has the largest
manufacturing base of
photovoltaic modules in Latin
America, with an annual
production capacity exceeding
1,217.5 MW (over Brazil, Chile
and Argentina).

5

2
4

3

1

2014

Country

Macroeconomy

Potential size
of the market

Project
profitability

Maturity of the
environment for
development

Total score

1

South Africa

56

64

62

75

67

2

Turkey

55

49

53

20

45

3

Mexico

59

35

34

60

43

4

Israel

62

14

58

35

42

5

Switzerland

80

13

32

60

40

Source: IHS Technology. March 2014
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Motorsports Team
at UNAM’s Faculty of Engineering

The Lifestyle

An important achievement by students of the UNAM is Formula SAE. It is a
design competition organized by Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE). The first
edition started in 1979, after Mark Marshek—then a student at the University of
Houston—got in touch with SAE Department of Educational Relations.
by oso oseguera

In order to bring the cars to the next level
of engineering, the founders of Formula
SAE decided to make more open rules.
Their competition focuses on chassis design, although many students also want
to work on engine design. It was then that
new rules were created, while keeping
some engine restrictions. Also, the participation of four-stroke engines for the first
four years was also permitted, which has
been refined.
The idea behind Formula SAE is that
a fictional automotive company hires a
design team to develop a small Formula

1-type racing car. The prototype is evaluated in terms of its production potential. The
groups for whom they design the cars are
weekend autocross racers. Each team of
students designs, builds and tests a prototype under a set of rules with the purpose
of ensuring both live event operations as
well as promoting wise problem-solving.
Ultimately, the goal of Formula SAE
is to inspire future engineers in becoming
more innovative and entrepreneurial. The
event brings together several universities
in eight countries to compete for the best
performance in automotive engineering,

The Puma Team
How many educational institutions can
boast having a motorsports team? Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México
(UNAM, National autonomous university
of Mexico), through its Faculty of Engineering, is one of them, and it also builds
its own automotive prototypes. Such is the
case of the UM-426, of the Motorsports
student team, that won the third prize in
the Cost Report test at the 2015 International Formula SAE Competition, in Lincoln, Nebraska, USA.
In connection with the 2014 season, the
university team advanced in the overall slate,
from the 60th place to the 49th, achieving
its best position in the last three years. The
so-called Real Case is worth twenty points,
of which UNAM Motorsports won them
all. Furthermore, the car underwent an audit
with satisfactory results.
For the team captain, Javier Villa, one
of the goals from the beginning of the

photo

courtesy of isaac jair jiménez

Formula SAE is a design competition organized by the Society of
Automotive Engineers which started in 1979.

and for mass production, considering the
search for resources and promotion.
With this contest, research and the
application of knowledge acquired in the
classroom to a real project are encouraged.
In this case, several items for building a
racecar are evaluated: performance excellence, manufacturing, new technologies
and design.

Interview with Isaac Jair Jiménez Uribe
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Motorsports team
at UNAM’s Faculty of engineering
By Oso Oseguera
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At 16, this teenager from Sinaloa
is a double medalist at National
Mathematics competition.

photos

Isaac Jair Jiménez Uribe
Medalist of China International
Mathematics Competition
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Isaac Jair Jiménez Uribe
Medalist of China International
Mathematics Competition
At 16, this teenager from Sinaloa is a double medalist at National
Mathematics Olympiad.
interview with isaac jair jiménez uribe, by guadalupe parral

Isaac Jiménez is a student who doesn’t
dream of becoming a lawyer, an architect
or a physician. His outlook goes beyond
all boundaries: “When I grow up I’d like
to be President,” he says. This teenager
won the third place at China International Mathematics Competition (CIMC),
held last July. He was also a medalist at
National Mathematics Olympiad in 2014
and 2015.
“The process for going to China was
tough. Twenty-two candidates were preselected among the best in the country to
represent Mexico. They all had the support of their respective states,” says Isaac.

However, this youngster proved to be the
best and he earned his pass to go to China.
Who is Isaac Jiménez?
Born in Mazatlán, Sinaloa, Isaac is the son
of René Jiménez and Gloria Margarita
Uribe. He is a student in the first year of
high school at Chapultepec Institute, and
he considers himself responsible, committed and a hard worker. He follows the example of Jesus Christ. That’s why he keeps
repeating: “Be strong, be brave; don’t be
discouraged because God is with you.”
His hobbies are playing with his friends,
organizing soccer and Ping-Pong matches

Isaac Jiménez won the third prize at the China International
Mathematics Competition in Changchun, in July of this year, after
competing against 700 other participants from around the world.

courtesy of isaac jair jiménez

The UM-426 of the Motorsports student team obtained third
prize in the Cost Report test during the 2015 Formula SAE that
took place in Lincoln, Nebraska, USA.

and,—of course—practice math. He also
likes to watch movies. He’s a fan of The
Avengers. He likes to eat carne asada tacos, sushi and flan.
This teenager from Sinaloa knows his
family plays an important role in his accomplishments. “My mother has struggled in many ways in order, for example,
getting permissions at my school, looking for tutors and resources, but above
all by believing in me and celebrating my
triumphs. She organizes everything: she’s
excellent.”
His father, on the other hand, is his great
counselor. “He reminds me that there is no
small enemy and that I always have to do my
best. And my brother, Jonathan Abraham,
always tells me: ‘Isaac, you can win!’”
However, despite his proven abilities,
winning in China was hard. It all began
when the convocation for the Math Olympiad arrived at his school in 2013. Encouraged by his teacher, Isaac entered the contest. That year he passed the local, regional, state and national competitions. “I was
sure I would get a medal, but I didn’t,” he
recognizes. “I realized that my knowledge
was not enough to solve problems at the
highest level.”
Then, Isaac asked his parents to find
him special tutors, even from other states.
For the 2014 Olympiad he was selected again. “This time I felt more prepared
because I had studied all year with highly trained tutors.” That year he won the

photos

season was to work on static tests such
as costs, business presentation and design, which are equally important to the
dynamics. Regarding the costs test, a 250page report was delivered, detailing how
the vehicle was built, in terms of manufacturing and materials. This information
was previously sent to the Formula SAE
headquarters in Michigan for the judges to
analyze. During the interviews, the judges
asked questions regarding specific points
and evaluate the Real Case, which meant
assigning an auto part for the team to
optimize by reducing its cost, which was
achieved by 23%.
In order to compete at the same level
with universities from other countries,
Villa highlights the industrial, mechanical
and mechatronics engineering know-how
in terms of manufacturing and materials
processes, allowing them to make the appropriate selection to reduce costs as much
as possible.
The UNAM is leading the way in international competitions and is uplifting the
name of Mexico by being one of the few
Latin American institutions that entered
the contest this year, including Instituto
Tecnológico de Chihuahua (Chihuahua
Technological Institute) and Santa María
Federal University in Brazil.
UNAM Motorsports team was
launched in 2008, at the initiative of a
group of engineering students. Its debut
took place in 2010 during the FSAE West
International Competition, where it won
the Rookie of the Year award, by reaching
26th place out of eighty contenders, the
best position among the Mexican teams
and the third best in Latin America.
For this year, “we designed and built a
cleaner, simpler, inexpensive, easy to manufacture and reliable racecar,” says Villa.
He explains that in the business presentation test they reached the 11th place, one
of the best to date, while in the design test
they gained nine extra points in comparison to the past season.
Among the characteristics of the UM426, the use of composite materials stands
out, as does the analysis with specialized
software, better systems integration, data
acquisition and telemetrics, ergonomics
and a 10-kilo reduction in weight, all of
which, combined, placed the vehicle in a
higher competitive position. N
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highest score and the gold medal. History
repeated itself in 2015. And then he was
pre-selected to be part of the delegation
that would represent Mexico in the China
competition. “It was a very tough process,
because all 22 of us—the best in the country—would do anything for the chance of
going to China.”
For him, the hardest thing was to find
an adequate tutor in his home state. So
he traveled to Jalisco for further training. “I was interned for ten days with
the other pre-selected finalists, practicing

math. Each training session ended with
an exam in order to qualify for the next
round. Only eight of us were chosen to go
to China.”
After competing against 700 participants from all over the world in Changchun, China, Isaac won the third prize at
the CIMC in July of this year. “The best
thing about China was that I won a medal, and I was very satisfied for having the
highest score of the Mexican delegation. It
was very nice to meet and spend time with
people from other countries.”

With his victory in China, after getting the highest score of the
Mexican delegation, Isaac Jiménez entered the CIMC 2015 Hall
of Fame.

de
proméxico

Discipline and Perseverance
The teenager knows that his triumph was
backed by his commitment, hard work and
sacrifice. “I had the courage to be prepared
for difficult situations, like traveling alone,
and maintaining an attitude of doing my
best, just like everyone else.”
Isaac is aware that he is an example
for other youngsters who look up to him.
His message to them is: “Never falter, be
consistent, remain vigilant because the reward for your efforts will be to hear your
name mentioned as one of the winners of
the competition.”
In three years, after high school, this
young man will seek entry at Harvard University. “I’ll major in Economics or something akin. I would like to help my country
by encouraging young people to fight for
their dreams. When I become a public servant—and even President of the Republic,
why not?—, I will promote considerable
budgets for supporting science and technology in every state,” says Isaac Jiménez.
“Especially in mathematics, which is immersed in our daily lives.”
Exporting Talent
Under this scheme, the chance that Isaac
will be part of the so-called “brain export”
trend is high, since he is on the list of highly qualified people that seek to consolidate
their learning abroad.
According to a study by Camelia Tigau, a researcher at the UNAM, Mexico
is second only to Great Britain, the Philippines and India. Data produced by this
expert suggest that what she calls people
of Highly Skilled Migration possess postgraduate studies and exceptional skills in
science, technology and the arts.
But what can be done so that our
country may benefit from Mexican talent
located in other parts of the world? The
scholar recommends: “Faced with global
competition, Mexico must take a comprehensive view of its governmental institutions—such as Red de Talentos Mexicanos
(Network of Mexican Talent), Consejo
Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnología (Conacyt, National council on science and technology), and Instituto Nacional de Migración (National migration institute)—in
order to establish communication with
each other and not lose touch with our talent abroad.” N
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El sector energético es de gran im-

y oportunidades de crecimiento y desarrollo para

portancia en México. El potencial

todos los mexicanos.

con el que cuenta nuestro territo-

En esta edición presentamos algunos casos

rio es reconocido mundialmente y

de éxito de empresas mexicanas como Green

gracias a la reforma energética será aprovechado

Clean, que con el apoyo de ProMéxico ha lo-

satisfactoriamente, pues abre la posibilidad de que

grado internacionalizarse. También ofrecemos

empresas nacionales y extranjeras participen en los

un artículo sobre gobierno electrónico, las he-

procesos de la cadena de proveeduría energética,

rramientas de las que se puede servir una admi-

como exploración, perforación y refinación, y pro-

nistración para lograr mayor eficiencia y lo que

cesamiento de gas natural y petroquímica.

podemos aprender de Estonia como modelo. Por

La reforma energética establece las bases para la

otro lado, el Laboratorio de emprendimiento y

modernización y transformación del sector energé-

transformación del Tecnológico de Monterrey

tico nacional. Ahora los mexicanos contamos con

nos muestra su enfoque institucional respecto al

las herramientas necesarias para detonar mayores

emprendimiento y los programas que promueve,

inversiones, generar más empleos, impulsar el cre-

así como los casos de éxito derivados de éstos.

cimiento económico y suministrar energía confia-

Finalmente la Asociación Mexicana de Fran-

ble, limpia y de bajo costo. Es momento de aprove-

quicias nos habla del valor de mercado que han

char el nuevo modelo energético; con la implemen-

adquirido las franquicias en los recientes años,

tación eficiente de la reforma energética México

y el rol de la asociación en el desarrollo de este

podrá convertir su amplio potencial en resultados

modelo de negocio.

¡Bienvenidos a Negocios ProMéxico!
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Vicky Form a la conquista de América
Latina

El estado de Chihuahua es el principal productor de
nuez pecanera en el país. Con una producción de 80,413
toneladas en 2014 se sitúa entre los primeros lugares a
nivel mundial. Gracias a esta producción récord, México ha desplazado a EUA como el principal país en
este respecto.
Cabe mencionar que el mercado de exportación acapara 63% de la producción nacional, cuya mayor parte
se destina a EUA, lo que representa alrededor de 370
millones de dólares en ventas anuales.

A sus cincuenta años, la marca mexicana de lencería Vicky Form planea
conquistar América Latina, así como continuar su expansión en México,
con la apertura de diez boutiques en 2016. Voceros de la firma informaron
que han iniciado la exportación de sus productos a Chile, mercado con
una economía y consumo creciente.
La compañía forma parte de Grupo Zaga y de la europea Triunfo Universal. Actualmente suma doscientas mil asociadas, veintiún boutiques e
innumerables franquicias, y tiene presencia en las tiendas departamentales
y en el e-commerce.

foto archivo

Chihuahua, líder en producción
de nuez

ENTRETENIMIENTO

www.vickyform.com

COMERCIO
SALUD

Agentes de aduanas de México y de
EUA trabajarán en conjunto

Cinépolis supera las 4,000 salas

foto archivo

www.cinepolis.com.mx

foto archivo

Chinoin, tercera en ventas nacionales

84

La Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público y el Departamento de Seguridad de EUA firmaron un acuerdo de mutuo
entendimiento para que el personal de la aduana mexicana
opere en EUA en la preinspección de mercancías americanas
con destino a México, mientras que sus contrapartes lo harán
en nuestro país para realizar la misma actividad y verificar
previamente los bienes que se exporten al país vecino.
El objetivo de este acuerdo es agilizar el movimiento de
mercancías entre ambos países, ya que cada año se intercambian productos por un valor de 530,000 millones de dólares.
Las verificaciones se enfocarán en los sectores automotriz,
agrícola y en la industria electrónica.

foto archivo

Cinépolis inauguró un nuevo complejo con diecisiete salas en la
ciudad de Monterrey, Nuevo León. Así, la empresa supera las
4,000 salas en operación y se consolida como la cadena mexicana
más importante de exhibición cinematográfica en América Latina
y la cuarta en el mundo.
Lo anterior forma parte de la estrategia de expansión de Cinépolis, que ha incursionado en Brasil, Chile, Colombia, Costa
Rica, El Salvador, España, EUA, Guatemala, Honduras, India,
Panamá y Perú.

Luego de noventa años de historia, la farmacéutica mexicana
Chinoin informó que ha logrado posicionarse en el tercer lugar
nacional en cuanto a ventas, con más de dieciocho millones de
unidades comercializadas en lo que va de 2015.
Actualmente la empresa produce siete de los doscientos medicamentos más vendidos en el país, así como nueve de los doscientos
más recetados en el mercado de prescripción. México representa
78% de las ventas totales de la compañía, mientras que 11% está
conformado por el mercado de exportación a Centroamérica, parte
de Sudamérica y el Caribe. El porcentaje restante corresponde a
línea veterinaria, sector salud y maquila.

www.hacienda.gob.mx

INVERSIÓN

Inversiones en el sector
inmobiliario
El sector inmobiliario registra inversiones por 37,000
millones de pesos, destinados a la construcción de
diferentes proyectos. Al cierre de 2015, el crecimiento de dicho sector en el país se ubicará entre
5% y 6%. Destaca en este sentido el segmento
residencial, aunque también habría que mencionar
el repunte de las naves industriales, sobre todo en
la zona del Bajío, donde se está experimentando
un crecimiento exponencial.
www.ampi.org

www.chinoin.com
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www.chihuahua.gob.mx

foto archivo

AGRICULTURA
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fotos cortesía de green clean

COMERCIO EXTERIOR

Sagarpa abre mercados internacionales a
22 productos

foto archivo

En lo que va del año, la Secretaría de Agricultura, Ganadería, Desarrollo Rural,
Pesca y Alimentación (Sagarpa) abrió mercados para veintidós productos
mexicanos en catorce países de América Latina, Asia, Europa y Norteamérica.
Derivado de este proceso, ahora se comercializan productos de origen
vegetal como ajonjolí a Malasia; semilla de papaya a Argentina; grano de
maíz a China; tejocote, cítricos y chile manzano a EUA. Asimismo, se venden dieciséis productos de origen animal en los mercados internacionales,
como alimento para mascotas a Chile; accesorios masticables para mascotas
a Canadá y Emiratos Árabes Unidos; productos cárnicos de res a China;
bovinos para cría y reproducción a El Salvador, y aves silvestres y de ornato
a España, entre otros.
www.sagarpa.gob.mx

INVERSIÓN EXTRANJERA

INVERSIÓN

México y Cuba buscan una mayor
cooperación
Empresas mexicanas tienen más de treinta proyectos de inversión
en Cuba, entre ellos, nueve en torno al puerto de Mariel.
En los últimos tres años México y Cuba han estrechado relaciones
diplomáticas y comerciales al establecer nuevas oportunidades de
negocios tanto para las empresas cubanas en México como para
las nacionales en el país caribeño. Se espera que la visita de Estado
del presidente cubano Raúl Castro a México fortalezca aún más
los lazos entre ambas naciones.

foto archivo

www.sre.gob.mx

foto archivo

PROCEI apoya a empresas mexicanas
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El Programa de Competitividad e Innovación México-Unión Europea
(PROCEI) impulsó la internacionalización de casi 1,400 pymes
mexicanas. Este programa apoyó quince proyectos en diecisiete
estados de la República Mexicana; sectores como el agroindustrial, manufactura “tradicional” y avanzada fueron los principales
beneficiarios de esta iniciativa.
El programa aportó elementos de innovación en procesos o
productos, con el objeto de incrementar la competitividad de las
pymes mexicanas, así mismo deja muchas capacidades instaladas,
infraestructura, equipos, sistemas, procedimientos de trabajo, profesionalización de técnicos y trabajadores, certificaciones, entre
otros beneficios.
www.promexico.gob.mx
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Green Clean

Tintorería verde, ecológica y exitosa
Green Clean es una franquicia exitosa debido a su método ahorrador de agua y
a la novedosa tecnología no agresiva.
entrevista con miguel pérez toledano, director comercial de franquicias para méxico, centro y
sudamérica de green clean, por rodrigo cansino

Green Clean surge en la ciudad de Monterrey en 2009. Óscar Escalante Martínez
–fundador de la marca– ya trabajaba en
la industria de las tintorerías y lavanderías
para una franquicia que no le resultaba del
todo satisfactoria. Así que cerró operaciones, pasaron dos años y desarrolló su propia
marca y fue en busca de nuevas tecnologías.
En la búsqueda, Escalante encuentra
una tecnología llamada Green Earth –un
solvente desarrollado por Procter & Gamble y General Electric en EUA–, un solvente
alternativo hecho a base de arena líquida y
cien por ciento biodegradable, que no es un
derivado del petróleo, como los que utilizan
99% de las tintorerías y las lavanderías a
nivel mundial. Esos solventes son percloroetileno e hidrocarbono, ambos tienen ese
olor característico que queda impregnado
en la ropa cuando regresa de la tintorería.
El percloro es muy agresivo no sólo
con la ropa, también con la gente que
interactúa con el solvente. “La gente que
trabaja en una tintorería tiene problemas
respiratorios, y es que inhalar los vapores
de un solvente durante ocho horas es peligrosamente tóxico y dañino para quienes
laboran en una tintorería”, comenta Miguel Pérez Toledano, director Comercial
de Franquicias para México, Centro y
Sudamérica de Green Clean.
La industria de la tintorería es una industria que al frente da un servicio de limpieza,
pero atrás es una industria muy contaminante y agresiva con la ropa. Los colores se van
degradando. “En cambio la tecnología de
Green Clean, llamada Green Earth, es biodegradable”, abunda Pérez Toledano.

de ahí trabajamos en la creación de un modelo de franquicia, con manuales de operación y con tecnología”, señala el ejecutivo
de Green Clean.
El método de lavado se desarrolló en
EUA como parte de un proyecto de General Electric y Procter & Gamble. El componente verde de Green Earth ha servido a
la empresa para ganar clientes interesados
en consumir productos biodegradables
y sin impactos dañinos en la salud de las
personas que lo trabajan.

Green Clean es la única tintorería en
México, Centro y Sudamérica que puede
usar la tecnología Green Earth. Ésa es la
gran diferencia del resto de las lavanderías
y tintorerías que existen.
“El gran diferenciador es que nuestros
locales no contaminan, se ven más blancos
e iluminados, no tienen ese olor tan peculiar
del percloro, no generan desechos tóxicos
y no vertimos al desagüe ningún componente que puede contaminar los manantiales acuíferos. La tecnología que usamos
no contamina, el residuo se recaba en una
bolsa y se puede botar en la basura sin ningún problema. Inclusive no hay necesidad
de pedir permiso al área de ecología donde
se establezca la tienda, porque no se genera
absolutamente ningún desecho tóxico”, explica detalladamente Pérez Toledano.
Internacionalización del negocio
En un inicio Green Clean estableció franquicias en Nuevo León, luego en Coahuila,
más adelante en el centro de México y posteriormente en Baja California. Después

“El gran diferenciador es que nuestros locales no
contaminan, se ven más blancos e iluminados, no tienen ese
olor tan peculiar del percloro, no generan desechos tóxicos
y no vertimos al desagüe ningún componente que puede
contaminar los manantiales acuíferos”, dice Pérez Toledano.

La expansión del negocio
Green Clean abrió la primera tienda en
Monterrey, Nuevo León. A los pocos meses comenzó su expansión, y al año y medio ya contaba con cinco locales. “A partir
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consiguieron la patente para explotarla
en Centro y Sudamérica. “En 2012 fue
cuando decidimos internacionalizar Green
Clean como concepto, replicable ya como
franquicia”, describe Pérez Toledano.
Green Clean es la única tintorería mexicana que tiene presencia en Honduras, Perú
y en Colombia con varias sucursales, pronto también tendrán operaciones en Nicaragua. Actualmente Green Clean suma 45
sucursales, de las cuales doce son propias
y el resto franquicias.
La franquicia actualmente cuesta
155,000 dólares, con un retorno de la inversión calculado a 2.5 años y un rendimiento de entre 30% y 35%, con cuatro
empleados para operar un local.
El costo de lavar una prenda, en promedio, vale 45 pesos en la Ciudad de México, que es uno de los sitios más caros.
Además, como creyente de la tecnología,
Green Clean tiene un programa de fidelidad donde los clientes acumulan dinero.
El ticket promedio en la tintorería es por
cuatro prendas, que en promedio ronda
los 150 pesos.
La empresa, además de tener un solvente cien por ciento ecológico –que ofrece un valor agregado al usuario–, también
aporta valor con sus procesos, que la posicionan como una compañía ecológica y
amigable con su capital humano.
Green Clean no sólo utiliza maquinaria de última generación que ahorra energía, también recicla el solvente. Además,
la tintorería sólo requiere veinte litros del
Green Earth al mes, cuando el común denominador de las tintorerías utiliza casi
doscientos litros de percloro. Un aspecto

Grupo Biomayan
Regreso a las raíces

Además de fabricar productos dermatológicos de prestigio, esta empresa busca
rescatar los secretos de la cultura maya.
entrevista con juan paulo loeza, fundador y director general de grupo biomayan, por guadalupe
parral garcía

En total, la inversión es de 155,000 dólares, con un retorno de
la inversión calculado a 2.5 años y un rendimiento de entre
30% y 35%, con cuatro empleados para operar un local.
que podría resultar insignificante son los
ganchos para colgar la ropa; son de plástico reciclado, inclusive en algunos países
como Honduras estos ganchos se usan en
color verde por así preferirlo los clientes.
En cambio, en Colombia son de color negro, porque el plástico reciclado es multicolor y para que no se vea así se añade un
tinte oscuro.
“Procuramos utilizar lo más que se
pueda de material reciclado. Así, las bolsas son cien por ciento biodegradables.
Inclusive nuestras tarjetas de presentación
las puedes sembrar y nacerá una plantita”,
expone Pérez Toledano.

Hecho en México
Salvo el solvente que usa Green Clean,
todo lo demás es de fabricación en México, como los ganchos y las bolsas. “El 90%
de los suministros mensuales para los 45
locales son producidos por manos mexicanas”, dice el ejecutivo de la tintorería
verde. El negocio ha marchado favorablemente y los reconocimientos también han
fortalecido la estrategia de la empresa: hoy
Green Clean posee el Premio Nacional a la
Franquicia Novata más Destacada 2013, y
el premio a la Franquicia más Destacada
en el Extranjero 2014, que otorga la Asociación Mexcana de Franquicias.
La empresa posee una certificación
de la Asociación de Lavanderías en EUA,
y justo ahora empezará a trabajar en certificaciones nacionales. Es en esta etapa
cuando recibirán apoyo de ProMéxico,
precisamente en programas para certificar procedimientos. ProMéxico también
le ha dado a Green Clean respaldo como
empresa seria y profesional. “No es lo mismo llegar sólo a un país y tratar de abrir
mercado, a llegar con un representante
de tu país, del gobierno mexicano y que
diga que estás respaldado. Llegar a un país
nuevo sin referencias no te da ninguna garantía porque nadie te conoce”, concluye
Pérez Toledano. N
www.greenclean.com.mx
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fotos cortesía de grupo biomayan
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Con diez años de experiencia en la fabricación y distribución de productos para el
cuidado de la piel, Grupo Biomayan nació
por iniciativa de Juan Paulo Loeza. “Todo
partió de la necesidad de contar con productos ecológicos de calidad en el estado
de Quintana Roo. Aquí ya existía un bloqueador, pero no era muy bueno, lo supe
porque los turistas se quejaban de ello”,
explica el director general de Grupo Biomayan, Juan Paulo Loaeza.
De esa forma, el grupo incursionó en
el mercado de artículos hipoalergénicos y
libres de químicos usando tecnología de
vanguardia. “Pero también recurrimos a
ingredientes mexicanos”, puntualiza Loeza. En efecto, Biomayan utiliza algunos
componentes propios de la civilización
maya, como nim, clavo, geranio, eucalipto y albahaca para el repelente de insectos, a diferencia de la mayoría de sus
competidores que fabrican bloqueadores
y productos para la piel “a base de petróleo e ingredientes que dañan la piel y
los riñones, entre otras cosas”. Biomayan
destaca porque sus productos son ecológicos y por ser el único fabricante de éstos
en la región. “Actualmente, el mercado
favorece el cuidado ambiental. Eso nos
abre muchas puertas. La gente empieza a
conocer la marca y a identificarla”, añade
Loeza.

tica, Tres Ríos, Xplore, cenotes, playas de
Cancún y la Riviera Maya, ríos subterráneos y grutas. Los productos Biomayan se
distribuyen en puntos de venta nacionales
en la Ciudad de México –tiendas especia-

lizadas en productos ecológicos como The
Green Corner–, Querétaro, Guanajuato,
Morelos y Los Cabos, también cuenta con
venta en línea.
Con un crecimiento anual de aproximadamente 160%, Grupo Biomayan exporta sus productos a EUA por vía aérea;
“este año estamos haciendo el cambio de
imagen para tener el registro de la Food
and Drug Administration (FDA), así que
nuestros esfuerzos para exportar por barco se concretarán en febrero de 2016”.
Mientras tanto, existen planes para vender
al Parque Nacional Galápagos en Ecuador,
y en Colombia. “También pensamos construir una nave industrial para nuestras
oficinas en 2016. Por el momento estamos
concentrados en la reedición de nuestra

Ventas en crecimiento
Grupo Biomayan cuenta entre sus clientes
con las tiendas Chedraui, Soriana, Walmart y Extra, además de hoteles en Cancún y la Riviera Maya, que venden y regalan los bloqueadores a sus clientes VIP, así
como distribuidores locales en Quintana
Roo. Estos productos libres de químicos
contaminantes son admitidos en los parques ecológicos y responsables con el ambiente, tales como Xcaret, Xel-há, Selvá-
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imagen, que será más sofisticada”, reitera
Loeza.
“Hoy día trabajamos a 15% de nuestra capacidad de producción instalada y
gracias al más valioso de los recursos de
la empresa, el humano, hemos podido alcanzar cada meta, lograr cada reto y seguiremos creciendo hasta que este producto
orgullosamente mexicano llegue a cada
rincón”.
Socialmente responsables
“Las tintas de nuestras etiquetas y envases
son ecológicas, también nos involucramos
en la limpieza de playas. El departamento
de investigación y desarrollo se compenetra con la comunidad maya para transformar sus materiales, cultura y conocimientos en productos al servicio del hombre
actual.” Con la intención de arropar a
dicha comunidad –en particular a las generaciones jóvenes–, Grupo Biomayan se
une a la fundación internacional Save the
Children, en su capítulo Quintana Roo,
al cual hace donaciones de cincuenta centavos por cada producto biodegradable
vendido. “Con estas acciones ayudamos a
generar conciencia sobre la importancia de
un mundo mejor”, afirma el empresario.
De igual manera, Biomayan participa
con donativos, voluntariado y charlas en
la casa de la mujer La Ciudad de la Alegría
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Hacia un futuro electrónico
Herramientas de gobierno

En los últimos años el impulso a las tecnologías de la información y comunicación
(TIC) dentro del gobierno como una herramienta de mejoras de servicio y
aumento en la calidad de la gobernabilidad se ha vuelto una tendencia mundial.
por carlos iván vargas álvarez del castillo, especialista en gobierno electrónico, raulwalter llc

Grupo Biomayan incursionó en el mercado de artículos
hipoalergénicos y libres de químicos usando tecnología de
vanguardia.
Cancún, así como en la ludoteca Colosio
en Playa del Carmen. “Colaboramos también con la asociación civil Entorno Vivo
mediante acciones concretas en escuelas
comunitarias y clubes. Enseñamos a niños
y adultos a preparar compostas y estufas

solares y ayudamos a la reforestación de
áreas comunes en escuelas y predios destinados a la recreación familiar, como parques y jardines”, finaliza Loeza. N
www.biomayan.com
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Regiones geopolíticas impulsan y promueven agendas para mejorar la digitalización
en aras del progreso social y económico,
dos ejemplos claros son la Agenda Digital
Europea –que pretende combatir los rezagos educativos, promover la inclusión social y terminar con la discriminación y corrupción1–, el otro ejemplo corresponde a
eLAC –el plan de digitalización para América Latina y el Caribe donde por medio del
uso de TIC se pretende fomentar el desarrollo económico y la inclusión social2. A nivel
nacional los planes de digitalización se ven
reflejados en el nivel gobierno electrónico.
Actualmente podemos encontrar varias definiciones para gobierno electrónico. Aquí utilizaremos el concepto propuesto por la OCDE, que se refiere al gobierno
electrónico como el uso de TIC por parte
de los gobiernos para mejorar sus funciones y operaciones3.
En el actual gobierno del presidente
Enrique Peña Nieto (2012-2018), por medio del Plan Nacional de Desarrollo4 en
sus clausulas “México con Educación de
Calidad” –donde se menciona una transición hacia una sociedad del conocimiento
y se promueve el desarrollo tecnológico
y aún mas especifico en el Programa de
Gobierno Cercano y Moderno5–, las expectativas del desarrollo de un gobierno
electrónico efectivo vuelven a tener un
impulso prometedor. La Estrategia Digital
Nacional6 está llevando a México a la mira
internacional debido a que el país ostenta
la presidencia de la eLAC hasta el 2018, en
donde se discuten y delinean los objetivos
en materia de innovación tecnológica para
los próximos años.
La incursión de México en el ámbito
de gobierno electrónico ha sido cautelosa
y continua a nivel federal, y como cualquier otro país con proyectos digitales ha
generado diversas oportunidades. A nivel
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estatal y local el desarrollo ha avanzado
más ágilmente, como los casos Mérida,
Colima y Hermosillo, donde la colaboración entre el sector privado y público ha
propiciado un terreno fértil para el gobierno electrónico7.
Etapas
La realidad de la situación en México
puede ser analizada bajo los cinco niveles o etapas propuestas por la ONU (Figura 1). En la primera etapa emergente
se considera la existencia de algunas páginas web disponibles pero con limitada
información. Para la segunda etapa, aumentada la información es actualizada
de forma regular y dinámica. En la tercer
etapa interactiva las páginas web son el
punto de conexión y comunicación entre
ciudadanos y gobierno. En la cuarta etapa
los usuarios o ciudadanos son capaces de
realizar transacciones seguras y completas
de servicios como pasaportes, visas, actas
de nacimiento y defunción por medio de
una sola pagina web. Finalmente la etapa
de semi o completa integración se refiere
a la existencia de un único punto de acceso electrónico donde la identificación se

requiere una sola vez y todos los servicios
pueden ser provistos sin interrupciones.
México se encuentra en una etapa
transitoria entre el tercer y cuarto nivel
(interactivo-transaccional), debido a que
cuenta con una página de acceso a e-servicios, sin embargo los servicios completos
todavía no pueden ser realizados en su totalidad ya que los usuarios deben en algún
punto asistir físicamente a una dependencia para terminar los trámites. Esto deja al
ciudadano en la situación de ver los procesos agilizados pero no resueltos completamente de forma electrónica. Actualmente
el portal único del gobierno de México
(gob.mx)8 se encuentra en estado Beta.
Teniendo esta estructura como base,
¿qué puede hacer México para progresar
su gobierno electrónico?; y una pregunta
más, ¿qué implicaciones traería el gobierno electrónico? Uno de los factores que
hace el desarrollo de gobierno electrónico
lento en México y otros países es la consulta de modelos (como el estadounidense)
y la búsqueda de soluciones técnicas de
países como Alemania o España.
Si bien estas soluciones responden a
relaciones internacionales cercanas, los resultados finales no son convenientes para
México. Hace falta para mejorar la consulta de los mejores modelos de gobierno
electrónico, las soluciones que ofrecen y
las compañías que logran proveer estos
servicios en colaboración con empresas

Figura 1. Modelo de cinco etapas propuesto por la ONU

Transaccional

Semi o
completa
integración

Interactivo
Aumentado
Emergente
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mexicanas; en conclusión: ir a la fuente
principal donde el concepto de gobierno
electrónico es creado.
El caso de Estonia
El caso de Estonia –comparable con países
como Corea del Sur o Singapur– es un país
que apostó su desarrollo nacional en la inversión tecnológica después de la caída de
la Unión Soviética, creando una colaboración exitosa entre empresas privadas y gobierno. Los resultados han sido exitosos y
posicionan a Estonia como el país líder en
innovación de gobierno electrónico. Esto
ha causado que la mayoría de los países
europeos recurran a Estonia en busca de
consultas y soluciones.
Estonia se localiza en la ultima etapa
de completa integración y está revolucionando el concepto de gobierno electrónico
con nuevas iniciativas como la residencia
electrónica9 y embajadas virtuales10. En un
día normal cualquier ciudadano hace uso
de los servicios electrónicos y muchos no
comprenden cómo sería el hacerlo de manera física. En Estonia podemos encontrar
servicios como e-servicio médico, e-policía, e-escuela, e-impuestos, y e-votación,
entre muchos otros11. La intención de este
desarrollo es reducir costos, ser amigables
con el ambiente, aumentar la eficacia de la
prestación de servicios y llevar una economía dinámica que beneficie a gobierno,
ciudadanos y empresas privadas por igual.
El sistema de Estonia en los últimos
años se ha destacado por varias razones
simples. Su simplicidad, bajo costo, efectividad y eficiencia con la que trabaja, y aún
más importantes la red llamada X-Road
(Camino X) y las tarjetas de identificación
inteligentes o eIDs.
La X-Road12 es el sistema red que se
creo en el país donde los distintos servidores pertenecientes al gobierno –o a empresas privadas– son conectados mediante
internet. Cada organismo cuenta con su
propio servidor13. Los ciudadanos también
tienen acceso a la X-Road por medio de
las eIDs que cuentan con un sistema de
identificación de doble verificación. La legislación en Estonia trabajó acorde a las
innovaciones electrónicas, por lo tanto absolutamente todos los datos son altamente
confidenciales, por lo que resulta imposible a terceras personas acceder a ellos. Un
individuo decide qué información virtual
estará en línea y con quién compartirla –
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por ejemplo con doctores, bancos, dependencias gubernamentales, etcétera. El sistema de gobierno electrónico estonio tiene
sin duda mucho que aportar a países en
procesos de implementación y desarrollo
como México.
Debido a la estructura federal de nuestro país y la autonomía de los gobiernos
estatales, locales y municipales, el sistema
podría ser de gran ayuda debido a que
no necesita ser una implementación total
e inmediata, pero podría darse en efecto
bola de nieve. La X-Road permite una
paulatina implementación donde todos los
gobiernos y empresas que deseen pueden
unirse, al final la presión hará necesaria la
pertenencia a esta red. Las soluciones de
identificación (eIDs) permitirán un buen
uso de la red evitando actos de corrupción
y abusos.
Finalmente podríamos hablar de un
México digital, donde las herramientas
tecnológicas reducirían la percepción de
los niveles de corrupción, haciendo imposible su penetración en la provisión de
servicios. El uso de papel, los gastos que
conlleva y la contaminación que produce tendrían un final. Las firmas digitales
mejorarían la forma de hacer negocios en
México haciéndolos más fáciles, rápidos y
convenientes, incentivando mayores inversiones. La percepción y confianza en todos
los niveles de gobierno mejoraría debido
a una buena labor con ayuda de la tecno-

logía. Lo necesario para lograrlo es copiar
un buen modelo que haya probado ser
exitoso y reconocido a nivel internacional.
Todo con la cooperación política, el sector
privado mexicano y las soluciones de países como Estonia. N
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Laboratorio de Emprendimiento
y Transformación
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LET impulsa y desarrolla iniciativas de emprendimiento público a través de un
modelo basado en la colaboración transdisciplinaria, que habilita todo tipo de
recursos para alcanzar y transformar la vida de más personas.
por redacción, laboratorio de emprendimiento y transformación, tecnológico de monterrey

La Escuela de Gobierno y Transformación
Pública del Tecnológico de Monterrey ha
puesto un enfoque estratégico en el estudio
y práctica del emprendimiento y la productividad pública, el impacto tecnológico
dentro de la política pública y la generación de distintos modelos de participación,
con el fin de identificar cómo hacer más
eficiente la vinculación entre ciudadanía y
servidores públicos para promover y construir mejores sociedades.
Es con este ímpetu que en abril de
2015 fue creado el Laboratorio de Emprendimiento y Transformación (LET), el
cual existe para que comunidades de líderes transformadores converjan en la construcción de mejores realidades a través del
emprendimiento y la innovación pública.
LET impulsa y desarrolla iniciativas
de emprendimiento público a través de un
modelo basado en la colaboración transdisciplinaria, que habilita todo tipo de re-
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cursos para alcanzar y transformar la vida
de más personas.
La premisa central de LET es la de impulsar una economía basada en la innovación, con proyectos de alto impacto social,
que además generen propiedad intelectual
y transferencia de conocimiento.
Es bajo tal esquema que de este laboratorio ha surgido ya la primera generación
de la Sociedad de Emprendedores Públicos, con quienes se define un plan de trabajo con metas específicas a alcanzar y se
les brindan las herramientas para lograrlo
(investigación, asesoría continua y soporte
para el desarrollo de prototipos y productos, vinculación con financiamiento, socios
o clientes y apoyo para lanzamiento de
proyectos al mercado, entre otras cosas).
Cleanwatt
Uno de los proyectos miembros de la sociedad es CleanWatt, un sistema para generar

energía limpia. Se trata de una iniciativa
que ha nacido de un creciente interés en temas ecológicos, en busca de la recuperación
y protección ambiental. CleanWatt se propone generar energía eléctrica a partir de un
insumo orgánico –conocido como biomasa–, un material que se obtiene a partir de
residuos diversos de origen vegetal, animal,
industrial y desechos de las zonas urbanas;
se trata de materiales biológicos, degradables y altamente disponibles.
Como proceso para generar energía
limpia a partir de biomasa, nos estamos
refiriendo a un desarrollo preexistente,
pero la propuesta novedosa es la de implementarlo e implantarlo en México, donde
hay condiciones ideales para que esta iniciativa prospere. A raíz de la aprobación
de la reforma energética –que contempla
la elección de energías alternativas, abriéndose además a la inversión privada en la
generación y comercialización de energía
eléctrica–, el equipo que propone el proyecto CleanWatt asume no sólo la oportunidad de implementar un sistema para
generar energía limpia, sino que además
es una opción de menores costos para los
usuarios calificados (tarifas comerciales y
de alto consumo). De acuerdo a la International Finance Corporation en su Estudio de Mercado del Financiamiento de
Energías Sostenibles en México 2012, y
del Fideicomiso para el Ahorro de Energía
Eléctrica (FIDE), la tarifa de energía eléc-
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trica generada por biogás es 30% menor a
la tarifa de energía eléctrica generada por
métodos no renovables.
Biomasa a partir del lirio acuático
Otra de las bondades de este proyecto es que
inicialmente busca utilizar como insumo la
biomasa que se obtiene específicamente del
lirio acuático, una planta que ha invadido
casi todos los sistemas acuáticos de agua
dulce del territorio mexicano, con excepción
de regiones semiáridas o desérticas que no
cuentan con vegetación acuática. De acuerdo al Programa de Control de Malezas
Acuáticas (2012) de la Comisión Nacional
del Agua se tiene un registro de alrededor de
ocho mil hectáreas en los cuerpos de agua de
la cuenca Lerma-Chapala –actualmente esta
cifra puede ser mayor–, así mismo de acuerdo al Sistema Estatal de Planeación Hidráulica del Estado de Guanajuato en ese mismo
año (2012) se tenía un rango de entre 250 y
300 hectáreas de lirio en los cuerpos de agua
de la laguna de Yuriria.
Tomando en cuenta la densidad de
esta planta (alrededor de 240 toneladas
por hectárea), se tiene un potencial aproximado de 1,920,000 toneladas que pudieran ser utilizadas para la producción
de biogás y posteriormente generación
de energía, tanto térmica como eléctrica.
Tal masa se ha convertido en un problema que hace difícil la navegación en ríos y
lagunas, provoca una elevada evaporación
del agua y, al no permitir el paso de la luz,
daña los microorganismos de que se alimentan crustáceos y peces; es una planta
altamente perjudicial para el ecosistema de
los cuerpos de agua mexicanos.
Por eso es tan importante apuntar que
el uso de la biomasa que se obtiene del lirio acuático permitiría combatir la proliferación de esta planta invasiva y así no sólo
reducir sus dañinos efectos en nuestras
reservas acuíferas, sino también –mediante
un programa de producción controlada–
aprovechar sus propiedades como potencial generador de energías y permitir el
desarrollo de proyectos productivos.
De lirio acuático a energía eléctrica
CleanWatt tiene el potencial de resolver la
capacidad deficitaria en la generación de
energía eléctrica para los sectores antes
mencionados aprovechando esta biomasa.
Si se utilizaran las más de 1.9 millones
de toneladas de lirio disponible, se podrían
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AMF

Las franquicias en ascenso
Las franquicias en México son una realidad detonadora de empleos y
oportunidades. Hoy más que nunca la AMF tiene un rol determinante en el
desarrollo de este modelo de negocios.
entrevista con maría sotelo, directora general de la asociación mexicana de franquicias,
por cecilia victoria rojas

producir de uno a tres MWe por medio de
generadores de combustión interna, lo que
representa el equivalente al abastecimiento
mínimo de 1,200 a 3,600 hogares con energía limpia, económica y de fácil acceso.
Este potencial se comprobó en condiciones de laboratorio realizados en el
CINVESTAV-IPN, Unidad Querétaro, con
la colaboración de los creadores de clean
watt. Así mismo –mediante los resultados
obtenidos y pese al requerimiento de realizar estudios de factibilidad in situ de acuerdo a la zona donde se requiera implementar el proyecto–, se comprobó que es viable
realizar el escalamiento industrial de una
planta generadora mediante el funcionamiento por medio de biomasa compuesta
por lirio acuático. El sistema de CleanWatt
consiste en extraer, descomponer y utilizar
el gas que se desprende del lirio acuático,
para luego realizar combustiones sencillas
que generan energía eléctrica. Lo siguiente
sería abastecer a industrias y comunidades
con energía limpia, económica, de fácil acceso y con tarifas competitivas.
Además, al final del proceso de generación de energía se obtiene una composta residual que puede aprovecharse como
fertilizante agrícola, muy recomendable
por su origen totalmente orgánico. El mercado que se puede atender mediante este
desarrollo es de un tamaño considerable,
donde se enlistan las pequeñas y medianas
empresas, las cuales representan el sector
ideal para la promoción de la energía generada por CleanWatt, pues de acuerdo
a las Ventas internas de energía eléctrica
2013 de la Secretaría de Energía, este sector significa más de 107,000 millones de

pesos cada año. Adicionalmente es posible
participar en la atención a los servicios
públicos municipales, un mercado que representa más de 17,000 millones de pesos
en el mismo período.
El proyecto CleanWatt, como lo han
concebido sus creadores, está estructurado
en cinco etapas para su realización: factibilidad, diseño, implementación, puesta en
marcha y seguimiento. En este momento
el proyecto se encuentra en la etapa de diseño. El apoyo que brinda el Laboratorio
de Emprendimiento y Transformación del
Tecnológico de Monterrey, ha incluido la
realización pruebas in situ y la escalabilidad del proyecto para lograr el alcance y
la búsqueda de financiamiento necesarios.
Participan en este proyecto Juan Pedro
Gómez –fundador, asesor para proyectos de
energía renovable en Washington, D.C.–, Jesús Rodríguez –cofundador, ingeniero industrial con experiencia en gestión de Proyectos
con Fondos Nacionales–, y Rubén Velázquez
–cofundador, quien es doctor en ciencias con
especialidad en materiales, y profesor de
tiempo completo en la Universidad Tecnológica de Querétaro–; todos ellos mexicanos
residentes en la ciudad de Querétaro.
CleanWatt es un proyecto abierto a recibir apoyos para dilatar los beneficios de su
implantación. Interesante y prometedor, refleja el espíritu del Laboratorio de Emprendimiento y Transformación, empeñado en impulsar a jóvenes emprendedores con suficiente talento y visión para asumir el compromiso
de transformar nuestra sociedad y contribuir
a la creación de un mundo mejor. N

La Asociación Mexicana de Franquicias
(AMF) es una organización fundada hace
más de veinticinco años dedicada a difundir,
promover y desarrollar la figura más exitosa de negocios del mundo. “El profesionalismo que nos distingue nos ha permitido
ser referente inmediato del sector, promoviendo el éxito de este sistema de negocio
e incentivando las mejores prácticas dentro
de las franquicias en México”, dice María
Sotelo, directora general de la asociación.
“Las franquicias en México son una
realidad detonadora de empleos y oportunidades. Hoy más que nunca la AMF tiene un rol determinante en el desarrollo de
este modelo de negocios”, asegura Sotelo,
y agrega que continuarán uniendo esfuerzos para acercarse a las distintas entidades

públicas y privadas, con las que participarán activamente para hacer de éste un
mayor y mejor sector. Además de sus
socios actuales –entre franquiciantes, franquiciatarios, consultores y proveedores–,
los beneficios de la AMF se extienden a
las nuevas empresas que incursionan en el
mercado.
Sotelo se refiere a los diversos convenios establecidos durante el 2015. En primer lugar menciona el programa de la
Secretaría de Desarrollo Económico del
gobierno capitalino (SEDECO) para la
adquisición de tabletas, herramientas tecnológicas que permiten a las franquicias y
pymes estar a la vanguardia en tecnología
y así lograr una eficiente operación de su
negocio. Por otra parte, la AMF firmó un

Querétaro y Puebla ocupan los primeros diez lugares entre
los estados con mayor número de franquicias.

convenio con Walmart mediante el cual
este grupo empresarial facilitará la lista de
los locales disponibles que se encuentran
ubicados dentro de sus establecimientos,
frente a las cajas.
En materia de financiamiento, María
Sotelo habla de los programas que apoyan
a las franquicias en nuestro país. Tal es el
caso del acuerdo firmado con el gobierno
de Guanajuato para emprender negocios
bajo el esquema de franquicias. De esta
forma se reduce hasta 6% la tasa de interés pactada para el crédito. También se refiere al programa Fondo para el Desarrollo
Social de la Ciudad de México (Fondeso),
el cual permite a las franquicias obtener
créditos por hasta quinientos mil pesos
para destinar a la adquisición, ampliación,
remodelación y mejoras en puntos de venta de establecimientos reconocidos como
franquicias.
Con respecto a la internacionalización
–sobre todo en el mercado centroamericano– María Sotelo reconoce que para ingresar a los países de esa región primero se
generó la estructura necesaria para arrancar y, gracias a la alianza estratégica entre
ProMéxico y la AMF, se logró vincular a los
organismos empresariales y brindar apoyo
y acompañamiento a las franquicias mexicanas interesadas en llegar a esos mercados.
María Sotelo menciona que en las ciudades medias en México se ha generado
un boom de apertura de franquicias; Querétaro y Puebla los estados que se encuentran en los primeros diez lugares con mayor número de franquicias. “En la actualidad operan en el extranjero treinta marcas
mexicanas; de éstas la mejor posicionada
en el mundo es Kidzania” –un concepto
cien por ciento mexicano que sintetiza
educación y entretenimiento infantil, único en su tipo y el primero en ofrecer a los
niños y niñas de dos a dieciséis años actividades basadas en el juego más antiguo:
jugar a ser adultos–, explica Sotelo.
El septiembre pasado la AMF celebró
su convención anual. Al respecto Sotelo menciona que asistieron 52 marcas,
que representan 4,273 puntos de venta y
18,991 empleos en la República mexicana.
En total, la industria suma 73,000 puntos
de venta para la comercialización de 1,400
marcas, de las cuales 78% sonde origen
nacional. N
www.franquiciasdemexico.org
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Oportunidades de negocio
india

Inversión
Automotriz-autopartes
En 2014 India tuvo una producción del sector
automotriz terminal de 3.8 millones de unidades, al
participar con 4.2% de la producción mundial; ocupa el 6°
lugar como país productor.
México ofrece excelentes oportunidades de inversión
para las empresas indias en segmentos como:

estampado, centros de I+D, motores,
vehículos de lujo, talleres state of the art,
vehículos pesados y vehículos ligeros.

Metalmecánico
En 2014 India tuvo una producción del sector
metalmecánico de 171,009 mdd al participar con 3%
de la producción mundial; ocupa el 7º lugar como país
productor.

Exportación
Energético
La oportunidad para México
se identifica a partir del alto

consumo de petróleo
presentado por India y la
importancia del sector de
hidrocarburos, que representa
alrededor de 15% de su
producto interno bruto.
India se posiciona como el quinto

país con mayor capacidad
de refinación a nivel mundial,
superando a países como Arabia
Saudita, Canadá y Reino Unido.

Empresas de India pueden encontrar en México
excelentes oportunidades de inversión en los
segmentos de forja, moldes y troqueles,

maquinados, estampados y die casting.
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